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CHAPTER I.

SOCIALIZED SOVEREIGNTY,

During the last ten yeprs the reorganization of state govern

ment has been one of the liveliest subjects in political science.

A great deal has bean written about it, but little has been dine

to remedy the defects pointed out. Some progress has been made,

however, and doubtless the next few years will see the .'ide^t

adoption of raany recommendations investigators recently have

proposed. We are just entering upon the period of construction

which normally follows the period of criticism.

Bryce's famous animadversion against the government of Amer

ican cities (li) is largely untrue at the present time as a result

of the remarkable growth of the commission and manager type^of

city government. The National livmicipal League feels so hopeful

of the outlook: for cities and so pessimistic of the conditions

in state government that, for the last two or three years, its

organ, "The llunicipal Review", has been devoting much more space

to state than to city government. Of course, there still renains

plenty of room for inprovement in the conduct of government in the

vast majority of American cities, but we seem to be on the right

track in municipal affairs.joci We may confidently expect continuous

improvement in urban goverment.

Hov; different is the sitriation with respect to state govern

ment.* Since 1910 the question has been v/idely discussed. In that

year the Proceedings of the American Political Science Association

is almost completely devoted to the consideration of various as

pects of state government. The publications and proceedings of

ijp-a*; j'r-



praotloally every political science orgfinizution, the writings

of professors of politics and experts in govormnent, the speeches

and articles of practical politicians and publicists, all tell

the same story,—soraothing is wrdng with state governnent. Divers

remedies have been prescribed but few; of then have been earnestly

and honestly applied. So le of the more radical atten^jts have been

more or less tentative; thai* results are more or less doubtful;

and their future is still nore onen to question.

Herbert Croly was one of tne first publicists to present

the subject In such a way as to gain nation~v.'ide consideration for

it, altho the "Oregon System" had created a great deal of discussitn,

a largo part of it unfavorable. Croly says (2), "A popular but

ill-founded A;nerican political illusion concerns the success of their

state governi.nsnts. Americ^xns tend to believe that these governnents

have on the idiole served them well, whereas in truth, they have on

the whole been ill-served by their machinery of local administration

and government", '^en years after these words were written.

they still are true in the main, but sv.'jeping changes will unques

tionably occur within the next ten years unless present indications

are very misleading.

What, then, will be the nature of these changes'? Leg^tive reor

ganization'? New systems of representation? lore of direct govorn-

ment? Or less of it? Cehtralization? Decentralization? State social

ism? Guild socialism? What will be the determining factors in the

changes v/hich most students of the question are oonvinoed will come?

However, thereseoms to be no occasion for alarm. Hather there

is ample reason for faith and optimism. Somo of the ideas which

have been most instrumental in bolstering up the static conception

of the state and instilling into the minds of the people an irrution-



al fear of any chanije, are showing signs of broaking dotvn or

of radical modification* Doubtless one of the most oonsorvative

of these ideas has been the theory that state sovereignty is as

real and absolute as the sovereignty of the federal state* But

now that the concept of the absolute sovereignty of any political

state is being thrown into the scrap-heap along v.ith other doctrines

of politieal absolut^ism such as the divine right of kings, -.Sacht-

politik, p'i )hl supron'^ioy, and so on, (3) it seems tiiat the theory

of the sovereignty of the smaller administrative units is bound to

disappair*

This will open the way for a rational attack upon some of

our troublesome administrative problens* Tliey will be assigned

to the federal govern .ent* On the other hand, there are vory likely

saaa i-iatters being handled oy the federal government which might

better be taken over by the states* A real scientific division off

administrative Inbor between the sttite and federal giivernments has

never been made* This is largely dtie to the faot that sovereignty

has bean conceived of as some absolute, indivisible, unchangeable

entity of whioh, by some inconsistent ohanoe, the several states
have

and also the federal government each knt a definite share* Con

stitutional barriers have rendered perrxment this'division of the

indivisible'in suoh a way that proper apportionment of administrative
funct ions

iHxetxfccx has been in^ossible} jealousy and suspicion has al .ays

exiatei betv/eon the states and the central government; often they

have been violently at logger-heads* t'xoa 1769 till 1921 this has

been true, in spite of ̂ hiskey Rebellions, Nullifioationf, Civil

Wnrs and Prohibition Amend^nts and the consequent gradual central
isation of federal po\.'er*(4)

Doubtless this conflict will continue until the problem of

sovereignty is finally settled* How that the concept of absolute



soyor®^®^^ boconlng more and more attenrnte^ii and, oonsequent-

ly, political organiaation is becoming more and more plastic,

there Is greater likelihood tluit important changes in state goy-

ernraent may take place. When the stultifying influence of absolute

soyereignty is reraoyed, the prohibitiye limitations of the federal

analogy will go with it and wo will cor.ie to look upon the erst- ^

sAiile "soyereign state" merely as an administr.'itiyo unit. S?hlB

will make reorganization not only possible, but irr^eratiye.

But we may ask, V'hat becomes of soyereignty 1# the state is not

sovereign? Surely there must be so:ne agency in which the power

is vested to con^el conformity to rides of conduct which society

may lay down from time to time. Some sort of delegation of power
person

over pan and property will always be necessary if we are to oontinae

to have any such sioial organization an that with which we are

now familiar. And if this effective power to coerce and control

is merely removed from the state and transferred to some other agency

how has the theory of sovereignty beon modified?

That is Just the point. Ho such transfer is contemplated. Sov

ereignty is regarded as being vested in no agency, neither in chorch,

nor state, nor labor union; sovereignty is vested in the hearts

and minds of the people themselves, in the active, vital function

ing of the people in and thru their individual and group life. Mow

all social groups are continously changing, just as the individuals

are; hence the state, which is nbthing more than u social grouping,

is also in continous flux. Thus we arrive at the conclusion that

sovoreftgnty is not an absolute, but is a rNative quality. It is

not uncontrolled and irresponsible, but is always and ever depend

ent upon the psychic interaction of individuals in their orgmized

cepacities. We no longer Juive "sovereignty" but "sovoreignties".

By this, we iTiean much the same thing the psychologists moan when



they say wa have "memories", not "taemory". Bach and every group

ezeroises a cocoplete and aotufil sovereignty within the lir^iits of

its own functional domain. Sovereignty is an active, dynamic

quality; it is the doingjbf something rather than the right to

do it; it is the will of the people in aotion. It is as varied and

variable as humrm life.(5)

So we must stop thinking of "govornnient by consent of the gov

erned"; we must begin to think of "governmaat by the cooperation,

participation, mutual stiiaulation and psychic interaction of the

governing". The people have not only the"right to alter or abolish

government", but they have the suproiTie privilege and duty am neces

sity of altering it continually. The state is merely a form of

human association, but it is becoming more important all the ti^e.

Govurnrnent touches life in more points now thtm it ever has in the

pEiSt. It is a safe prophecy that the importance of govornnent will

increase in direct ratio to the inorease of the oon^lexity of hu

man life. Nop- it is only by association that we can live,—and

remain human. Henoe the state must be made one of the most vivid

and vital parts of our living if we are to achieve the destiny

vhich appears to await us.(6) From this point of view, sovoreignty be

comes the glow of the real and actxial life of the people; it is the

spirit of the people in itd creative aspect; it is socialized par

ticipation in the most essential and inspiring activities and inter

ests of ttie ooranjunity. If this ideal can bo achieved, the socius-cit-

truly say, "L'otat, e'est moi: *, for he creates it.

There ie another idea gaining acceptance in the social mind

v/hieh has an important befiring on the problems of reorganisation.

This Involves the destruction of the old superstitious regard for

constitutions, particularly, for THE Constitution, It also iiiplies



tha elimination of the feeling of divine sanction, if not divine

origin, of the "democratic dogna".(Brooks Adams' phrase.) The

new idea which is replacing these old fetishes has Been nicely

expressed by Ivlr. Justice Holmes in a recent decision. (7) " The

best test of truth is the power of the thot to get itsdlf ac

cepted in the cpn5)etition of the market. 'JJbat is the theory of

our Constitution. Xt is an experiment as all life is an exper

iment." An eminent American sociologist has written,"Freedom

is continuous experiment'.' (8) Thus, if we come to use the same

experimental procedure in political science that we use in natural

and economic science, there is no doubt that we will achieve an

institutional plasticity which will be conducive not only to effic

iency, but also, and of vastly greater in5>oxtance, to permanency.

Finally, the general abandonment of the laissez faire, par

ticularistic, individualistic conception of society(9) portends

a similar abandonment of the conception of the static state. It

implies the theory that the state is simply a human institution

which has grown up in a rather unconscioixs manner as most insti

tutions do. Instead of allowing the institution to coerce and

constrain the individual, man raajr consciously reshape it to his

own best purposes. That is, the advent of social consciousness

augurs well foor the ultimate reorganization of the state.

Therefore the point of view of this paper is frankly socio

logical. Thus far the largest part of the writing on state govern

ment has emphasized other aspects of the question. The efficiency

expert, the lawyer, the publicist, the political scientist, and

Subject
many men of various persuasions have written on the but

little of the work has been done by the sociologist. Perhaps he

has been fearful of encroaching upon some field not specifically



his own. One of the stock criticisms of sociology always has

"been that it has to rely upon a superficial and surreptitious
"real"

invasion of the various^socialisciences ii|forder to find any
"science of sociology". However that may be, the sociologist

has left tha subject of ̂ tate government pretty much to the

administrative expert, the muck-raker, political agitator and

political scientist. While such writers as Duguit in France,

Cole in England, De llaetzu in Italy, Gierke in Germany, Croly,

Follett and Laski in America have criticized the so-called

sovereign state from a sociological view-point, little if any

effort has been made to discuss the problems of the larger ad

ministrative units of tiffi United States from a sociological

approach. That is the purpose of this paper.

feence, the following chapters will be in the nature of a

general stirvey of what has been proposed and accomplished In the

past ten years, with an atten^t to formulate some of the more ob-
sociological
vious^implications and conclusions. This will involve the general

aspects of the problem, followed by proposals for legislative,

administrative and judica^l reorganization, concluded by a sum-

laary of the principal characteristics of the truly socialized

state as visualized in this discussion.

The object will be to deal with Oregon and its problems

particularly, altho it is th4t that the general principles of

reorganization will apply as well to any other American state.

Taking Oregon as the specific unit upon which the discussion

shall center introduces some peculiar difficulties, hov/ever.

■.lany progressively minded people consider Oregon as the one state

far in advance of all others in the matter of d«nocratic, popu

larly responsive government! they would say Oregon is the place



to leave off rather thah the place to begin. Still others

would say that if Oregon is an example of the reorganized state,

let us have no more reorganization while the world standeth. It

is true that Oregtoi has gained some deserved reputation {or notor

iety, if you choose) as a progressive state. The "Oregon Sysjrem"

has been heralded and hounded all over the land. We probably re

ceived more printed space,per capita, in books and periodicals

and more praise and condemnation from the platform, pulpit and

legj^ative floor than hais any other state within the last twenty
years. We have been greatly criticized and greatly approved.

Very likely we have deserved some of both.

However, it would appear to a dispassionate observer that

Oregon is beginning to lose the preeminently progressive leader

ship she assumed about 1900. We achieved our i initiative,

referendum and recall and seemed to be exhausted. Perhaps we thot

the political millenium had come. We lay quiescent for about ten

years. Then the progressive spirit began to hover over the land

a^ln and we adopted some more progressive legislation, viz; the

minimxim wage law for women, (1913); women's suffrage, (1912);

eight hovir day on public works, (1912); workraan's compensation,

(1913); prohibition and abolition of death penalty, (1914). Then
as

we took another slucp. ' We began to pass such laws^the readoption

of the death penalty, prohibition of publication of books and

papers in foreign tongues, multiplication of administrative

boards and commiasions, and failed to pass such laws as were

advocated by commissions on reform in the various branches of
s

government. The legislative a^mblies pass just as many and

just as trivial laws as before, just as hastily drawn and as

hurriedly considered as^hey did before the "Oregon System" was a-
dopted. The, most hopeful sign of a new progressive spirit

was the exceptionally large number of bills vetoed by the governor



in the 1920 special session and the constructive educational

and road building program recently adopted. Since our pioneer

work in the matter of direct legislation in 1902 and the direct

primary in 1904, we have done nothing original in practical

progressivism, with the possible exception of the minimum wage

law. We have been followers rather than leaders. It is a very

open question as to whether Oregon with its "Oregon System" is

really any more progressive from a sound sociological viewpoint

than is liassachusetts with its Henry Cabot Lodge.

So, altho we nay need reorganization as badly ad any state,

we may find it difficult to accomplish much in that direction

because v/e have such a smug, self-satisfied conviction of our

superior progressiveness and superlative achievement. Ihe back

ward (I almost said "back-woods") road policy we have followed

until recently, our neglect of education, the general apathy of

the average citizen on political questions,(altho the Oregon citizen

is probably much more intelligent on public questions than is the

citizen of the I, R,& R,state which does not have the "Voter's

Pamphlet") and his distrust of the legislature and his contempt

for it,— all of this is indicative of the fact that we may be

in an eddy or back-wash of the progressive movement instead of

in the midst of the channel rowing with the current.

So, however much it may please our collective vanity to think
rthink of ourselves as the pioneer adventurers in practical pro^s-

sivism, the facts are that we are probably not greatly different

from any other western state. 1Ve are as far as they from the mil-

lenium and can move toward it no faster and no more certainly than

they. Hence, our conclusions will have to seek the golden mean

whSl^ lies somewhere between wiiat ougtyto be and what some
likelihood of attainment, between ideality and workability, ̂ his



Is good sociology. (11^) All progress must be conceived in terms

of trial and error. If it becomes necessary for us to modify our

system of direct legislation after only twenty years of trial, we

should be greatly cheered by it. Usually, distinct progress in any

field requires a much longer time and a great deal more dissatis

faction with the innovation than we have experienced with direct

legislation. We have attained a more democratic method of making

law than ever was known in such a large constituency as a modern

American state. When we began the experiment, most political

theorists and practical politicians regarded it as xz a political

wild-goose chase, if not a movement subversive of tl}e fundamental

principiia of American representative democracy* forgetting, as the

conservative is apt to do, that the very most essential element

in American democracy is faith in the people, faith in experimental

politics, faith in the plain man's philosophy that "the world

do move'. So if wo can retain the proved benefits of direct legislation

and remove its obvious defects, all in the short space of twenty or

twenty-five years, we should regard it as a triumph of rationality

and progressive achievement. And so with any modification in our

system of goverument, method of representation, conduct of adminis

tration, or functioning of the judiciary,— it will take time; we

nake mistakes; it will be continuous experiment; it will demand

faith, intelligence, perseverance and temporary disappointment, per-

hapsp-but in the end, we will achieve our purposes. The hundred

and fifty years of our national life is a short time compared to

the 150,000 or 250,000 years during which mankind has been blimdering

along toward a more effective social organization; yet, in that

himdred and fifty years we have astonished the civilized world. In

the next hundred and fifty years we must accomplish still greater

wonders. The American democracy As no pampered child and it will



not grow senile with the years< Like the prophet of old, it

will go on and on, with eye that is not dim and natural force that
id not abated.

Accordingly, it is not expected that the suggestions offered

in the following pages will be adopted immediately in Oregon or

elsewhere. Hor will any of them be final in form and functioning

whan they are finally adopted, no matter how much care and study

precedes their formulation. We shall never be able to transcend the

trial and error method. We may formulate our hypotheses ever so

painstakingly, but in social science as in physical science, the

experimental verification of success or failure must be the court

of last resort. The only value of theory and reason is that the

experiment may be as little wasteful and as greatly conducive to

success as is possible to human frailty. The only advantage the

scientist has over the man on the street is that the scientist

has developed a finer technique for making good guesses as to what

will work.

No claim is made that any of the following proposals are

original. Such a claim would doubtless discredit them at the start.

As a matter of fact, many of the changes advocated have already

been tried elsev/here and have been found eminently satisfactory.

All of the proposals are supported by sound political and socio

logical theory, as the documentary citations show. No attempt

has been made to reject plans merely because they are radical nor

to condemn them because they are conservative. The terms 'radical'

and 'conservative' refer to types and attitudes of minds rather

than to the inherent nature or qualities of propositidns as such.

Some attempt has been made, however, to steer a fairly straight

course between the Scylla of Ia5>ossibility-of-Adoption and the

Charybdis of Too-Idealistic-to-Function.



In other words, the object of this paper is to present some

suggestions for the reorganization of state government in Oregon

vdiich would stand a reasonable chance of adoption in whole or in

part if they were supported by a proper educational campaign.

They are so adapted to the ideals and aspirations of the people

and to the economic and social conditions of the commonwealth that,

if adopted, they would undoubedly operate with a fair measure of

success. There has been a distinct effort to avoid the idealistic

and fantastic. The prestimption is always against Jhe Utopian

proposal.

This may appear to be a difficult and ambitious if not impossible

program. However, only a rou^ approximation is conten^lated. The

details of the proposals presented would have to be worked out by

experts in the several fields affected before any actual attempt

to put them into operation could be made. We are concerned only
and

with general principlesy^undetailedd description. We hope to get

a generalized, sketch of the state that is becoming.

This is possible only by assuming that there is a degree of

uniformity in hunan nature^ and hende some validity in comparing

petpie and conditions here with conditions and people existent

where some of these proposals have been tried. The success of any

theoretical recommendations ndiich have not been tried elsewhere

in the exact form advocated herjft , must, ofl course, rest upon their

conformity to human nature, using that term to indicate all the

complex social interpenetrations of heredity and culture. If this

position is sound, it would follow that all political proposals

which have never had any practical trial, all simon-pure political

experiments, should be worked out and presented by the social psy*.

chologist or socialogist rather than by the technical student of

politic#.



CHAPTER II.

Huiarr miURB ahd the hascent sTAa?B.

Before proceeding with the problem of state reorganization, it

is necessary to get a vision of the state as we think it should be.

This is possible, of course, only by a more or less itnaginative

process. The state as-it-should-be depends in the last analysis

upon hunian nature as it is, ol as it is becoming. Hence, by under

standing the nature of the people out of which the state must be

made, by considering the relations which exist between them and

which present characteristics and tendencies indicate may exist,

it ought to be possible to forecast the broad outlines of the

state, its nature and spirit, which we think ultimately will be

evolved. In the foregoing pages it was shown that the nature of

human life is such that the state seems destined to become more

and more important as civilization becomes more and more cora-

plwx; it was shown that human life is possible only in associa

tion, cooperative activity; therefore the coming state must be one

in which the people as a whole are able to take a vital and ef

fective part. The state must be the life of the people as they

are the sine qua non Itf its life. The state must cease to be

something above and beyond the people, some vague, mysterious

force ensconced in marble and mosaic at Washington or Salem; it

must become the means whereby theii people find their largest life,

must be bone of their bones and flesh of their flesh. In this chapter

I mean to point out just why this is true; to indicate just what

are the fundamental characteristics of human nature and what are

the implications of these facts for government.

It is safe to say that the political organization of any demo-



cracy will never be greatly superior to the social and economic

organization of that co;:iniunity. Water never rises higher than its

source. But its political government may -jje a great deal worse

than either the social or economic conditions. Dhis seems to be

the situation in many American states. It is particularly true of

Oregon. Practically all of our political machinery is traditional,

conventional, antiquated, patched up, hand-me-down apparatus be

stowed upon us by other days and other environments. Our politieal

sawmill was started a hundred and fifty years ago and it is still

running,— largely by momentum. We have added a little grease

from time to time and increased the available horsepower so that

we have kept it turning out lumber,—such as it is and what there

is of it. But the wheels are turning ever more slowly, the inter

est of the crew is Ilagging more and more, and the overhead^contin-

uously gaining on the production.

But the people of Oregon are virile, progressive, dynamic

entire builders. !Ehey are untramaeled by much of the customary

conservatism that makes any change frtm the long-established order

so distaiteful to most o# the people in old comtramities. Oregon

already has registered disapproval and disregard for much of the

traditional system. Doubtless we will continue to modify and im

prove our state organization. We must see to it that the static,

do-nothing-for-fear-of-doing-it-wrong conservatism which has been

characteristic of some of the older states, shall not so crystalize
the same

in our public mind that we, too, shall be kept from makingformal,

rapid development in social and political lines that we have made

in economic activities.

However, we imust not fall into the prevalent and pernicious

fallacy that all change is progress. As has been suggested already

and as will be mentioned later, the attainment of such a powerful



and potentially valuable agency as direct legislation raises the

question as to Just how much real progress was imde toward a stable,

efficient, thoroly satisfactory form of state government. Doubt

less there are conditions under which any change would be welcome*

perhaps that was the case when the "Oregon System" was adopted; but

ordinarily the ambitious reformer, and the pink-tea progressive,

or gentleman of the other sort of pinkness, are prone to confuse

any change with progress. It is a serious thing to tanker with

the tested and tried institutions which have served^ their makers

wall. The presun^tion is always in favor of the old, as Cooley

points out.(11) But, on the other hand, it is Just as dangerous

to become so impressed with the sanctity of certain institutions

that we are unable to master the courage to tamper with them at

all. On the whole, man is more inclined to the latter fault than

to the former. He is a timid, furtive animal at best and seldom

makes any changes until necessity forces it upon him.

But the people of Oregoi are ndt satisfied with their state

government. They will doubtless roake some important changes be

fore cold necessity drives them to it. They have done so in the

past. Otir legislature was no worse than those of other states,

and not so bad as many, and yet we took the Question in hahd and

insisted that the legislative power be directly responsible to the

people from which it emenates. But there are many alert Oregon-

ians who seriously doubt the millenial possibilities and practices

of the "Oregon Systentf*; Ihe legislature is a current Joke in the

press and on the public platfoem; altho the individuals xu com

posing it are almost viniversally men of hi^ personal qualities

who are greatly esteemed by their nei^bors, yet the institution

as such is an object of widespread ridicule and conten^t. Whether



or not this situation is justified by conditions is an immaterial

consideration^ but the fact is of vast importance to show the

temper of the people. "Politician" is a sort of popular-parlance

substitute for "black-leg" or "horsa-thief (12) As a matter of

fact, there is little doubt that Oregon has as great a proportion

of superior men serving it in political offices as has any state,

yet there is a very general feeling that the "State-house bunch"

is extravagant, irresponsible and incompetent. In reality, it is

probably the other way. The figures indicate that Oregon's admin

istrators are as competent, efficient and careful as those of^ny

state. Our record for sane, progressive, frugal legislation is

far better than that of most states. Therefore, our conclusion

must be that there is a widespread, inchoate, groping and growing

dissatisfaction with state government as now constituted. The

'"Oregon System" did not remedy this condition, but rather aggravated

it. The people have tasted real power in government. Instead of

being allowed to look at the man who eats the ice-cream, they have

sat at the marble table themselves. It is not likely that they

will be willing to go back to the old way of non-participating,

far-off representative government. We have the spectacle of a

social group, or series of social groups strugging to consc^fijusness

ofl a particular situation, viz., the defects of the present system

of state gd)vemas!nt. (13)

So we may conclude that the new state is in the process of

creation. Like all huiaan institutions, the state is simply a

social product. All social forms are in a continual state of

flux. Life is continuoiis change. So the main question il^not
Shall we change our government? but rather. How shall we change it?

What shall the new state be like? Administrative machinery is

already by way Of being modified, the whole representative system



is "being questioned, the judiciary is becoming increaaingly
unsatisfactory. ?/hat are we going to do about it? Only one

answer id possible. The new staye must be based upon the principle
passing

of service. (14) The day is gmm when we can adhere to the prin

ciple, "that state is best vdiich governs least". iSan is irrevo

cably and desirably a social animal; his political institutions

can no longer be founded upon principles of individualism, i.e,,

of anti-sociality. (15) Sotiie writers have thot that the new state

must be one less highly organized and less constraining to indi

vidual impulses, that it must give more freedom and less respon

sibility. (16) But the the tendency in all association, politi

cal, economic, religious, educational, is all in the opposite di

rection. Organization, combination, integration, systemization,—

these are the concepts which are permeating all hxnaan life. So

we conclude that the new atate must be more hi^ly organizea than

the present state, (17) that it must be the most efficient com

bination and coordination of all the departments of government to

the end that it be able to minister most effectively to the in

creasingly complex needs of the people. This is what we mean by

saying that the new state must be a 'service state'.

The term organization implies a unit. It is a sociological

commonplace that every human being is a socially created entity.

Perhaps it is more descriptive to say a 'socially functioning

process', (18) altho this conception is unfamiliar to many people.

Hence, it is possible for the sociologist to regard the individ

ual as the political unit if the mind of such individual is suffi-

iently interactive with the minds of those with whom ha is in im

mediate human association. That is, thsu imaginative and cooper-

ative association, the common intereits of the group must be^real

and actual to him. This consunjmation is made possible by the



fact that human nature is essentially social nature, that society

itself must h« conceived in terras of psychic interplay. The material

forma which these spiritual forces assume are familiar to us, of

course^in the modes of communication and transportation and the var

ied proeesses of modern education.(19)

These considerations certainly suggest the organization of

political groupd on some other basis than the familiar geographical

and political party iinits. The fair success we have had in Oregon

with our substitution of the individual for the geographic-politi

cal-par ty-representative unit is doubtless due to our peculiar

situation. We have a well-educated, highly homogeneous, aggressive

population to which the social gospel has been pretty well preached

both by precept and by the exigencies of pioneer life, i^owever, it

seems fair to conclude that our measure of success is also attribut

able to the fact that human nature is in reality similar to the

concept outlined above. People are forced by their very nature

to do things together. Most often they do it unconsciously or even

under the illusion that they are doing things for tiiemselves by

themselves. ITiat the sociologist aims to do is to arouse the

consciousness in the minds of the people that they are not individ-

tials at all in the old sense of the word. They are socially

created forces and can exist only by sincere social fxmctioning.

We cormionly recognize the truth of this in our family and fraternal

life. We must come to the realization that the principle is universal.

It applies to business and politics as surely as it does to oarri^age.

While there is no doubt of the validity of the above position,

the fact still remains that there are tremendous difficulties in the

way of devising a form of government in which the individual shall

be the fundamental and final unit. Every individual would have to



be a perfect socius; he would have to realize vividly that he is the

state and that the state is ha; that both are merely "personal ideas"

(Cooley) and have no reality except in the sense that they are pro-
psychic

ducts of social^interaction. I venture that neither Cooley, Ellwood

or Miss Follett would advocate an immediate attempt to institute a

form of the state based entirely upon the iinquestionable fact that

man is a social creation and is human only so far as he is able to

cooperate effectively with his fellows. (20) Whether the political

unit s^ll continue to be a territorial area represented by a par

tisan individual, or shall become an occupational group as the Gkiild

Socialists desire, ot shall be the neighborhood, religious,

fraternal, or athletic group, or a combination of all of them remains

to be seen. Judging by past governmental development, the final form

will be a compnomise or composite system of group representation.

But some sort of group representation seems inevitable. This

conclusion arises from the fact that the most intense life of every

individual is found in some of his group affiliations. It is in our

occupational, religious, nei^borhood, fraternal, family, art and

recreational societies that we are most keenly and satisfyingly

conscious of the fact that we are normal,healthy, happy hiuaan beings

who are engaged in doing something worth while. We know and enjoy

our likemindedness and work together for common ends, in the words of

Giddings, It is in our group life that we really live and move and

have our being. (21) ?/hatever form our reorganized state may assume,

it is patent that we must prepare for it by creating living, growing,
j  fitted

cooperative coianunities in which the citizenshipy^or the new social

state shall be continuously generated. (22) This means city-plan

ning, city-zoning, garden-city building, rural coPiimunity clubs, pro

fessional associations, factory and trade orgahizations and all other

means of getting people into closely integrated group life whereby



they may be developed to their fullest capacity. We must pro

vide the proper milieu for making and nourishing the real socii.

Every citizen must be made an active member of one or more vitally

cooperative groups. By becoming a live contributing member in such

organizations, he will develop his personality to its utmost, he i

will consciously be creating himself and will be created by pleasant,

stimulating, social intercourse. It is in the small, intensely

personal group that this ideal is beat realized. A great, undevelop

ed state like Oregon, crammed to its borders with unlimited natural

resources of soilj climate, power, minerals, building materials, and

blessed with an aggressive, progressive population^ought to catch this

vision of the ever-expanding community life in which every nan shall
fruitful

have an opportunity to work with his hands in the^soil and at the

same time to enjoy all the amenities of our whizzing twentieth-cen

tury machine-made cultirre in close mental ani physical contact with

intelligent, healthy, happy, helpful, hopeful human beings. '•;»

This leads ud to the economic changes which must be brot

about before we can realize or even approximate the conditions about ?

which m haae been talking. Obviously, the whole science of economics

will have to be re-written in sociological or social psychological

terms. The new science of socio-economics wdst take as a basic prop- S

ositibn that economic activity is a means to an end, and not an end

in itself. Altho few econiraists regard their science in this li^t,

they would be the first to acQnii that the science of wealth-getting |
and using is most often practiced as if it were an end in itself. It

is from this viewpoint alone that economics becomes the'sordid science'4

not as it is tau^t, but as it is practiced. So the economist must

redeem his science by replacing profit by service as the fimdamental

actuating economic motive. "Economic law" must be conceived in terms

of social custom which can be manipulated by social, political, legal, J



educational and cultiiral forces to achieve practically any desired

and. Instead of determining, economic forces are determined. The

chief problem is of course Just how and Just what we shall decide

what^we want, or what is best for us. (23)

It is needless to say that no single socio-political unit such

as Oregon can alone accomplish a great deal in the way of economic

reform. Whatever economic means are atten^ted in the quest for the

larger life, they must be the product ofm ageneral consensus of

opinion, a slow and painful (I fear) growth. In the smaller units

we must rely upon the adoption of such ameliorative measures as tend

toward a more nearly economically sufficient life for increasing

numbers of peiple. In this manner we will be contributing our small

force toward that desired evolution from profits to service, from

contract and commercialism to contact and culture. Any discussion of
d

these means is outside the purview of this paper, but the ̂ ption of

some of them is imperative, such as a scientific taxing system, more

available rural credits, better systems of cooperative marketing,

and a more democratic organization of industry. The argument which

follows in am attempt to manufacture some political tools to aid in

the construction of the economic structure we must build. The final

solution of the economic problem lies in the growing recognition of

teachers and students of economics, that business is a social and

not a selfish enterprise, that industrial activity may be made more

inspiring than ordinary paint-daubing or stone -chipping artistic

effort,— as much more interesting than art as it is more necessary and

beneficial.. Indeed, it ought to be regarded as the very highest form

of art since it is the very basis of all phases of the more abtmdant

life.

Finally, in considering any machinery fo« modifying the state,

it is in^erative that attention should be given to the typo of



citizens who are to live in that state and operate it. There are

many factors which enter inti the making ofl a citizen,-.hiologic,

economic, geographic, idealistic, institutional, and cultural (mores-

folkways-ethos) --but there is one influence which cuts across and

thru them all, modifying them for better or for worse. It is the

most dangerous and most hopeful social force- influencing man#- Ed

ucation.

I use the terra in the rather narrow sense of formal instruction.

Democracy is possible only when the population can be relied upon to

respond in a somewhat similar fashion to certain well-defined funda

mental ideas; education is the only means of getting the understand

ing of common objects which will make this similar response possible.

While we cannot agree with Mill that it is either true or desirable

that "state education moulds the people to be exactly like each other",

(24) still we believe that all education thru the hi^^hool should

be monoplized by the state. It is questionable whether this prin

ciple holds for higher education, but certainly whatever amount of

education is conceived to be absolutely necessary for intelligent

citizenship in a democracy should be under the direct and tinobstructed

control of the state. The high school seems to be the logical minimum.

Thus only can we get the homogeneity of culture necessary for a truly

socialized citizenship. The ideal is not to make them all in the same

mould, but to give them a similarity of democratic ideals so that they

will be pschologically fitted to live in a socialized state. (25)

But education is as dangerous as it is desirable. Eot only is

"a little knowledge a dangerous thing", but much knowledge is more

dangerous if it be of the wrong kind. The preeminently stock example

of this far all time to come probably will be Gerraany before the Great

War. China is the prime case for all time past. (26)

education need not b^o overtly pernicious to I>e thoro-



ly ftaAgexous. It may be simply inept and archaic, based on tra-

IV
ditionalism and formalism, a mere going thru the motions on the as~

sumption that some salutary miracle is wrought thereby. Ross tells

us how it was done in the past and Cooley tedls us it is being done

today.(27) Todd sets forth still another type of anti-social educa

tion. It is that which "mirrors" the prevailing type of social de

sire and activity. (28) In the growth of schools of commeree,

technological, polytechnical, and industrial and business schools

oM all sorts, we see a fine example of it. Thus the educational

forces which should produce balance and perspective tend to develop

lop-sided, too-heavy civilizations which run to seed on some single s

stalk of culture. Historic cases are; an anarchic liberty-loving Greece;

a disintegrating state-worshipping Rome; a vice-ridden, debased as

cetic Medievalism; an assassinating renascence Ithly; a blood-and-de-

struction religious Reformation; and so on, ad nauseam. So prevalent

is this tendency of civilizations to run amuck on some one paramount

interest,^e have Karl Lamprecht and Henry Adams attempting to evolve

a philosophy of history upon it. (29) The largest part of our edu

cation to-day is frankly tuned to the economic motif. When we add
b

to this newv si^ect matter the old incubus of traditionalism which

still rides our educational system like an old man of the sea, there

is not a great deal of time, energy and money left for real construc

tive, progressive, truly social education.

What, then, are the ideals of education demanded by our new

sociological state? Space permits' only a very few general suggestions.

First and foremost, education must be social. Todd defines

social education as that which develops a"social type marked by service

rather than by exploitation? Croly uses Small's phrase which de

scribes the aim of socia;^ education as the inculcation of a spirit

of "live-and-help- live" rather than one-of "live-and-let-live".(80)



It would be an easy tho unprofitable task to point out that the

raison d'dtre of oiir education is almost entirely individualistic

rather than social, that we eii5)hasize the prime virtue of "getting

ahead", "m^ing a living", "making niloney**, "being successful'; etc.,

and that all these ideals are con^rehended in the demands we make

upon our educators; we set them to making profits, not 'aen;"successV

not service. To be stire we hear a great deal about education for

'citizenshipj but the "good" citizen" is merely "the greatest getter".

We go to school to learn to make a living, not to learn to live. The

American people do not seem to want to learn to live, widely, nobly,

helpfully; they want to learn to "got", greedily and effectively.

What are we to do about it? We must reverse the fundaimental

premise of our education; we imist make our education conform to the
a

findings of social psychology. We can no longer teach thaty^man is

a MMf disparate entity developing by divine fiat; nor is he a mere

protoplasmic automaton of mechanical sensation and response. We must

teach^with all its implications, the great ftindamental fact that man

is a socially stimulated and stimulating reaction system; that he

is creatad,-4;hat his very soul, personality, ego, self, or whatever

you choose to call it,— that he gains his^being by the interpenetra-

tion and interplay of Wsaiiiax psychic forces; thal/the individual

is a social product as well as a social producer; ho is a very com

plex social fabrication, not a thing apart, self-sufficient and ir

responsible. Wo must base our education on a sound social psychology.

.  Next, we must bring our educational methods into harmony with

this ideal. The recitation must become a process of doing something

together. Y/e have begun to apply this prdincipla in the primary

schools. It is gradually extending to the higher branches oA educa

tion. Even some college classes (miracle of miracles.') are begin-



ning to be discussion groups rather tlian automatic lecture-machines

which atteii5>t to cram the sophomoric mind like a rubber-hose feeding-

naohine stuffs the crops of turkeys before our annual grand Thanks

giving slau^ter. The whole tradition of educational procedure or

methodology needs to be revised to conform to the fact that hintifln

nature is essentially social in origin and development.(31)

'^ch of the subject matter of our curricula also needs to be
a traditional culture of

changed. In place of jj^ rote and rule formalism, classic discipline,

and nationalistic dogmas, we must have a content which will **Tr* fit

the individual for social li4e in a modern community. This means that

bloody-dynastdc-state-growing-great-man-lauding-history will have to

give place to a cultrire history in which the life of the people is

given the most prominent place, in which the emphasis is placed es

pecially upon the growth of economic, social, intellectual, religious,

and artistic idaasi that formal discipline in mathematics and lan

guage will have to give place to the discipline of the industrial

arts; painting and embroidery to cooking and sewing; dead languages to

live ones; analysis of flowers to soil and crop analyses; the carv

ing of frogs and cats to the care of babies; and so on. This may

sound like a contradiction to the former criticisms of the material

istic motive, but it is nit. We must continue to do all the things

we are now doing in economic and industrial affairs, itirther, we must

do all we have done in these direct ions; and Mueh more than that, we .a

must become more productive and more efficient than we ever have been;

but we must never forget in the future^as we have so often in the past^

that thesd things are ;a0rely a means to an end. (32)

Finally, we must provide for the continued education of every

man and woman in the coinraunity. It is the continuation of education

which really constitutes social education. We might socialize the



aim, raathod and content of education till doomsday and yet acMeve

little in the direction of real social education if we should al

low the products of our socialized schools to go out into a scrab

bling, narrow-minded, blind-alley society with no provision for con

tinued education. Of course there is a certain social educational

value in reading the papers and magazines and an occasional good book,

in attending the annual Chautauaua and the hebdomadal sermon, but

these activities, valuable and desirable as they are in themselves,

do not constitute a social education. The individual is passive,

receptive; (let us hope inactive, separated from the show. What

ever social value the exercises may have for him is dependent upon

how facile and vivid his imagination may be, upon his ability ti

make himself an active part in the affair. In most cases, this

sense of participation will be totally lacking. In the cases where

it is present in smy degree, it will bo a vague, shadowy, intangible

ghost-like experience compared to the mental alertness, virilejsense
w

of poor and reality which characterizes any association in whmch

the individual is an important creative contributing agent. As James

would say;the one experience is 'thin* , the other is 'thick'.

The conclusion*seems plain. We must gain our continuation of

the social edication which is begun in the echool by developing and

vitalizing the comnunity club, the cooperative society, the civic

forum, the mothers' club and the fathers' club, the corn club and
e

the cabbage club, and e'^y other form of association in wfeich

people and do something.for common advantage. This is

the real continuation of social education. Gdt people to worl|to-
gether, learn together, play together, accept responsibility together,;

inspire them to do this with some vision greater than the immediate



object they have before them, and you have achieved social educa

tion. It must be conceived as a process which has no logical

conclusion.(33)

This may all seem to be entirely out of place in an argu

ment for the reorganization of state government, but I am convinced

that no very iii5>ortant changes ever will be made in government un

less some changes in education precede them. Furthermore, it is

most undesirable that any very sweeping modifications be attempted

unless they have bean well preceded by a thorogoing campaign of

education. There is nothing more to be regretted than an attempt

at radical social or political reform before the social consctbousness

is ready for it. History id replete with failures, reactions, chaos

and confusion due to the violation of this principle. Hence, we

must deliberatley train our citizens in the way of sociality; we must

develop a wide tolerance; a keeny analytic type of critical thot; a

thorogoing recognition and understanding of the social nature of man;

we must furnish norms of conduct and standards of success in terms of

mutual service rather than in terms of doliar-aggrandizement, personal,

power and prestige. There is little danger that we will take any

fOBward step in a democracy which is too far in advance of the gener

al social mind, but the more pertinent fact is that we can never take

any step without an extensive educational preparation.(34)

Here in Oregon we have a very optimistic outlook. We have an

exceptionally good library system; we are becoming increasingly lib

eral to our schools; we have a largo measure of economic prosperity

and opportunity; our citzens are learning the value of cooperative

economic enterprise; we have an aggressive and highly intelligent

populatioi^elected, in a large measure, from the adventurous and



progressive element of the eastern states.

In this latter fact lies our greatest danger as well as our

greatest hope. !!!ha pioneer has many fine qualities, hut he is the

individualist par excellence* He very easily becomes the self-made

man who interprets goodness in terms of goods, success in terms of

savings. He is very intolerant towards any idea which suggests

that the reason why others who come after him do not get along

(i. e., "get ahead") so well as he, is because he had gained all

the strategic positions before the later-comers arrived, and con

sequently they never had that "fair field and no favors" which is

the self-made man's gospel and law and prophets. It indicates his

democracy no doubt, when he assumes that he has no more aggressiveness

and ability than those who come after him. Therefore, he holds that

if they would strive as has striven,"use their heads" as he has

used his, they would inevitably meet with the same measure of success.

This attitude may indicate a hi^ degree of Andrew'Jacksonian "democ

racy", but it does not indicate a very high order of social danide-

mocracy or of social intelligence. We must build ourselves a "socio-

cracy" (Comte) in place of our present individualistic demtcracy.



CHAPTER III.

CREATING THE WILL OP THE PEOPLE.

Whatever niay be the final form of governmental organization

in a democracy, it is self-evident that the people always will keep

the legislatite branch under their direct control. Large grants of

power may be made to a responsible executive, expert administrative

officers may be selected by irrpartial civil service examinations,

many of the most cherished and 'democratic* agencies may be greatly

modified or even abolished, but the people will never allow the law-

making arm of the government to become self-directive. They will

dertand frequent elections, complete and final accountability of leg

islators to constitu;>nts, and a more intinate part in the actual

process of law making. This does not necessarily mean that we must

n&ke more of our law by the initiative and unmake more of it by the

referendum. But it does mean that the people will demand that

some means be devised vdiereby they may actually express themselves

in political activity.

It has already been pointed out how this may be accomplished.

The most vital life of the individual is found to be that part which

is essentially social, his group functioning in its varied ramifica

tions. This follows from the fundamentally social origin and devel

opment of human nature. Now if it is true, as has been suggested,

that the functions of the state are becoming more and more inclusive,

that the individual must depend more and more upon social cooperation

to realize his own best interests, that the more complex civilization

becomes, the more important will become the political coordinati^ng

agenciesj then it follov/s logically that the vital social groupd.



occupational, fraternal, business, professional, etc., must be

brot into close, constructively cooperative relation with the atate,

The only way people can hu.nanly live is to do things together; hence,

if the political life of the people is to serve as the unifying

center thru which they are to realize their largest and best life,

the intimate small groupings must be utilized as governmental forces.

is no doubt of the fact that these groups are in fact so used

at the present time. Commercial clubs send recommendations to

congress, mothers' clubs and teachers' clubs lobby in legislatures,

timber men's or^nizations look after their "interests", and so on

downihe list of the voluntary groups. The plea of this paper is

that we should recognize this indubitable fact and provide some

way in which thtse potential governmental forces can be capitalized,

expanded, developed, utilized, without being subjected to adverse

criticism, and even allegations of improper tactics. They are un

doubted forces in the life of the community and play their parts

openly, constructively, and respectably. If we continue to ignore

them in governnental organization, give them no legitimate mode of

expression, they will be driven to seek e3q>res8ion in illegitimate

ways as some of them have done in the past. Perhaps the Preudian

theory of repression works in politics in much the same manner as

in psychology.

However, the most pregnaht argument is not a negative one.

We do not seek political recognition and self-expression for the

various social groups because of the secret damage we fear from them

if they are not so represented in the governmental organization, but

rather for the positive contributions which they will be able to make

when so represented. Social psychologists are pointing out that

there is a definite stimulating effect on all the minds in actual

communicative contact.(35) They have experimental evidence of the



£»ct, altho most of us must have noticed it often in our own exper

ience. We sometimes are surprised at our facility of phrasing,

the startling clarity of our ideas, the quickness and originality

of our thots, when we are in face to face discussion with our mental

equals or superiors. And at the same time, we are impressed by

the fact that our friends very intelligent m§n who ha« many

ideas well worthy of careful consideration. It is seldom that we

arise from such a discussion without feeling that we are "broader

and wiser men? This is especially noticeable when there is a prob

lem to be solved. We all contribute something to the final solu

tion. Our long-forgotten, or never-known ancestor who devised the

adage "Two heads are batter than one if one is a sheep's head" put

it in a nutshell years ago. Now if we could utilize this fact in

a state-wide way what treasures of wisdom and constructive thot

might not be nnlockedi The only possible approach seems to be thru

group life, so organized and integrated with the political machinery

that every citizen roay become a psychically interactive unit in

the political programs of the state. Of course, the final expression

and fonnulation of the people's will must come from reprsentatives,

but under the proposed plan these representatives would represent

a consensus of opinion arrived at by a process in which a largo pro

portion of the citizens had taken an active

The people have a tradition that the legislative function,

the true popular representative, is one of the most honorable posi

tions in our society. We shall not soon surrender this ideal. We

are becoming conscious of the failure of our state legislatures, to

be siire, (36) but v/e shall not relinguish our tradition of legislative

honor. Rather, we shall set about an analysis of the evils v/hich

have tarnished it, and than prodeed to compound and apply the indi-



cated remedies* The legislative power lies at the heart of any demo

cratic form of government. In so far as the legislature quickly and

accutately moulds into legal forms the strong and endiuring molten

materials of public opinion and social will, it may be regarded as

an efficient damocratic instrument. But before the material can be

moulded it must be melted, '-^^his is the function ofl the people. They

should generate, create, what their accredited representatives form

ulate. This can best be done in thl^ group relations. Hence, the

various social groupd must be integrated with the legislative branch

of the government. At present, the only such relationship existing

is extra-legal and more or less surreptitious. Whether or not very

much actual corruption exists, it is certainly true that the lobby

system of group influence in government gives rise to a great deal

of suspicion of shady tactics and many out-right allegations of the

So we are becoming conscious of this paradox in politics. The

legislative office is a position of honor. The legislator is respect

ed as an individual and is invested with some of the traditional

admiration and hero-worship which the common man always has bestowed

upon his so-called servants. Yet in the abstract, legislature and

legislators are looked upon askance. hear ••graf ter s " inc ompe tent s**,

•♦loafers", "gas-bags", and other such xmcomplimentary terms freely

bandied about by the man on the street, while occasionally the same

sentiments couched in more elegant phraseology find expression on the

editorial pages of our leading papers.(Hotels) ¥e are painfully

conscious of the fact that much of this distrust and disrepect is

justified by the familiar exhibitions of legislative inefficiency

but it is probably true that thl^conditions are a result of the

clvuasy, antiquated, unreasonable organization of the legislative
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■branch rather than the failure or personal shortcornings of any con

siderable number of the members. It is the fault of the machinery

instead of the worlcnen. (37)

To understand this properly, a brief review of the history

of American-state legislatures is necessary. Daring and immediately

after the Revolutionary war, When rhe first constitutions were made,

the legislatures were given almost supremo power. Little attention

was paid to the principle of checks and balances in our first gov

ernmental experiments. There were several reasons for this. The

prevailing idea of the political supremacy of the people as expressed

in the Declaration of Independence, the idealist adulation of the

principle of reprosentatiwe democracy which the war had aroused,

•  (cf. the idealistic democratic fervor of the people of the world

during the recent dreat War and the subsequent conservative reac

tion) hatred vhich the supreme colonial gljvernor had aroused, and

the determination to have nothing in the new government analogous

to the judicial annulment of colonial legislative acts by "Tcing in

council", are some of the most in^ortant. (38) <f|l wish to suggest

another possible reason, or an additional one rather. I do not

find it cited by any writer on this period, but it appears to mo

to be thinkable, at least, and in view of the fact that the people

so quickly curbed the power of the legislatures, it does not seem

unlikely to me that the following may be a very satisfactory explan

ation. The legislatures wrote and adopted the first constitutions.

Hence, the first constitutions made the legislative branches of the

various states practiaally supreme. Before 1783 only two state^had
constitutions which had been drawn up by conventions and submitted to

the people. These states were iiassachusetts and Hew Han^shire, but

both of them had formerly adopted legislative-made constitutions.



Every single state adopted a constitution during the Hevolution

which had been made by an act of the legislature. Only one of

the legislatures submitted the constitution to the people. They

rejected it. (lyfass., 1778) (39)

"VIdIT Hence, coy conclusion is that the state legislatures would
be constitutionally supreme because they wrote their own flonstitu-

tions. It seems evident that the peoplf^wre not greatly impressed by

the necessity for legislative supremacy. Ihey soon repudiated these

constitutions and adopted new ones based on the •chechs and balances •

theory, or elses amended the old constitutions in such a way that the

legislatures were greatly shorn of power.

This movement began during the "critical period" (Piske) which

gave birth to the federal constitution. Under the leadership of

those aristocratic democrats who were readers of Montesquieu and

lovers of English law and government as they understood it, occurred

the governemntal organization which some writers have called the

"conservative reaction". In many respects it still continues, altho

we appear to be in the forefront of a politically progressive re

nascence in spite of the temporary conservative complefitinn of oiu:

frantic •ffort to get back to "normalcy". Smith says, "Democracy

was not the object of the Federal Constitution; stability of wealth

and culture was".(40) The state governments under their unrestrained

legislattoes were as menacing to the 'stability of wealth and cul

ture' as was the central government under the Articles. Hence, the

wave of conservative reaction swept ober the states and left them

thoroly 'balanced and checked'. Wealth and culture, actual and po

tential, were driven to this, because paper money was flooding the land,

laws were being passed against the interests of the creditor class,

graft, corruption and irresponsibility were rampant# seemed as if



the people wore bent on attaining wealth and. culture by polij^cal

means at the expense of those who already had them* This could

be prevented only by a well-staged 'conservatiwe reaction'..For

tunately for 'wealth and culture', the economic and social condi

tions were favorablej And likewise, fortunately for us. If it

had not been for the facts that there were not distinctly drawn

class lines, that the disparities of wealth and culture were not

great and invidious, that every man was economically independent

or , on account of the seemingly unlimited natural resources, was

in a fair way to become so, it is unlikely that our ancestors

would have been able to establish a stable government. Here is

at least one prime example in history where the conservative type

of mind proved the political salvation of a great people. All the

world was looking to see us fail. (41)

The result is well known. The new constitutions were modeled

on the federal constitution; the governor was given many of the powers

of the old colonial governor,- which powers he had exercised in effect

during the war; the veto pvwsr was restored; the judiciary was

given, or assumed, the power to set aside the acts of the legislature;

two-thirds and three-fourths amendment clauses ware adopted; sessions

of the legislatures were shortened;biennial or even lo^r periods inter

vened between meetings; in short, the theory of checks and balances

was carried out almost to uttes paralysis. (42)

This movement in the direction of constitution-regulated

legislatures continued thruout the whole nineteenth century reaching

its 1 imit about 1850. Since then we have been rxinning on a consti

tution-worshipping inertia. We have made few changes for the better

and many for the worse. Standing still is really reaction because

the governmental function is becoming more and more important as was



pointed out above. We are constantly denianding more and more work

from our old-fashioned, half-worn-out machine and kicking and cuss

ing the workmen wheh we do not get it. Perhaps the advent of di

rect legislation about 1900 marks the beginning of a new epoch.

After the conservative reaction and the establishment of the

state governments on the federal model with a complete set of checks

and balances of the most approved style,— and the consequent impossi

bility of fixing responsibility when things went wrong, or of ac

complishing anything when the theory really worked, i.e., when the

forces really checked and balanced each other, of course^the

state governments proved to be practically unworkable. Hence arose

the extra-constitutional means of party control and machine politics.

The people had stalled their stesun-shovel so they proceeded to use

hand-shovels and pick-axes. (43) a?hen when things did not go to suit

the people they would rise up a and ''turn the rascals out of office",

(and get some new "rascals "in.'} or else revise the constitution
create

further curtailing the power of the legislature, or some

new elective office, or make the constitution more diffictlt of

amendment so that the politiciaun would not be able to hoodwink

the people into undoing the fine work of making the state safe for

democracy. Doubtless the political mechanics smiled and planned a new

coup. The more unworkable the people made the governmental organiza

tion, the more indispensable the party form of government became. (44)

Thus things continued till about 1900. Then the people be

gan to clamor for effective power o#er the legislative process. The

system of direct legislation and recall of all elective officers

which is most popularly known as the "Oregon System", was the result.

The direct primary laws began to break down the barriers of political

partisanship and there began to crystalize a grim determination on



th« part of th® people to take the government back into their ovm

hnndsf Political theorists began to give state government the

attentioiythey had given to city government from 1876 to 1900. Just
is

now they have begun to arrive at a decision, fheir remedy ±xz as

sweeping and far-reaching as the changes they proposed far city

government. Since the unit Involved is much larger than was the

case in municipal affairs, it will be more difficult (and more

dangerous) to try it, but when our doctors all ageee, and we know

the patient is very sick, we must submit to the indicated treatment

even if an operation is dnidsssary. (45)

The evils and ma1-adjustments have been developing for

almost a hundred and fifty years. It was the courage of desperation

whieh induced the people to adopt the radical remedies of direct

legislation. They see the defects and unsatisfactory features of

this means of legislative control, but they took it as a drowning

man grasps at the proverbial straw. They were, and are, determin

ed to have an active thumb in the political pie.

Yet in spite of the inefficiency and incoii4)etency of our

state governments, we have prospered and progressed. Hence, we aee

liable to commit the logical fallacy of ascribing identity, or

causal relationship,to events which have merely simultaneity. It

is only now that we have come to the end of the largess that nature

has so bountifully bestowed upon us, that we begin to perceive the

necessity for reorganization. It is by the appropriation of this

natural wealth that we have built up our complex and inspiring

civilization. There is no more natural wealth to be apprepriated,

therefore we must us^what we have in a more scientific manner. Our

government must respond to the call for conservation as

the other departments of human activityj^'s a result of our unpre

cedented material progress and the tendency to ascribe it to our



laisaez fairs thsory of governnnat, wo are lilcely to be slow to

change. Our natural course will be to wait till wa are forced

by the iron hand of circumstances. Certainly this has been the

way social changes have occurred in the past. The plea of the

social and political reformer is that we should be fore-handed

in these matters, that our policies should be constructively

active.

So we have a great deal of provincial self-satisfaction,

egoistic American prejudice, ignorance and traditionalism to over

come. Some of our most cherished old machinery will have to be

scrapped and some of our latest and most hi^ly prized new in

ventions will have to be remodeled. Ifany of our pet theories

will have to be thrown aside. It will take time, courage, ed

ucation and faith.

One of these democratic dogmas we will have to supplant

is the conviction that all legislative bodies must consist of

two houses. In the minds of most good, non-thiiiking Americans,

the mere statement of such a proposition is sufficient to dis

countenance any plan of reorganization in which the renunciation
principle appears^ of

of the bicameral utaart nut my purpose to argue the^bi-

eameral versus unicaraeral fUOTtiea. However, I must point out

that most modern political scientists favor a one house legislature

for state governments. (46) The primary reason for this tendency

is that wo are coming to realize that the function of the state

is more fundamentally administrative than legislative, and, further,

the already-mentioned expansion of state activities will advance

rather than retard the growth of the adminiitrative ztda work of

the state. As some one has said, instead of the.state's business

being nine-tenths legislative, as it was when most of the state



eovernmants were organized, it has become one-tenth legislative

and nine-tenths administrative. This being true, a small, one-

house legislature can be integrated with the administrative de

partments a g4od deal more emotively than is possible with a
large, unwieldly, "checked and balanced", irresponsible, two-

house legislature. The corporation board of directors analogy

much more closely fits the real situation than does the old

patriotic federal analogy.

Furthermore, the imminent breakdown of the party system

in state government as the comraiinity spirit (the antithesis of

the party spirit) spreads from the local units <where it is now

nearly supreme) thruout the whole state, will render the two-house

legislature of the old type not only unworkable and unnecessary

but eminently undesirable. It is as difficult to see why party

politics and partisan policies should be dragged Into state af

fairs as It Is to understand why we let the same sort of theory

disgrace our local and municipal government for so many years.

Even tho we have seen the promised land so far as the local gov-

erianents are concerned, we are forced to we are not

ye]|{* entirely out of the wilderness. So far as the state is con

cerned, we have not yet more than glin5)sed the promised land from

afar off.^If we admit this line of argument, and decide that we

do not want our state directed by partisans, the only other con

clusion Is that our affairs should be controlled by our best citi

zens, who are willing and anxious to confer with us, and who want

to arrive at the decisions which are for the very best interests

of the whole people. This mutually helpful relation can best be

obtained In'a relatively small group. It is in the small. Informal

discussional body that the real unified Judgment is obtained. We



must rely for real efficient deliberation upon a small number of

intelligent, highly responsible nen upon whom the li^t of full

publicity and the corrective force of an informed public opinion

are continually playing, this is good psychology as well as

common-sense 'i(47))

A very authoritative voice once said, "Ye shall know them

by their fruits".(48) If this dictum be applied to bicameral state

legislatures, they should have been 'hewn down and cast into the

fire* ling and long ago. One of the standard arguments foB the

two-house system is that id one house fails to find the flaws and

faults in a bill, the other house will do so and kill it. Thus

'hasty, ill-considered, dangerous legislation' will be made im

possible. Let us see how this theory has worked in Oregon. In 1915,

there were 515 bills introduced in the House and 315 in the Senate,

to say nothing ofi 92 memorials and resolutions in the House and 99

in the Senate, making a total of over 1000 measures to be consid-

bo+W
ered by each house®. In 1917, there were 1089; in 1919, 1052.(49)

Now let us see how effective each house was in killing the bills

vtoich came to it from the other house. On the face of it, we would

not suppose the two-house system is very efficient as a bill-kill

ing agency, since it took 1073 pages to print the session laws of

1917 and 1000 pa^s for the laws of 1919. But let us look a bit

more closely. In 1919, 251 of the 400 bills considered by the

Senate reached the House. All of them but 43 were passed. In the

House, of the 650 bills and resolutions considered, 358 reached the

Senate and only 42 of them failed to pass. This does not look as

if the second chamber is a vary effectiv^"strainer"; rather, it
looks very much like a mutual "back-hatching" process.

It is possible, hov/ever^that each house may have passed soaie



bad billg which deserved to fail,— very lihely more than the
i

forty which did fail<—but is it possible that some of the bills

which did not pass were not fundamentally bad bills? Let us ex-

aminf this. Among those rejected in 1919, we find such iseasures

as S. B. 68,"Requiring actual coii^>etition in bidding for public

work"; S. B. 72, "Prohibiting trusts and monopolies in restraint

of trade"; S. B, 96, "Requiring the filing of specifications for

construction of public hi^ways"; S. B. 101, (at request of Super

intendent of Public Instruction) "Relating to granting of permits

to teach'; H. B. 128, "Authorizing the Labor Commissioner to con

duct educational work to prevent bodily injury"; H. B. 141, "In-
of Tw O H

creasing salary of Superintendentj^to $4500. per year"; H. B* 244,

"ivSaking it unlawful to obstruct streams used by salmon or trout";

H. B. 420, "Fixing salary of State Engineer at $4200."; H. B. 446,

"Requiring railroads to construct ditches, culverts and other out-
(51)

lets thru road grades;' Judging those bills by their titles, it

looks as if some potentially good bills were slaughtered along

with the (presumably) bad ones. Of course, there may have been

grievous defects in the measures cited above, but even if they were

technically defective and yet sound and salutary as to purpose and

principle, they shojtld have been amended and adopted. At least, .

they appear much more constructive than many of the measures nwring

the five hundred which were passed in the roaring last days of the

session of 1919.■Pairiwdj

To indicate the sort of consideration the measures receive in

the last days of the session, the following facts are cited. The

1919 session closed February 27, 1919 . On that day, we find, the

Senate considered three House Joint resolutions and six House bills;



on February 26, it considered 27 House bills and 3 resolutions; on

Feb. 25, 28 House bills and 2 resolutions; on February 24, 48

House bills. (52) It is unnecessary to pursue the analysis any
and

further. IPhe congestion and confusion, lobbying, neglect,^irregu

larity of the last days of session of every Aiaerican state

legislature is so well known as to be a common-place. One hundred

and seventeen bills finally disposed of in three daysi And all this

in addition to the regular committee work, discussion of Senate bills

and passing of them on to the House and other regular routine work.

If this is a specimen of the "solemn deliberation" and "check on

hasty, ill-considered legislation" we obtain from the bicameral sys

tem, surely it is time to try some other system. Ninety men, un

trained, irresponsible, underpaid, by a cumbersome, antiquated,

inefficient, oommittee-riddan and information-less procedure rushed

thru forty days of lobby-pestered (53), smoke-thickened, helter-

skelter legislative puttering and wrote upon the records of Oregon

a thousand pages of new laws in the year of our Lord 1919! This was

the Twenty-ninth Legislative Assembly of the State of Oregon. Cer

tainly we have not learned a great deal in our sixty years of s^tehood.

No wonder our philosophic critic, Sryce, is moved to say that "leg

islation is seldom either careful o4 well-advised which results in

the unconstitutionality" of much of it. (54) How could it be other

wise?

So we may conclude that if the bicameral system ever had any

value for state government, it has long since disappeared. The de

fects of the two-house legislature are btond to grow rather than di

minish if state government continues to follow its present ̂ rend and

become more and more a matter of business administration. Practically

all the cities have recognized the fact that their governmental ac-



tlTities are fundamentally administrative rather than legislative

and have long ago abandoned the two-chamber city council. The

city government is undoubtedly more like that of the state than the

state government is like that of the federal government. So much

for the bicameral principle.

Anothef^ defeat of the present state legislature is that

it does not give democratic representation. This is the fault of

the system used, or of the system,which has been worked out by the

political party. The Twenty-ninth Legislative Assembly was con^os-

ed of 24 Hepublicans, 5 Democrats and one Independent in the Senate

and of 55 Republicans, 4 Democrats and one Independent. In the

Thirtieth Assembly, there were 24 Republicans, 3 Democrats and 3

Independents in the Senate and 54 Hepublicans and 6 Democrats in
of the

the House. But on the basis^iyregistration in 1918,the Republicans

were entitled to only about 40 members in the House, Democrats 16,

Socialists and Prohibitionists, one each and two scattering^ in the

Senate, Republicans about 20 and Democrats 8 or 10.

This situation results from our mistaken political practice

of regarding the members of the legislature as representative of a

party or a district instead of a certain number of live, intelligent

human beings. (55) Of course, we know that they really represent

the people in the last analysis, but the personal relationship has

been almost completely i lost. A true representative assembly is

one in which the different focii (in the persons of those citizens

^0 most nearly con^rehend the true social sentiments of a certain

number of people) of public opinito. in a community come together

for deliberative registration of the public will. If such repre>

sentatives of the various groupd of opinion are not present, no true

democratic representation is possible, aiui hence no democratic dis-



oussion, deliberation and decision can take place. Therefore, some

sort of proportional representation of the various coherent groups

conqoosing a given community must replace the old party-geographical-

district misrepresentation, the old "majority tyranny". (56)

It mi^t be inferred from the foregoing that a plea is be

ing made for the rejuvenation of political party government in '

Oregon, by the adoption of proportional party representation. SuCh

is not the case. It is true that the adoption of some forms of

so-called proportional representation has resulted in just this

thing* The Illinois cumulative vote and the Belgian list system

are cases in point. (57) But the position taken in this paper is

that party government is neither necessary nor desirable. It is

not necessary if some system be adopted which will make it possible

to do anything without reliance upon party organization. The adoption

of the party system was a confession of weakness in the government,

a recognition of the paralysis of checks and balances, and the man

ifestation of an undemocratic lack of faith in the people. It is

not desirable berceuse , as Smith says,"The misrepresentative char

acter of the American political party seems to be generally

recognized by those who have investigated", (56) because it is patent

evidence that the government as at present organized is unworkable,

because it denies the average citizen any reel sense of effective

participation in the government and because it very often results

in corruption, conservatism criminal waste of wealth. The "Oregon

System" has stalted the disintegration of the party in state politics

and we believe the influence is salutary and should be encouraged.

In the smaller units, opinion is divided on the basis of men

and measures, specific policies and concrete problems, not on psarty

principles or politician-policies. The reform and reorganization



of the cities did not progress far until the ciTic spirit became

ascendant over the party spirit. There seems little doubt that the

same sort of movement is taking place in state government.(59) fhe

system of proportional representation which I shall propose will

continue the process of the disintegration of the party spirit

Tibich the "Oregon System" began in this state. At least, this

is the conclusion of experts and the result of experience where

the proportional representation based on the si^e tranfarable
vote has been tried. (60) The present unproportional division

of the members was cited merely to show how plurality electicms

work when the r^resentation is of a partisan nature. What we

hope to get by the proportional system is representation of opin

ion which shall be aroxised , or created, by intelligent, informed

group discussion. We want the will of the people to biflexible,
to become \

always in process of forriation.and neva.^permanent, crystalized,

static, partisanship.

In these preliminary remarks, I have atten^jted to show

how and why the present legislatures are failing. Next I shall dis

cuss the principles towards which we should strive in legislative

reorganization. Then I will outline a tentative plan for attain

ing these ends.

The first principle states that the representative body

should be small enuf for effective deliberation. It has been con

clusively sho]!^ both by the foregoing analysis and by long ex

perience that mare nurabecs and a two-house organization do not

aJj^eve deliberation werlihy of the name. The shortness of the
sessions, the amount of legislation attempted to be discussed,

much of it of the "log-rolling" character, the cumbersomeness of

the organization, all tend to preclude the possibility of very

careful consideration. The fact that each house has to be broken



up into numerous coraTiittees is an admission that real deliberation

is possible only in small groups. (61) Mr. Wallas gives the psy

chological basis for this when he says,"Before the invention of

writing a man who was engaged in serious and continued thot

did so, either while dealing, in solitude and silence, with mater

ial provided by his own memory and imagination, or while forming

one of an arguing group who constantly provided each other with

new facts «riA diverted in new directions the cairse of each other *s

mental associations."(62) ^?his, then, is the fundamental psycholog-

ioal basis of thot, a precess extending bach into dim, pre-his-

toric ages when men were Just becoming social, i.e., human, beings.

Thinking^thus depends upon inter-mental stimulation resulting from

close personal contact. Almost always, the great thinkers of his-

tory, from Socrates and Jesus down^Kant and Carlyle have been

great conversationalists. Wallas goes on to plead for a rejuven

ation of this lost art of "personal oral dialectic" as a solution

for our deliberative difficulties. (63)

A iian's ideas have a tendency to set up critical, supple

mentary and creative thinking in tiie minds of other men vtoo are

listening to him and at liberty to express themselves. It is only

in the saall, informal, discussional group that these conditions
psychically

are met. Where evory member is thu%^stimulated, and not only at

liberty to express his inciplftnt thots but actually expected to

do so, he nay wupply Just the shade of meaning, the exact phraseol

ogy, or the elusive idea which the other members have been groping

for. Or, failing in this, he may furnish the stimulation which

will induce the desired reactiiai in some one else's mind. Thus

eveey man becomes a contributing member of the group; every mind

is tapped for its utmost treasures of experience, analysis, syn

thesis, imagination and Judgment. 1^ ig



brilliant flashes Of inspiration coaa.

The psychologist has only lately come to recognize the

essentially social nature of thinking.(64) It is high time that

the sociologist and political scientist should begin to apply the

lessons which the psychological theorist has been teaching.

Altho the saiall group as typified in the legislative com

mittee, governmait cabinet, or corporation board of directors

makes possible some sort of real discussion by which an appar

ently collective will is evolved, I do not mean to infer that these

forms are by any means ideal. All too often the conditions sur

rounding the operation of these groupjl make any very creative thot

impossible. A decision is reached, but without that "unifying of

differences" which Tiiss Pollett conceives as the essence of col-

lestive thinking. (65) The board of directors is too often

dominated by a chairman or smll clique of heavy stock-holders

and thus has a tendency to become a •mere rubber stamp'; the govern

mental cabinet is usually influenced by political considerations,

the effect their acts will have on the next season's campaign con

tributions, and the other limitations which inevitably cling to

party politics; the legislative coranittee is often controll

ed by "proper appointments',' the covert suggestions of the political

"boss", or by frankly party interests, it is over-worked, has poor

informational facilities even if it had time to use them and is
I

generally inefficient, both as to organization and operation.

The reformer political scientists recognize this as a ne

cessary principle. (66) Practically every reorganizing tendency

is in this direction. ]Jearly 500 American cities have adopted

the commission and manager type of government and the movement

is still growing. It is obvious that the "full dress debate"(7rallas)

(W
Alias



the gallery-playing eloquence, the formal hua-drum of legislative

oration,-crimination and recrimination,- grind but little grist

and that, of poor quality. It arouses antagonism} panders to the

love of self-display} wastes time, energy and monpy; confuses the

issuesf widens the gap of disagreement; causes rather than unifies

differences in opinion; lulls the lazy to sleep; allows the corrupt

to cover his iniquity with specious promises, and demogogic cant-—

and when the fire-works is all over, it probably has not stimulat

ed a single mind or changed a single vote.

On the other hand, the small group of trained men, actively

interested, conscious of tlortTY their ia5>ortance and responsibil

ity, carrying on an informed and informal discussion in which all

are expected to take part, mutually stimulate each other, draw out

the very best that is in them and arrive at a unified decision to

ward the attainment of which every man has contributed his particu

lar point of view. Instead of antagonism, such men have a warm,

healthy sense of cooperative achievement.

It is in^ossible to say what si*ed group best fulfils these
e

requires^ts. Since the legislative fxmction is representative in

the last analysis, it should be just as large as possible without

sacrificing the fundamental object, viz,, discussional informality.

Certainly the limit should be well vmdex 30 members. One of the

best examples of a real deliberative body which produces results

is the British Cabinet. It has about 20 members. The mumber

which can informally sit around a council table and not have to

resort to loud orational discourse sets the limit to the size of

the true deliberative assembly (67)

Secondly, the representatives must be responsible. They

must be given large and adequate power and be held strictly ac

countable for their exercise of it. IJ ow there are two sides to



this proposition. Thay mat he responsible Pfor** something in-

order to exercise the legislative power; they met be responsible

"to" aomething, the people, in order to be democratic representa

tives. That is, they must be able to do something for which jtiox

they may be held accountable; their power mst be great in order

to express the popular will in an effective manner, but if they
betray p

the high trust the people place in their r^esentatives

vftien they give them the tangible power of sovereignty, they

mst be held to swift and certain account. If the responsibil

ity is great and the power conferred is adeqxiate to discharge it

worthily^ if the personnel is selected from the best minds in

the state; if the honor of being a state legislator is writ large

in the public mind, it is unlikely that many cases will occur

in which overt and suinmary account is judgwd to be necessary. (68)

The democratiw representative always mst be responsible

to the people who elect him. This is fundamental d®nocracy. This

responsibility to the people is expressed in the ideal of "general,

frequent and honest elections"; by the right to i-iqpeach or recall;

by the right to ±x±k initiat<s^ and referend measures which the

legislature has passed or failed to pass. Theye are rights and

privileges which the people of Oregon never will surrender; they

are written into the public and political consciousness of most

true Oregonians, as well as into the minds and aspirations of the

citizens if many other American states.

But to say that these powers will always be retained by the

people is not equivalent to saying that they will or should use

them on all occasions. It does not in^ly that we should try to

perform the detailed work of the legislature thru the ballot-box

siny more than saying that we never will surrender the right of

revolution means that we mst follow Jefferson's advice and water



the tree of liberty every generation or so, with blood. There are

such grave difficulties in the way of mhing the legislators direct

ly responsible to the people and at the same time making the power

of the legislators great enuf adequately to discharge ths legisla-

tive function that one well may hesitate to advocate indeed,
A

one may well question whether or not it is possible to reconcile

the two ideas. How is it to be done,— how give the real power

of legislative action to the law-making branch, and make them real

ize that they are really responsible for that ftinction, and at Ibhe

same time reserve to the people the right to recall any or all of

them, make and unmake laws and generally meddle in the government?

Croly states this dilemma and concludes that it is destructive of

the possibility of direct government. (69) He says, "A statesman

whose dominant object was the reorganization of existing state

representative government would be foolish to depend upon the init

iative and referendum for the accomplishment of his purpose," We

may agree that it would be foolish to depend upon direct goverhment

entirely, or even mainly, and still contend that it has a very

as
positive value^a remedial or regulative power. Any thorogoing re

organization would give the people the results they have a right to

expect without the initiative and referendum ever having to be

xised, and yet the right to use them if the necessity ever ar6se

surely should be reserved to the people. Such exigencies might

well arise even in the best regulated state. It is not the use
desirable,

of direct government which is itmitxTaiTnchlTi but rather the right

to use it, *^In the plan which will be outline^elow, it is thot
the actual resott to the use of direct legislation will be com

paratively tu^cessary. At the present time in Oregon the tendency
seems to be in the direction of a more Judicious use of direct

legislation. Of the 23 meastires acted upon by direct legislation



from Juna 4, 1917 tg Juieb 3, 1919, 18 of them were submitted

to the people by the legislature itself. (70) This is talcen to

indicate that the people are beginning to see that direct leg

islation is not a remedy to be used for light and uniti5>ortant

reasons; but on the other hand, it indicates that the legisla

ture is unwilling to take the responsibility of the law-making

function. Ihis is not strange when we remember that they have

no time and no means ^^"fehrol^ investigate the measures and

certainly little opportiinity to find out what the people thruout

the state think about a given measure.

This leads us to consider the very in^ortant question of

the relation idiich should exist between the people and their rep

resentatives. Certainly the legislator should not be regarded as

merely the mouth-piej^Sa of a definite group of people, nor should

he be entirely irresponsible and dRresponsiva to them as ̂ s been

pointed out above. Bather he should be regarded as the focal point

of a certain section of public opinion.(the quota of electors who

whose votes gave him his place H^hould be responsible for his

own acts, for thinking his own thots, and yet he should conceive

of his work as something which can best be done by syn^jathetic

understanding of the problems and wishes of his group. He should

be open-minded, well-informed, alert and liberal. If these quali

ties are present to any degree it is tmlikely that he will become

either a rubber-stan^) of a shallow-thinking or non-thinking group

or^a legislative autocrat. There is a golden mean which will

realize the desired goal, a representative who a socially motivated

member of a discdssional group and at the same time a stimulating

contributor to the deliberations of the law-making branch.

So much for the proposition tliat the legislator must be

responsible to the pec^le. Now we must consider his side of the



question. He must be given important duties and great responsi

bilities) he must be mde responsible for something. To this end,

it is proposed that the acts of the legislature and the measures

passed by the people shall never be held invalid by the courts

because of unconstitutionality. This solves the vexing problem

of the relation between the courts and the law-makers and at the

same time elevates the legislative functicn to the position it
This

should occupy in the state. (71) ix laay sound revolutionary to

the ordinary citizen used to thinking of the courts as the final

sanctioner of the statutes, but in the last analysis the people

of Oregon exercise this'constitutional' prerogative at the present

time. They may amaid the constitution by a mere plurality vote

in a general election. It is contended that no law which the

people or their accredited representatives pass after due deliber

ation should be set aside by any other means than a solemn refer

endum or a legislative repeal. The courts would, of course, have to

have jurisdiction over laws which conflict with federal laws or

constitutional provisions, but the state courts should not have

such jurisdiction, since the final decision must always^w^ rendered

by the federal courts in most cases, —in all cases if the litigants

have the financial means to carry the case thru the long

appellate procedure necessary to get an u»inpeachably conclusive

decision.

It will be objected at once by certain suspiciousy individual-
is tically inclihed persons that the legislature would tyrannize

over the state by passing laws infringing the liberties aM privi

leges of the people, that it would make itself supreme by destroy

ing the fundamental organization of the xXmXm powers of government

and aibstituting the old system. This certainly would not be pos

sible even if the legislators were so inclined. It must be remen-



bered that the final authority in state government will rest in

the pe^le themselves . It is tmlikely that they would stand quiet

ly by and see the legislature reestablish the old irrespinsible

government after they had tasted af the efficiency, responsiveness,

and sense of effective participation vouchsafed them by the new/.

Every meas^lre passed by the legislature would be subject to the

governor's veto. A further check is provided by the referendum,

which may be invoked at any time before the measure goes into ef

fect. This period is ninety days according to the present con

stitution and would seem to be arr^le. However , it would be feasible

to extend the time as much as was thot necessary under the new plan

which conte35>late8 the continuous session of the legislature, and

yet have a great deal more flexibility in the law-naking depart

ment than is possible under the system of forty-day biennial ses

sions. Likswise, members would be subject to recall from the

district electing them.

Furthermore, if membership in the legislate3re were a posi

tion of hi^ honor, if the salary were aaple, if the responsibility

were great, I assume that the man selected for the office would

be very tmlikely to tamper with fundamental American democratic

ideals. The general organization of the government as outlined

in the "constitution" would serve as a general r^lator of their
A

actions. They would be chary about making any radical change in

the system without first getting a popular vote on the subject.

The xBxxxptiqBg corrupting and corrosive influence of partisanship

and "invisible" government would be absent under the system pro

posed, The legislators would tend to socially-minded statesman

rather than demogogic politicians or servants of the vested inter

ests. However,if the people were willing to allow a legislative

act infringing their liberties to pass and become operative law
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without invoking the reforendum upon it, there seemj^no reason

for denying them this democratic privilege. The more likely

result would toe that the average citizen would toe alert, inform

ed and ready to act in the manner toest calculated to protect his

interests. Finally, the legislative function could toe increased

in honor and responsitoility toy regulating the manner in which

initiative measures are put upon the toallot as will toe sxiggested

later.

Thus, if the memtoers of the legislature knew that their

acts were to toecome the "constitutional" law of the land, that

theirs was the supreme duty of finally formulating the putolic ̂

will, and that the people held the effective power to hold them

to account for any toetrayal of trust or egregious

errors of judgaent, the impottance of the legislature would grow

in the popular mind and the legislators would feel their respon

sitoility. They would strive ix conscientiously to discharge it

constructively.

Thirdly, the legislature should toe representative. This

does not mean that it should to# tepresentative of parties, geo

graphical districts, occupational groups, or even of specific

social prograos. We have swung far frtm that famous old dictum

of the Uassachusetts constitution which declared a "government of

laws, not of men". Our ideal is rather that the government should

to© one of men, toy men, for men. We do not want a governraent of

laws, or parties, or factions, or classes, or of anything other

than of living, thinking, working, feeling, human toeings. It is

as necessary to humanize government as it is to humanize industry,

or religion or education, or any other mode of association which

tends to toecome mechanical whei^ufficiently institutionalized. In

fact, if we can get this principle of the essential value of per-



8Quality written large into our political life, we shall have taken

a long step in the direction of huzKinizing all our other social

relations.

Sherefore, the legislature must be representative of people.

The only way this is possible.while avoiding the crystalizing im

personality of the modes above referred to, is to have each member

represent a certain phase of public opinion, or judgment, or will.

Shis quot^ of the electorate must be determined be the intelligent

non-partizan citizens necessary to elect'a representative. The

selection of any particular man will be determined by the confi

dence in his judgment and integrity and social consciousness which

the people in his district have. This will depend of course upon

the policies and principles which he espouses. This conception

differs fr£m the present only in the fact that the organized polit

ical party which is out to win, even if canpromise and indefinite

"policies" have to be "supported" will be replaced by a fluid polit

ical opinion which will be in a continuous state of creation. The

representatives of these people who hold a certain opinion will be

the temporary focal points, or "radiant points" (Ross) of it. When

they no longer serve to express the aspirations of such a group,

some new spokesman will be foiind. As long as they do express the

political thot of such integrated groups, the greatest efficiency

will be obtained by retaining them in office. Under the present

ywstcm system, forty-nine per cent of the population may be abso

lutely without effective representation. Under the proposed sys

tem never more than four per cent would be unrepresented, for just

as soon as one-twenty-fifth of the population, of the voters, rather,

became a self-conscious group of opinion, they could concentrate

their votes and elect their member. Besides this, even if they

could not muster the twi^v-fifth, they would not be wholly unrep-



the legislature shouldresented as will he pointed out later. Thu^i^he legislature should
he nade representati®8 of the people, or rather of the various

and varying peychic collectivities of people.

While it is unthinkihle that we will ever depart from the

fundamental democracy of ••majority rule**, it is equally imthink-

ahle that we will forever continue to fail to utilize the the social

stimulation which comes from minority opinion. It is a travesty

upon the term'democtacy* to interpret it in such a way that that

large elements of the population have no voice in the government
thetV voices

except^a more or less useless protest. Their only hope is to he

so critical that they can discredit the acts of the party in power

and thus get the people to turn it out and turn them in, in which

case the process is reversed and the great political dog-fight goes

merrily on for another season. How niuch wiser it would he to give

the various elements adequate representation according to their

iqpc proportionate numhers and allow them to expend their energy in

constructive rather than destructive activity. Put the had boys

to work, give them responsibility and interesting opportunities

for achievement^and we usually find them to ha good hoys after all.

One of the lessons of universal application which history

teaches is that every majority was at one time in its career a

militant minority, often much abused and very bitterly opposed. A

minority is aggressive, critical, analytic and sometimes quite con

structive. In any event the presence of opposition is as salutary

in politics as it is in baseball. A completely one-sided affair is

very likely to become farcical or tragic, depending upon the end

being striven for. If we admit the desirability of minority rep

resentation, we certainly cannot reject- the principle of propor

tional representation. Mili'd famous remark remains the classic



Btatenent ©f this conclusion,"In a really equal democracy, any and

every section would ho represented, not disproportionately, hut pro

portionately. A majority of the electors would always have a ma

jority of the representatives; hut a minority of the electors wpuld

always have a minority of the representatives. %n for man, they

would he as fully reresented as the najority," (72) Of cotirse,

Mill was speaS:ing of the situation under party government, hut the

principle is just as valid vdien we are talking ahout quotas of electors

or units of public opinion, as when we are talking ahout parties

and geographical districts. Proportional representation would ap

pear to be the only just and equal mode of representation in adx a

democracy which pretends to give every man, every voter, an effective

participation in the government. It is the only means hy which we

can get the maximum of stability, experience, points of view, sug

gestions and censtructihq judgments, to say nothing of the checks

of criticism, analysis and stimulating opposition, which are abso

lutely necessary for progressive, dynamic democracy. (73) This is

the leaven for the lifeless dou^ of majority rule; it is the kinetic

power which will noake the inertia of party "hossism" and political

formalism in^ossdthle. It will tend toward a unity attained hy creative

discussion rather than to a unity attained hy suppression and coer

cion.

If the territorial system of representation is ready for the

discard, what is the alternative? Should some system of occupation

al representation, similar to that recently proposed hy IkxxMSSaxxx

Mr. U'Ren, he substituted? This theory of the soviet, or industrial

group, as a basis for political representation seems to he gaining

a somewhat respectable place in modern thinking. The Russians are

actually trying it and the Guild Socialists of England are sponsor-



ing it is a more or less raodifiBd form, (74) Of course, no

American or English political writer would advocate the attain-

inent of the goal by any such revolutionary means as have been

employed in Russia, but at the same time many of them are advo

cating a definite recognition of the industrial groups in political

representation. The Labor members of Parliament are indications

of the unity of action of the industrial population. The various

attempts to form a Labor party in our ovm country indicate the

same general movement.

However, in repudiating party and territorial representa

tion we are not driven to uphold occupational representation as

such. In fact, the logic of the situation is distinctly against

it. The ascendency and permanancy of the industrial group in^jlies

an economic interpretation of history which no sociologist would

be willing to grant for an instant. It suggests the very thing

we have already condemned, namely, the conception that economic

activity is an end in itself ins'fed of a means to an end. There

are so many other interestft in life, so many other grpup-interests

of the average individual, than his immediate occupational group,

that any state based exclusively upon this interest, in^jortant

as it is, could not be aiaything other than limited in its scope.

But we are striving for a political organization in which

the whole people shall be vitally interested and participant in

the welfare of the whole state. We are atten^ting to make the

state the agency thru which every man stall most truly realize

the social nature of his life; that he shall feel that he lives

ir^ and thri^ and by,th^tate« that all his interests shall find

a political expression. But the occupational group is divisive

and partisan and limiting by its very nature. It implies class

struggle and individualistic effort expanded from the lia limits



of a single life to the somewhat larger limits of a particularistic

group. ^Ihis is antagonistic to the principle of the synthesis of

divergent interests into a unity of social interest. Miss Follett

expresses the thot when she says in effect that we want a state

vSiich shall include industry without either abdicating to industry

or ruling industry with a bureaucratic hand.(75)

In other words, the occupational group representation theorists

seem to proceed on the proposition that "man lives by bread alone";

thaf'as a man works, so is he". This is contrary to all experience,

racial and personal. We are by way of allowing our materialistic

economic civilization to swallow up all of our other interests in

life. We teM to make money and the accumulation thereof the be-

all and end-all of life, ^nce, it is not strange that our historians

and political scientists and poets begin to give us philosophies of

life based on this hypothesis. When we act in a certain way fax for

any great length of time we tend to take the position that our action

is in accord with the eterml nature of things. The Sociologist

attempts to see life clearly and see it whole. He has the long

range view which is inimical to unversal affirmatives and absolutist

explanations. He cannot bil|^regard any given socially ascendant
line of conduct as temporarjt and trivial as conpared with the hu

man history that has been and is to be. So our leading sociologists

are preaching the doctrine that our present economic civilization

will be modified in the future. Injieed some of them are proclaim

ing that we are already entering the period of the decline of dol-

laritis and crass economicism. Ross says that our commercialism

is "merely an eddy"; that "modern reforms are redeeming us from

Ifemraonism"; Cooley says,"I do not anticipate that the struggle of

classes over pecuniary distribution will go to any great extremes";



and goes on to plead for a theory of life in which "love and

heauty and religion can have a part". (76) Of course, this

does not mean that we are to have any less of economic activity,

but merely that the emphasis will be equalized somewhat, xhere

is little doubt that civilization as we know it can^go on with

out an ever increasing efficiency and amount of economic endeav

or, but as has been reiterated time after time, we must, sooner

or later, come to regard wailth as a means to an end. Otherwise,

our economic civilization contains the seeds of its own destruc

tion.

How if if these sociologists are authentic voices preach

ing the gospel whereby men shall be saved, and if they have right

ly interpreted the trend of modern life, we are not fore-doomed

forever to serve the god of iSajamon. Hence it would seem to be a

false step to base our political representation upon any economic

group division of society. Judging by experience, there will al

ways be plenty of divisive forces present without our consciously

cultivating them. We should rather bend our efforts in Ibhe di

rection of integrating the interests of all groups by building up

the conEiunity groups. Here wb are on solid psychological ground

for the average individual is not an exclusively occupational group

XB individual. And our ideal postulates an individual who touches

life at many points, a man of wide and varied culture, of many

interests, broad human symapthy and catholic ideals. And the Amer

ican man aopraches that ideal more neatly than any other

citizen, perhaps. His mind is in psychic contact not only with

aarious parts of our own country every day, but also it reaches

out and tftps the secret places of the whole wide world. "You can

not sum up the social environment and mental outlook of a man of

today by saying he is a farmer or an artisan or a priest as you



might have done in the Middle Ages, He may be a farmer and also

many other things; a member of learned societies, an investor

in remote enterprises, a socialist, a poet; in short, a con^lex

and unique personality". (77)

Therefore^representation by occupational grouping harks

back to the Middle Ages rather than articulates with the twentieth

century. While the occupational group will remain a vital factor

in society so long as the capital-labor problem is unsolved, I ven

ture that it will never attain such paramountcy as to be mde the

basis of the state. We will surely attain to a sufficient degree

of social sanity in time to prevent our civilization from writing

its own doom by adopting a thorogoing economic materialism. In any

event, there is no need for advocating occupational representation

here in Oregon where industrialism is a threat and a promise tather

than an accomplished fact. Let us hope that before Oregon becomes

the industrial state she is destined to become, the economic prob

lems ofjiapital and labor will have reached their angle of repose, (78)
The fourth principle deala with the personnel of the legislatxire.

The hi^est type of citizens, the most socially-minded, the most

widely experienced, the most far-seeing and deep-thinking citizens

of the state should be inducted into the legislative service. Svery

writer on the subject places this requirement among the prime re

quisites for any successful attempts at reorganization, (79) The

problem of personnel is always a difficult one. Ho definite formula

can be devised which will determine the quality of the public

officials in a given community, but in general we may say that the

people will get the sort of representatives they demand. This is

merely saying that water does not rise hi^er than its source. The

shyster and demogo^ will have little chance of election from a con

stituency of thinking people who are interested in the welfare of the



state coranunity. The growth of the community spirit is the sal

vation of American politics. "A deeper cormunity spirit is needed

thrdout our society." (80) I have already discussed^he principal

means of attracting hi^ calibre men to the legislative depart

ment by making the position of the legislator one of trust, honor,

power, responsibility and adequate compensation. In addition to

this there should be a definite educational campaign carried on

in the schools, the home, and the various clubs of the community,

as well as by the press and the platform aiming to elevate the

position of the state legislator in the popular esteem. If such

a policy boldly outlined and carried out did not avail to redeem

the legislative branch from the obloquy into whieh it has fallen

it would seem as id the case were indeed hopeless.

Finally, the legislature should be stable. Membership in

it should become a profession rather than a political plum, In

order to get the greatest efficiency in the legislative work, it

necessarily follows that the trained man of experience should be

preferred to the ambitious climber. Solon should tri\in5)h over

Cleon. However, there is another piinciple which may confiict

with this one, altho it is ndit an absolute necessity that it be so.

Members of the legislature must always submit to the frequent ap

proval or disapproval of the people. Hence, the desirable stability

can be achieved only in so far as the people are able to find such

satisfactory legislators that they will return them term after term.

This will undoubtedly be the tendency in the system proposed, for

membership in the legislature of the reorganized state will depend

upon service, intelligence and integrity rather than upon party

allegiance or deraogogic art. The man will be put into the place;

he will not climb into it. Of course, the scheme of retirement

in rotation could be used, but it is thof that this plan has a
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tendency to tnaSe the body a closed corporation. Certainly it

would lessen the possibility of quick control of the legislature

by the people by means of the general election. In order to con

trol, they would have to resort more and more to the use of the

recall. This is costly, disruptive and generally undesirable,

I have shovra that tihe legislature should be small in num

ber, extensive in power and responsibility, representative of

minority aa well as majority opinion, composed of members of high

ability and wide experience, and that it should be as stable as

is consistent with the principle of frequent general elections,

Next I shall atterapt to formulate the means of attaining these ends.

The legislature should be composed of twenty-five mei^lected
from seven districts each of which must return at least two and not

more than nine members who are chosen by proportional representa

tion with the single transferable vote. (81) These districts must

be composed of contiguous territory , as contact as possible,

and formed of such smaller units as have sime degree of social and

industrial solidarity. It is possible that a redistribution of

territory might group them more effectively than I have ilone by

making nine districts of three members each. This would give a

House of 27 members as against ray 25, I think 27 inen would not

be too large a body in the light of the the above discussion as to

the sixe of the legialative chamber, especially if the procedure

suggested below were followed. The concentration of over one

third of the population in 'lultnoraah county will always make an

equal^_J.ty in the size of the -districts difficult to obtain. As

the populition of the state increases, however, the relative frac

tions will doubtless tend to equalize themselves, Kevertheless,

there will always be a strong sentiment for making IJultnomah

a district by itself, and as long as this is done, of course, there



can naver be equal districts. The only way out would be sOioe

basis of districting other than the county unit. None seems practic

able at present.

Some central point must be designated in each district where

the ballots are to be counted. Under the propoetional voting sys

tem where the Hare sinfele transferable vote id used, all the ballots

in a given district must be counted at a single place. Every voter

in the state should be able to cast his vote for any man in the state.

This provision is made, so that |f any group in the state had one

twentj^-fifth of the votes and wanted to be sure of getting their rep

resentative, they could concentrate on some candidate in a particular

district and be sure of getting a member. In case a man wanted to

vote for someone outside of his district, the procedure would be as

follows: He would appear before the proper officer in the district

where he was registered, and vote by mail. The sealed ballot would

be mailed to the designated officer of the vote-counting city in the

district vhere the mail-order voter wished his vote to count. His

vote would thea be counted in with the rest of the votes cast in that

district, and would of course raise the quota of first choices

which a oandidate would have to receive to be elected. The election

should be held the "first Tuesday after the first Monday in Novem-

cffViber". The term of office should be®^about the first of February.

(82) This would give the newly elected member plenty of time to ar

range his personal business and to familiarize himself with his new

duties.

To show the way in vdiich the state might be districted, the

following table is suggested. The figures are taken from the 1920

census. (83) The total population is something over 780,000. This

gives a quota of approximately 30,000 for each member. Theeefore,



we must heave at least 60,000 in each district in order that we

nay have two members in each district. The proportional repre

sentation plan requires that we have at least two members in each

district. liore would be better as it would allow each voter to

exercise more choices and thus mate his vote effective in the

election of more than two members. But even in case there are
members to be elected from each district, the voter should

but two mndtdatw ,
indicate four or five choices on his ballot in order to mate his

vote most effective. (84)

District No. 1 9 members.

Multnomah 275,896.

District No. 5....2 members.

District No. 2..,...3 member s.

Clatsop 23,030

Columbia 13,960

Tillamook 8,776

Washington 26,376

Lincoln 6,084

Yamhill 20.539

98,755

District No. 3..,.. .4 members.

Polk 14,181

Benton 13,744

Clackamas 37,698

liar ion 47,117

Linn 24.550

137,290

District No. 4..,.. .3 members

Lane 36,166

Dougla 8 21,332

Coos 22,257

Curry 3,025

Josephine 7.655

90,435

Jackson 20,405

Klamath 11,413

Lake 3,991
Deschutes 9,622
Harney 3,992

Malheur 10.907

60,330

District No. 6.. •..

Hood River 8,315

Sherman 3,826
Gilliam 3,960

Wasco 13,648

Jefferson 3,211

Crook 3,424

iSlheeler 2,791
Grant 5,496

Morrow 5.617

50,288

District No. 7  2

Baker 17,929

Umtilla 25,946

Onion 16,636
Wallowa 9.778

70,289

It will be noted that these districts are fairly compact

and homogeneous, both geographically and economically. No. 1 is

almost entirely urban and industrial with a considerable element

of rural population devoted to trucking, dairying and poultry-

raising. Ng. 2 is chiefly lumbering and dairying, with a very



rapidly developing raotintain and seashore recreational industry. Ho.3

is chiefly devoted to horticulture and general farming; Ho. 4, lum

bering, general farming and some dairying; Ho. 5, minerals, stock

and fruit raising, lumbering and irrigation-farming; Ho. 6, irri

gation, dry-farming and fruit-raising; and No. 7 to stock-raising,

mining and farming. These cardinal interests will tend to develop

corresponding types of opinion and bring about a n^ucleus of com
munity organization necessary for a real; active,participating

electorate.

The legislature should be presided over by the lieutenant

governor. He should have no vote, even in case of a tie. This

could occur only in the event of the ill-j-ness or other \inavoidable

absence of some of the members, since the house should always be

con^osed of an odd number of representatives. In the event of

the death of the lieutenant-governor, or od his assumption of the

governor's office, the legislature should have the power to elect

a new one to serve out the unexpired terra. This election should

be according to the principles of the Hare system, each member

having the right to nominate a man for the office, xaxtsoggxajmceaue

thSOTxmmxMBminHaxfxBmxHaacfcoiiatziKtxKeaaxMit:: with tlB proviso that

only one nominee from each district could be named. Vacancies in

the legislature shaald be filled by the other raeobers from the dis

trict in which the vacancy occurs. If they cannot agree, or make

no selection within thirj^ days, the governor should fill the place

by appointment.(85) The legislature should make rules and regula

tions regarding the returning officers in the several districts, the

election procedure, and the credentials and seating of its own mem

bers.

It is proposed to abolish the direct primary as a means of

nomination because it is ciimbersome, e:^ensive and manecessary.



It really amounts to a duplicate election. A sensititve inan of

high ideals who holds that the office should seek the man in

stead of the man seeking the office, is likely to toe hesitant

atoout throwing himself into a political fight for what seems to

toe a personal prize. The direct primary method of selecting can

didates is an open invitation to all the devices of self-adver-

tizeraent, demogogic haranguing, undignified promises and other

practices which are universally condemned toy all good citizens,

(86) ¥e want a sutostitute for it; one which will preserve the

benefits of the direct primary, i.e., its tendency tb toreak down

party lines and party organixation, and at the same time otoviate

its defects as atoove pointed out.

Barnett says that the direct primary has "practically an

nihilated party organization." (87) If this true, or i« the tendency

is in thit direction, certainly there is virtue in the direct pri

mary idea which we must preserve;-at least, that is the view taken

in this paper. Poutotless the other factors he mentions have had

as much effect on the decline of partyism as has the direct prina^r.

However, the essential features of the primary can toe preserved

without the necessity of the extra election with all its attendant

defects.

The following is a suggested procedure. As has been so often

pointed out toy high authority the only safe principle to follow

if a democracy would avoid the pitfalls of dem^ogery is that the
office should seek the man, and not the man the offiae. (88) This

means that there should toe a popular demand from the citizens whom

a  man is to represent for him to assume such responsibility.

Hence, in accordance with our general theory it is proposed that

the people themselves shall announce a man's name for nomination.



for the preceding eleottion
total n-omber of voters who v/ere registered^

Whenever one per cent of
in the district affected ^

shall: oe obtained on a freely-circulated peti

tion in the interest of any qiaalified voter's candidacy, his name

shall be eligible for filing with the registrj^tion officers of the

dis^slot affected. l?he secretarial officer of the district involved
person

shall notify they^asn whose name has been presented that he is a

candidate for nomination. IThe person in question shall reply in

writing within five days if he is willing to allow his name to go

on the nominating lists. In the event that he does not reply.ac

quiescence shall be taken for granted. In order that these names

shall be real popular choices, it should be made a misdemeanor

i/yV
for a nan to cause a petition to be circulatec^ or for any individ

ual or organization to pay for getting names en a petition.

But ,the real nomination shall be made by the voters at the

.time they register. This should be done yearly.KKXx on or before

August I. The list of candidates for nomination should be pre

sented to the voter when he registers and he should express his
a number of voters equal to total registration

preference. When.a certain percentage of the •theyy^HtffiWf1WfHiyw¥li1tls
in the district concerned

ettPexf^^xiMxeffiKx for the preceding election/yshall expreaa prefer

ence for a candidate, he shall be considered nominated and shall be

80 notified by the secretarial officer of his district. Five percent

is suggested. If no one has the required five per cent, the secretard^

ial officer shall declare as nominees twice as many candidates as

there are office s to be filled, selecting the highest eH the list.

Thus, if a county judge was to be elected and no two candidates

for nomination received their quota of five percent of all the votes

cast for county judge at the preceding election, the county clerk

would declare the nominees to be the two highest men on the list.

If there were two officers to be elected, as in oxir suggested Fifth



Legislative District, he would declare the four highest ©n the
There should always be at least two candidates for ©very office,
list ; and so Where the district is large, as in the sixth

legislative district above, it might be a week or so before all

the reports came in to the central officer, but even if the state

were the district, all nominees could doubtless be apprised of their

nominations by the tenth of August. This would leave thuim about

two months and a half for their campaigns which would seem to be
Every incumbent should automatically be regarded as a candidate for
anqole time.,reelection unless he expressly notifies the clerl^hat

'•he will no"^run. 7
Such a 8'<|Stem as this, besides being simple, direct and

inexpenxive, would strike the final blow at party rule in state

and local politic!. Of 09x1 course, it would not work at all ex

cept where the short ballot prevailed. It is expected that the

local governments will ultimately be reorganized along the idea

4f the plan I am propos/ing for the state, in which case the num

ber of elected officers would be very sriiall. In the case of the

state, there would be only ttoe© general state officers elected

every four years and the biennial legislative elections. Provisions

should be made for registration and voting by mail under certain

conditions. The corrupt practices act should apply to this system

of nominations as severely as it does to any of the election processes

By far the greatest gain vdiich would accrue from such a system

of direct nomination would be the interest^ense of responsibility

whichn it would arouse in the voters. They would conceive govern

ment as a definite, personal, active responsibility for intelligent

consideration of men and measures. { The relation of this to direct

legislation will be discussed later.) He would be forced to read,

discuss, listen and become generally informed on the questions of

government, and he would be anxious and enthusiastic about discharging

this civic duty because he would feel that he was actually concerned



in the acconplishaent of the puhlic will« were it not for his

proper performance of his civic prerogatives, the machinery of the state

could not run.^Undoulj^dly, one of the reasons it is such a task
to get the voters registered is that they feel that it futile and

pointless; they do not like to be labelled Republican or Democrat

and have their freedom of action restricted thereby when it comes

to deciding m^o shall be the next county commissioner, or whether

they shall adopt an aggressive or passive road policy. The above

proposal would put some life an^reality into registration. It

would abolish the present primary election, which most voter re
start

gard as an extra election, a jockeying xJcaiadc , or as a fore-gone

conclusion as the case may be» and yet it would preserve the funda

mental principle of the primary by making the people absolutely

responsible for the selection of their nominees.

Next we must take up the procedure in the new legislature.

The first thing to be remembered is that the legislature is fimda-

mentally a discussion group; a body of men selected for their reason

and judgment; men who realize the value of divergent opinion but

who regard as the essence of their duty the effort to make diver

gent opinion become convergent; men vAio sense their primary function

as the process of formulating a great many honest differences into

some unified plan of action. They have to determine general policies

and then work out the exact details of the same or make operative

law what the people have endorsed in principle by direct action. In

any event, the true legislature will arrive at its conclusion by a

system of give and take, of constructive criticism and enlightening

discussion, of investigation and reliance upon exact knowledge, ouitil

finally, when a decision is arrived at, every member will feel that

the very bast solution has been reached. No man should ftwwatyy

cast his final vote on ̂ easure feeling that the best has been sac-



rificed to the expedient, that thoie has been a compromise, or

that he has voted for this bill in order to get someone t© vote for

some bill which he considere aore inqoortant. Rational unanimity

is the ideal.

The members should bo seated around a large table in a quiet
There should be no committees or secret sessions,

rooom.^Visitors should be allowed to come and go freely. Ro mem

ber should ever be permitted to ••orate". The discussion should be

just as informal as is compatible with decorum and business-like

procedure. The presiding officer should be a man of rare tact and

discretion. His is the nice task of steering a straight course between

the Scylla of Formality and the Charybdis of Formlessness. While

"speechifying", arguraentatTlve antagonism and legalistic bickering

should be absolutely taboo, informality should not be carried so

far that undignified, pointless talk, wasteful pleasantry and gener

al inattention will result.

The secretary of the legislature should make arrangements for

the reception and hearing of delegations, administrative officers,

and experts who may wish to conmunicate with the legislature from

time to time. Together with the regular legislative calendar, he

should prepare a regular weekly conference calendar and present it

to the members a week in advance. The clerk of the legislature

should keep the records of its proceedings and be prepared to tMte
of

a stenographic repor* of any material.which a verbatim record ±ay
A

be thot necessary. The press should bo made a prominent part of the

legislative procedure. Part of the duties of the clerk and sec

retary should be to assist the press in every way possible tc|the
end the widest non-partisan publicity be given to the work of the

legislature.

The legislature should of course have the power of inter

pellation and the right to call the heads ef the administrative
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departments for infornation and advice. Representatives of var

ious groups tlxruout the state, particular experts and officials

may he called or received at any time. Hence, provision must he

made for carrying on these conferences and audiences with the

greatest degree of informality and efficiency possible. The room

should he small and plainly furnished. The furnitute should he

as compactly arranged as possible. Every suggestion of a "digni

fied spectacle" should he avoided. It is essentially a hoard of

directors* office where the business of the state is being trans

acted. Fig. 1 is a suggested arrangement.

Now we will consider the method of initiating legislation.

The main purpose of the legislature is to crystalize the nascent

public will into law. Hence, there must he the closest possible

integration of the legislature and the people. The way must he

kept open for the the people to present measures to the legisla

ture as well as for the legislature to initiatd laws itself. It

is thot that the following classification includes the main sources

of potential laws.

1. Administrative hills.

2. Menher hills.

3. Initiative hills.

4. Organization (group) hills.

The first two classes will constitute the hulk of the hills.

The administrative department is most closely connected with the

actual conduct of the state's business and thus comes most direct

ly in contact with the people. The appropriation hills would he

prepared under the direction of the governor and of course are the

most important acts of the legislature. Then the administrative

department in the conduct of its duties become avv-are before any

other part of the government of laws which ©u^t to he passed or

repealed. Hence, it is held that administrative hills should he

ffivan nrecadence. T^® governor and the heads of his administrate.—



all

tiire departiientB should be qiambers of the legislature with/sthe

privileges of that body except the ri^t to vote. Presumably,

the measures of the members themselves would be next in in^ortance

tince they will be best informed and most interested in the leg

islative affairs of the state.

The third and fourth classes demand more explanation. It

is desirable that the initiative be used just as little as possible.

There are several reasons for this, chief among th®i being the

fact that the excessive use of the initiative implies lack of

faith in the legislature and will tend to lessen the honor and

respect for the office of legislator! and in the event that tha

measure as proposed is defective, amendment is not possible. The

people of Oregon are beginning to regain the respect for the legisla

ture whidi they had so con^letely lost twenty years ago that des

peration drove them to direct legislation. (89) The success of .any

such system as the one we are discussing demands that this movement

shall continue rintil . the position of legislator shall be comparable

to the Roman consul in the days of the Republic. So while we do

not advocate the abrogation of the ri^t to resort to direct legis

lation, we do believe that the less it is used the better.

Hence, it is proposed that v/henever an initiative measure

is ready for submission to the people, it shall firit be present

ed to the legislature. If that body finds the measure good, it will

adopt it and thus save the expense, trouble and -ondesirable con

sequences of a submission on the ballot. If the legislature pro

poses. amendraents and they are concurred in by the organization

which sponsored, the bill, the measure may be adopted as amended. On

the other hand, if such amendments are not concurred in, the bill

shall go on the ballot as first presented. Likewise, if the legis

lature rejects the petitioned law, it shall go on the ballot as



first presented^ or if the legislature does not act on the measure
The same procedure should apply to referendum measures,
within thirty days, it shall go 4n the ballot.^

Such procedure would undoubtedly decrease the number of init

iative measures, particularly with the ratifications to be suggested

later. The general principle is that the legislature should pass

all the legislation, but at the same time the initiative power

should not be so much emasculated that the people would find it

impossible of use if a distinct difference of opinion should de

velop between them and the legislature. The initiative should be

a potential force in legislation rather than an operative one.

The fourth class of measures mi^t appropriately be called

"suggested legislation". The idea id that any bona-fide state

wide assoctetion such as the Bar, Dairymen, Plumbers, Carpen

ters, Grangers, the state organization of any religious or fratern

al group, etc., may prepare measures and submit them to the legis

lature for consideration. The legislature may adopt, amend and

adopt, consider and reject, or completely ignore such proposal as

it may see fit. Such a plan would give the legislature a good op

portunity to fippeohend the trend of public opinion as mirrored

in the differnt social, occupational, religious , educational and

fraternal groups, and at the same time it would integrate the

various groups of the state with the governinent and give the members

of the same a lively sense of participation in public affairs. Thus

the state-wide cimmimity spirit would be fostered. The state would

be finding a way to utilize for the general good those forces of
create

organization isata. which the people grmsjixtiiBjaKBixM for tte advance

ment of thefr personal interests.

A word as to the actual passage of laws. The legislature

should be kn session continuously so that it may be always respon

sive to the needs and demands of the corrnonwealth,- a real creative



agency ®f the public will, ^

1^0 bill should be passed until it has been ■»»»* discussed on

thiee separate days. The first two considerations should be devoted

to a thoro analytical study of the bill frosi every possible angie, the

getting ofjo'^inions from administrative officers and experts in the
field affected by the proposed measure, amending and preparation of

the bill for final passage, Tliese first two considerations should bo

at least a weeh apart. The members of the legislature and all the
printed

chief administrative officers should be supplied with|Copias of the

bill at least one wee! before it is to be formlly discussed by the

legislature. Thirty days should elapse between the second consideration

and final passage. During this tiiae, any voter or citizen making ap

plication shot/Id be supplied with a copy of the bill as it is propos

ed to be passed. Certain state-wide private organizations and other

publicity groups such as schools, libraries, lodges, newspapers, etc.,

should be supplied without request. This period of publicity will en

able the legislature to determine how public opinion will react toward

the proposed new law. If the criticism has revealed defects which the

legislature considers real and important, it may amend the measure

and present it for another period of discussion. By some such method

of taking the social temperature, we may approximate the desired end

of knowing how a law will work before an actual trial is made. (90)

If the bill passes the house by a s/s vote of all the member§,
and is signed by the governor, it becomes a law. He should be compell

ed by law either to approve the biil or veto it within ten days of his

receipt of it, unless he should be ill or absent from his office whan

the legislature sends the measure to his office. If he vetoes the bill,

4/5 of the total number of legislators may pass it over his head. In

the event the house cannot muster the 4/5 vote, it may, if it choose,

order the m^ure submitted to the people at the next regular election



if 3/5 of tha total house concur in such a course. On the other

hand, if a hill fails of adoption on its third consideration, i.e.,

if 3/5 of the total nrambership do not vote for it, the governor and

2/5 of the nemhers may refer it to the people. (91) If these refer

ences to the pe^le are made less than sixty days before the

November election, they will ofi course have to wait till the succeed

ing election, rniless the legislature shall by unanimous vote declare

a special election before that time. The use of the special election

should be restricted as much as possible, but whenever one is held,

all measures eligible for consideration at that time shall be on the

ballot. The above are the only conditions under which the legislature

shall refer measures to the people. As pointed out above,the legis

lature should assume all the responsibility for the legislative func

tion, but in these cases the referendum -is more in the nature of a

judicial appeal to the people to settle disputes between the governor

and the legislature. As a rule , they will be in sufficient accord

to obviate the use of direct legislation .

The proposition was laid down above that the acts of the

legislature should not be set aside on the plea of unconstitution-

ality. This needs some slight qualification. The constitution of

a state should contain nothing except the briefest possible exposi

tion of the organization of the goveriunent. This should be stated

in general principles vhenever possible. Now obviously the legislature

should not have the right to change these principles without the im

mediate consent of the peoploj but in the event such an atten^t is

made, or if in the opinion of the supreme court, any proposed, or

adopted legislation would so result, the .matter should be referred to

the (g^oplo at the next election. However, of the legislature frank

ly v;ishes to revise the constitution by adopting some new principle



or aTjr©gating soaa old one, they my submit it to the people if the

governor and 4/5 of the membars concur* or by a unanimous vote if

the governor objects. Such questions as the use of direct legislation

itself, de^r^ntal organization of the government, budgetary finance,

size and organization of the legislature, gubernatorial veto, and so

on, are cases in point.

The legislature should meet at least two days of every week^

beginning on Monday morning. The weekly calendar containing the pro-
for the ensuing week

gram of legislation and conference;^, should be sent to each member's

office every Thursday, A complete yearly calendar should be included

in the report of the legislature. The clerk and secretary should be

responsible for this report. Each member should have an office near

the legislative chamber. Competent stenographic assistjMice should

be provided, on© stenographer being assigned to every foar or five

momhtes, or in such manner as to got the greatest efficiency in steno

grapher hire. Recess of two weeks, or whatever period the other em

ployees of the state are allowed, should be taken at the option of

the members, except that theyshould be in session during February,

March and April vSien the appropriation and other administrative

measures would be under ^consideration.

An efficient reference bureau and bill drafting service

should be supplied for the legislature, administration and initiative

petitioners. The Oregon State Library has furnished reference ser

vice since)L905.(92) In 1913, this function was prescribed by a leg

islative act, altho no specific provision was made for a bureau. In
reference1919, an act was passed providing for a"legislativey^bureau con^josed

of five members, including the heads of the departments of law, his

tory, economics, and comnerce of the University of Oregon," These

were to be appiinted by the governor. The ptirpose as set forth in the



act was to stiimlate and direct research of students and faculty

jDBd en governmental questions and to give assistance in drafting

bills. The life of the measure was only two years, (93)

This act is another example of legislative incon^etency.

It looks good th the casvial reader, gives the impression that it

is a constructive piece of legislation, but in eCfect, it is abso

lutely worthless, No funds were provided and no compensation for

the members was specified. Under certain conditions, some members

of the faculty and a few students could carry on research, but ob

viously the heads of the departments would be too busy to devote

much time to this work, even if funds had been provided for carry

ing it on, and the life of the law had been long enuf to perrait a

piece of research to be done under its auspices.

In some states, the same agency furniishes both reference

and drafting service, (94) In others, the reference function only

is prescribed, (95) In most cases, fvinds are provided for car

rying on the work. These appropriations range from nearly nothing

up to almost $30,000 a year in Wisconsin(96) The two agencies should

bo closely connected even the the direction be under different heads,

(97) The American Bar Association asserts the general principle that

'Hhe reference service should be so organized and operated as to be

directly contributory to the drafting service", (98) This report

goes on to say that the lawyer is not the ideal draftsman, as most

people would be inclined to think at first, because "his mind is

critical and analytic rlmctax rather than constructive". His training

has all been in the direction of evading law or in getting an inter

pretation favorable to a preconceived hypothesis. So it is a funda

mental mistake to put lawyers in charge of the drafting service.

What is wanted above all things is directness, simplicity, clarity,

independence, and constructive social out-look, as well a knowledge



of the oonmon and statutory law. (99)

It is not necessary to pursue this subject any further. Suf

fice it to say that any well-organized legislative system must utilize

both agencies. Bill drafting is an art as well as a science, while

legislative reference service demands proper training in research

methodology. Professional training, personal and professional pride,

and a distinct recognition of civic responsibility are indispensable

to the proper preformance of these duties. The two should be close

ly integrated, the reference under the direction of the State Librarian

and the drafting under the direction of the department of justice.

Just what would be the relation of the proposed legislative

system to direct legislation and the recall? The problem has already

been touched on in the discussion of nominations, axd the consider

ation of initiative and referndua bills by the legislature before

they go to the people, and the conditions under which the legislature

may refer measures to the people. As stated above, it is desirable

that direct legislation should be used only when the regularly con

stituted legislature fails to find and formulate the people's will.

Hence, we have advocated the elimination of the circulated petition

(except as a preliminary step in nomination, and here we have reject

ed the use of the paid circulator) and have made the use of direct

government somewhat more difficult than at present. The general
primary nominations,

principle followed is that tkaExaxHxwf direct legislatio:^and the

recall shall be initiated thru the registration machinery.

The recall should be invoked in much the same way as a man's

name is placed with the registration officers for approval. When

one percent of the number of voters registered in the

district wh^^ elected the officer shall sign a freely circulated

petition for recall and present the same to the secretarial officer



of the district affected, he shall file the naias with all the reg

istration officials • If after 30 days, 15^ of the total registrants

in the district have petitioned for the recall, or as soon as 15^
chief

of them have asked for it, th(v<executive officer of the district

affected shall order an election to be held within thirty days. If

the required 15^ Is not obtained in 30 days, the recall shall be

declared quashed and the officer against whom it was Invoked shall

be immune from the recall for a period of six months, as he is under

the present law immediately after being elected. If the recall

is ordered, however, candidated to oppose the incumbent may be nomin

ated as in a regular election, except that two weeks before the re

call election is to beheld, the two names having the highest numbers

of indorsers shall be named as nominees to oppose the officer who

has had the recall invoked against him. Thus there will always be

at least three candidates in a recall election, and may be more if

the candidates for nomination succeeed in getting their requiied

percent of indorsers two weeks before the election. It a recall

election any other matter which is eligible to be considered by the

people shall be included on the ballot. In the event the incumbent

is successful at the election, he shall not be subject to the recall

for another period of six months.

These suggestions are essentially in accord with the princi

ples outlined by Barnett when he says, "The only possible excuse for
15^

a recall is that it should be spontaneous". If^the voters are not

enuf dissatisfied with an officer to go to the place of registration

and record their disapproval of him within a period of 30 days, cer

tainly he should not be disturbed.(100)

The same general principles should apply to the initiative.

If there is no wide-spread and insistent demand for the initiative



measure, the ballot should hot be ciimbered with it, ̂  even the
people

experience has shown that the paptrjcpaplfw of Oregon are not likely
Of 136 measures up t® 1914, only 51 were adopted.
to adopt measures merely because they are on the ballot.y^{101) They

select the good raeasiires from the mass of crank proposals which

the present unjustifiable method of initiating legislation allows

on the ballot from time to time. Barnett says that the

qxmlity of the direct legislation has been at least eqjzal to the

representative legislation. (102) The people follow the rule,

"When in doubt, vote no." "The presumptitin is always in favor

of the established order."(Cooley)

The following procedure is suggested for the initiation

of measures to be voted upon by the people. The bill may be pre

pared with or without the aid of the bill drafting bureau, as the

petitioners may desire. After it is properly drafted, it should

bo filed with the secretary of state. He will have its official

title prepared and instruct the various registration officers of

the state to put it on the list of direct legislation proposals.

The attention of every voter should be called to this list at the

time ho registero just as he is shown the list of the various can

didates for nomination. The registration officers should maif"
secretary of state

weekly reports to the ■xeBxttTeyeffrhsflrrs so that he my declare

the initiative measure eligible to be voted on at the next elec

tion just as soon as it gets is quota of indorsers. On the other

hand, any measure which has not received its required quota by the

time the registration books are closed August 1 shall be declared

"dead" by the secretary of state and shall be ineligible to be filed

as an initiative measure for a period ®f six months. Ho initiative

or referendum bill should be voted upon at the regular November elec

tion unless it has received its proper percentage of indorsers and

been proclaimed by the secretary of state at least sixty days before



the date of the election. This would give plenty of time for the

voters' pamphlet to be prepared and distributed 30 days preceding

the election as is provided by law.

Hiis is the way these proposals would work in practice. Sup

pose the bill were titled and sent to the registration officers in

July, If the required 8;^ wore not obtained by August 1, the bill

would be declared "dead" and could not be re-initiated for a period

of six months. But suppose the bill were filed with the registra

tion officers on August 2. If by the end of. the month the required

number had not signed the petition, the bill could not be voted on

at the November election because tl© completed petition could not be

filed with the sectetary of state 60 days before election. But the

bill would not become "dead" until the following August 1. It would

remain on the registration officers' lists and thus would have almoalt

a year in which to get the required nuraber of signatures. When the

registration books were closed the next August 1, it would either be

a dead bill incapable of re-initiation for six months, or it would

be eligible for the regular November election.

The percentages required to put initiative, referendum or

recall measures on the ballot should be based on the total registration

of the preceding year in the unit affected. It has been recoraraended

that the percentage for SHitiactixs recall elections be lowered from

25 to 15 whi|^|,the percentages for the initiative and referendum

are left the same,- zio and 5?? respectively. If any change were to

be suggested in the latter , it v/ould be to raise the percentages,

say, to 10^. (103) The intention of these recommendations is to make

the use of direct government somewhat more difficult than at present

and yet to leave the procedure simple and flexible enuf so that the

people may readily use it whenever circumstances warrant.

In the case of the referendum, the procedure must be a litte



bit different altho the principle renains the same. N© leg

islative act except those which are passed in response to a real

emergency should go into effect for ninety days after final passage.

In spite of GivernoijfCharaberIain's famous emergency veto of 1905 (104)

there is no doubt that the emergency clause has been greatly abused.
1919.

In 1915, it was attached to 82 laws; in 1917, to 72; to 30 in
(105)

The average man of common sense would have

to strain the meaning of "immediate preservation of the public peace,
real

health or safety" (106) to find more than a half a dozeny^emergencies

in the whole hundred and eighty-four •

During this ninety days, a referendum may be filed against

the lav/ by substantially the same procedure as outlined for initia

tive and recall petitions. If the required 5^ has not been obtain

ed on or before the end of the 90 days, the lav/ shall go into effect.

If the petition has been sudcessful, the law shall be inoperative

and shdll be placed on the ballot at the next election, providing,

of course, that the required number of signatures shall have been

obtained at least 60 days before such election.

This constitutes a rather sketchy outline of the legislative

branch of the proposed new government. The intention is to get

stability, responsibility and efficiency in the legislative department

and at the same time to connect it with the people as closely as

possible. It is recognized that some of the methods proposed are a

far step from the usual "democratic" devices of more elective officers,

decentralization of power and responsibility, and more voting. V/e

ought to have less voting and more thinking. The voting process be

comes a very serious and important function in the political life of

the individual under the new plan. The intelligent citizen can hon

estly feel that it means soaething to cast his vote for a state legis

lator of the sort described above, ^9 very highest type of citizen.



©n the other hand, cannot but regard it as a high honor and unques

tionable mark of respect and admiration to be voted for by his

nei^bors when he knows, and they know, the kind of position which

awaits him.

In this plan, the community spirit is substituted for the

party spirit# The issues are men and measures, defihite prograns

and concrete propositions affecting the interests of the state as a

whole. Provision is made for the integrating of the several commun

ity groups with the legislatur^y the informal initiation of bills
by the legislature,

and the reception^of committees or delegations representing such
bodies.] By th4se means and others, it is expected that intelliis^

gent legislators would keep in touch with the views of the various

occupational, recreational, religious, fraternal and educational

organizations thrdout the state. The true socially-minded legislator
' h

could do no o^erwise. While it is true that "no man liveth unto his

group alone", it cannot be denied that an individual's group life

is his most vital social expression in the majority of cases. Every

man has some part^icular group to which he gives paramount allegience,

which best expresses his aspirations and ideals.' The legislature of

the "sociocracy" certainly must take cognizance of this fact. I think

the suggestions herein offered constitute a step in that direction,

altho there is little doubt much more intimate relations between the

legislature and the people would develop as time and trial gave their

revelations.

In the following chapter, I shall attempt to sh^w how / the

administrative department can be integrated with the legislature

and the comraunity.



CHfl-PTER 17.

ADHINISTERIUG THE WILL OP THE PEOPLE.

if there were no other reasons for the reorganization of the

administrative department of the state, the argtiment of efficienoy

and economy would bo ample. The citizen who is paying in the nei^-

borhood of a 70 mill tax would give a greedy ear to any proposal

which offered relief. Experience agrees with theory, that consol

idation and concentration of administrative authority will result

in remarkable saving in the conduct of the state's business. Civil

administrative reform tnore than pays its way. The i proposed reor-

ganiation of the legislative branch might cost as raoch or even slight

ly more than the present system (tho we would get a great deal more

for our money, not in quantity of laws passed, perhaps, but certain

ly in th^e quality and social value of them) but tiere is no doubt

that the proposed administrative reorganization would result in vast

financial savings without in the least impairing the service render

ed the people.

The case of Illinois is an out-standing example of the fi

nancial results of the adoption oA a civil administrative code. The

treasiiry balance on Jan. 1, 1917, was less than ̂ 1000, The new code

went into effect on July 1, 1917. Sy the end of 1919, taxes had been

decreased about l/s and the treasury balance had grown to over fl6,

000,000. (107) The first report of the director of Finance, tinder

the new system, showed that in every department except Public Wel-
current

fare, the percentage of the.appropriation unexpended ranged from

5^ to , The general average of the contingent funds unexpended in

the whole nine departments was approximately 62^, The past history

of the state had been that Iblie contingent funds were all expended



and almost every department came to the legislature with ever

growing deficiencies. In 1918-19, the total amount lapsing into

the treasury from the preceding biennial appropriations was over

|2,000,000. It should be remembered that this was during the

war. period of hl^ prices, added expense incident to the war, and

the absence of many experienced state officials, to say nothing of

the fact that the new systwm was just being instituted under these

disadvantageous conditions. (108)

The proposed reorganization of Oregon's administrative

branch promises a saving otf over |830,000. per biennium, but since

.$575,000. of this araount would be derived by the abolition of the

state's contribution to the Industrial Accident Commission, we may

expect a^saving of about a quarter of a million dollars. (109) The

primary purpose back of the appointment of nearly all the commissions

for reorganization of state administration has been the necessity

of better business methods in the state's affairs. As the state

has assumed more and more duties, due to the ever increasing com

plexity of modern life, the old inefficiency has become more and

more burdensome. They cannot retrench to any great exten"^, in the

direction of lessening their governmental activities soHshey have

been forced to devise some means of doing the same amount of work

for less money. (110)

Yet economy is not the only reason for administrative reform

as' '.i I have already intimated. The sociological reasons are per

haps just as important,-probably more so if a long-run view is taken,.

We advocate the consolidation of the numerous semi-independent and

decentralized boards and commissions in order that the state may be
of

made more comoletely subject to the will adf: the people; that it may

become a real and understandable organization to the ordinary voter.

It is only by centralization and objectification that the bewildering



and evar-increasing corral exity of the state can he inade simple

and concrete enuf for the average man to comprehend it. It is

this visualization of tlie operative state, this bringing of all

its administrative functions under the purviev, of the"efficient

imagination" of the citizen, which must he achieved if the state is to

become the vital, personally-conceived institution which the sociol

ogist thinks it must become if we are to continue along our pres

ent path of civilization.(111)^Thus the greatest gain from reorg-

ganization and centralization will be sin^lification. The state

has grown into a vast ramifying under-ground net-work of roots and

fiber-roots, entirely incomprehensible to the ordinary mind. If v/e

are going to continue to use the state as the basic institution of

our civilization, we must reconstruct it in such a way that we can

think in terms of the state. It must become as real and familiar

to the citizen as is the organization of his own or his nei^bor's

business. If it is true thafan institution is a phase of the pub

lic mind" (112) and the stats is an institution, it follows that

the state ceases to exist when the people are no longer able to

conceive it. In a sense, the only way we are able to conceive

an institution is by knowing the personalities who are intimtely

connected with it and responsible for for it. We tend to personify

institutions the same as we do other objects in natiire. The United

States Steel Corporation means Judge Gary and Standard Oil means

John D. As Qooley says, a 'an institution is thot of as a njucleated
group of personalities'.(113) Therefore it is necessary for the

citizen to have someone in the state who he can praise or blame when

he thinks of the state. If the state remains forever an abstraction

and a vaguity, it never will develop into the s^ialized institution

humanity needs. The old veil of secrecy, invisibility and incompre

hensibility must be torn aside and the new personalized state, ciean.



efficient, simple, leal and responsible mast be revealed.

This, then, is the plan. There must be a great reductiin

in the number of state officers, elective and otherwise. Power

and responsibility must be concentrated in the office of the govern

or who is the logical person to stand as the symbol of state govern

ment. Boards, commisyJ-Ons, bureaus, and all other administrative

agencies must be consolidated into a relatively sraall number of

general administrative departnants headed by direct appointees of

the governor. These department heads should have the power to ap

point and remove their chief assistants. All employees, except a

certain specified group of confidential secretaries, executives,

and temporary eiaployees, should be selected under civil service rules

established by law. (114)

The more C0H5)licated, decentralized and anarchic the admin

istrative agencies have becaae, the more pressing is the need for

reorganization. In the case of a lajge and old state like Hew York

or Illinois, the multiplication and superimposition of administrative

organizations is almost inconceivable. In Hew York, 169 independent

agencies were found, 152 of which were included reor^nization bill

drafted by the Bureau of l&uiicipal Research and introduced into the

constitutional convention of 1915 by Hon. John G. Saxe. (115) Altho
of the movement

this constitution was rejected, it is a good exaa^ile^tov/ard Chntral-

ization. In Illinois, 125 boards, commissions and bureaus were

combined into nine departments with the financial gain already dis

cussed. (116)

While Oregon's administration is not so badly complicated as

the two cases cited, we have done very well (or badly) for a state

so young and with so little business to do. An unbiased jud^ent

would doubtless decide that we need reorganization just about as much

as any state ever needed it. The longer we wait, the worse condi-

■



tions will 'become, as the history of New York and Illinois shows.

We ou^t to set our house in order before we are faced with finan

cial and administrative bankruptcy. We have in Oregon 10 elective

administrative state officers, besides seven supreme court justices.

fThere are 76 boards, commissions, bureaus and institutions, besides

15 institutions and organizations of a semi-private nature receiving

state aid.^ (117)

While the governor has the power to appoint the members of

nany of these boards, that fact alone does not give him adequate

control over them and has no. influence in the direction of cen-

'their activities, in many cases the senate has to con

firm his appointments; in still others, the boards are con^osed

of elective officers who hold exftofficio, which of course ties the

hands of the governor, so far as effectieo control is concerned.

This is the case with some of the most in^jortant boards such as the

Board of Control, Land Board, Desert Land hoard. Tax Coatnission,

Emergency Board, Printing Board, Banking Board, Board of Education,

etc.. In any event, it is easy to see that with nearly a hundred

agencies, each having a governing board of from 3 to 10 members, the

number of appointments precludes any very careful selection by the

governor before appointment or any adequate supervision afterwards.

The new plan would lessen the actual number of persons the govern

or would be called upon to appoint, but it would render the appointees

directly responsible to the governor. ^118) The aim of the

proposal is to make the governor the responsible head of the state,
nto concentrate the obligations for good govojj^nt on him and give

him' plenty of authority to discharge them, to organize the government

so that it will bo humanly possible for him to do his duty,(119)

The movement for administrative reorganization began about

1909 with the publication of Herbert Croly's "Promise of American



Life" altho there wag sorae agitation in New York and ILfeissachusetts

as early as 1901. These efforts were in the direction of reducing

the number of boards and commissions, but more wore created than

were abolished in the next twenty years. (120) Very few results

were obtained till 1911 when Wisconsin accomplished a partial re

organization by adopting a departmental form as far as constitution

al limitations would permit, with the exception of the retention

of 49 commissions. (121) Since that date, at least 24 states have

appointed cofnmissions to investigate and report on the consolida

tion and centralization of administration. (122) J&ny of the re

commendations of these commissions have been adopted; in some cases,

notably in Washington, Idaho, Illinois, Ivlassachusetts and Kebiaska,

a cori^plete civil administration code has been adopted substantially

as proposed by the commissions.

The findings and recommendations of these commissions are

all practically the same. The administrative department is not re

sponsible to anyone, neither to the governor, the legislature nor

to the people; nor is it responsive to the will of anyone, that is,

it cannot be found to be carrying out any definite program, the will

of the people, the governor, nor any other will directs it,- it goeth

where it listeth, or rather where inertia drives it; it is not ef

ficient; it is not economical; it is decentralized, disconnected, un-

controled. (123) Here are sorae of the characteristic remedies pro

posed. The unorganized administrative agencies should be grouped into

a sirall number of departments the heads of which should be appointed

and should be removable by the governor; the governor and the heads

of the departments should be members of the legislature with all the

privileges of that body except the right to vote; a thorogoing budget

ary system should be adopted; business efficiency should govern the



conduct of the state's affairs, hoth^s to the purchase of supplies

and. the en^loyraent of labor; a civil service law should govern the

clerical and routine work of the state; the elective state officers

should be subject to the recall. Where the reorganization is niade

hy constitutional amendment, ot revision, all elective state officers

except governor, lieutenant-governor and auditor should be abolished.

The number of departments and the grouping of the agencies

under them is a more or less arbitrary bit of detail. In ri^assachusetts,

there are 16 main departments; in Illinois, 10; in Idaho, 9; in Wash

ington, 10, in Oregon, 8 were proposed; in Hew York, 17; in Iowa, 3;

in Minnesota, 6; in Ohio, 10 departments and 4 commissions, (124) But

the fvindamontal thing is gubernatorial responsibility. As the Idaiio

act says, "The Governor is expressly charged with the duty of deeing

that the laws are faithfully executed. In order that he may exercise

.the authority so vested',', .etc,, this law is enacted, (125)

With these preliminary remarks we may take up the racoffl!:aend-

ations made by the Oregon Consolidation Commission working largely

under the direction of J, M, I&thov/s who was intimately associated

with the reorganization of Illinois under the leadership of John M,

Fairlio, Illinois admittedly has the most scientifically organized

government in the United States so far. (126) The view taken in this

paper is Ika hearty cuncurrence with the recominendations of the

Oregon Coianission except for one or two minor points which will be

noted below,

final

Thoy^eport of the Illinois Efficiency and Economy Comis-

sion on which the reorganization of Illinois was largely based bids

fair to becoflw a classic for the purpose of administrative analysis

of that peculiar political speci-men which we call the American state.

On page 19 of this report we find a summary of some of the evils



- found in Illinois. ISiere was no supervision of officers; whore

any control was given, the number so controled was far too great

for efficient supervision; each authority was supreme in his own

little field; hence, conflict was possible, and such harmony as was

gained was the result of compromise; there was no systematic con

trol of expenditure; hence, there was waste and extravagance; finally,

there was more or less over-lapping of functions.

These conditions certainly exist in Oregon as markedly as they

ever did in Illinois. For example, we have at least 15 boards of

examiners, each with its own personakl, its own rules and regula

tions and with no efficient supervision. The same is true of the

purchasing for the various state institutions. There is no semblance

of scientific buying,, and no standardized system of accoxinting. It

is apparent that no human being, even if he is called Governor,can

possibly govern and supervise all of these boards, commissions and

institutions, with any great degree of thoroness even if he had the

statutory authority to do do. The only solution is for the governor

to be given the power and responsibility of selecting . : experts and

executives to direct the various activities of the state. The govern

or must be given great power and trusted to delegate it wisely. If

the pwople feel that he has betrayed their confidence and interests

either by incompetence or chicanery, they always have the right to

resort to the summary remedies afforded by direct government.

As stated above, the nunber of departments into which the

administrative functions are dtvidw organized is an arbitrary and

immaterial consideration. However, they shoOild be kept under 20

in order that the cabinet meetings of the governor shall be a true

discussional group according to the principles laid down in the

consideration of the legislature. The grouping of the agencies



and the naming of the departments is also arbitrary and more or
i

less unsatisfactiry. Two or three are cited

to show the general agreement, altho an analysis of the agencies

included in the departments of similar name would show wide aariance,

,  The Osegon Commission suggested the following departments:

1. Taxation and Revenue.

2. Education.

3. Labor.

4. Health.

5. Agriculture.
6. Trade and CosTiraerce.

7. Public Welfare.

8. Public Tories and Domain. (127)

In Washington, the following were adopted:

1. Public Works.

2. Business Control.

3. Efficiency.
4. Taxation and Examination.

5. Health.

6. Conservation and Development.
7. Labor and Industries.

8. Agriculture.
9. Licenses.

10. Fisheries and Game. (128)

In Idaho:

1. Agriculture.
S^.Conmerce and Industry.
3. Finance.

4. Immigrattdn, labor and Statistics.
5. Law Enforcement.

6. Public Investments.
7. Puhlic Welfare.

8. Public Works.

9. Reclamation. (129^

The arbitrariness of the allocation of functions appears

when we note that in the proposed Oreegon law the examination and

licensing of professional people, mechanics, etc., is placed under

Education; in Washington, under Licenses; in Idaho, under Law En

forcement. In Oregon, Banking is placed under frade and Comaerce;

in Washington, under Taxation and Bxaraination; in Idaho, under Com

merce and Industry. (130)

Altho it is unfortunate that some sort of standardization is
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not possible as between the several states from the very beginning,

doubtless there will be more or less similarity in the results. If

absolute standardization is ever demanded by the >d^gencies of prac

tical administration, it will be a comparatively easy ipatter for rep

resentatives for the states to get toOgether in general coiiference

and determine ̂ at is the best systemization of administrative func-
standardized

tions into the main departments. Then the^^groupings of the various

minor duties can quickly be made by transferring work from one de

partment to another. Such a development would greatly aid in the

attainment of uniform state legislation.

In its first report, the Oregon Commission stated the desir-

hbility of eliminating all but three of the elective officers, yet

in its final report it did not make any recoiaraendation for acconrolish-

ing this . The reason given was that the constitutional elective

officers,-secretary, treasurer, superintendent of public instruction,

and justices of the supreme court,- were retained to avoid the neces

sity of amendment. This ondiiaion cannot be justified in Oregon iwhere

the constitution can be so easily amended. Constututionality will not

be considered a bar to any of the racomnendations which are made in

this paper. If the proposal is logical and desirable, the Oregon

donstitution presents no obstacle to enactment. Most of the reor

ganizations proposed in other states have had this defect. Expedien

cy has urged the retention of the constitutional elective officers.

This vitiates, in^measure, the good which would be gsMned by the
reor^nization, since the long ballot will be retained, the logical

division of duties will be qualified in order to preserve some duties

for the elected officers, and the chief executive has his responsi

bility lessened by just that much. This appears to be the case in

the recent civil administrative code of Washington. Nine "administrative**



coranitteas are created and given, iii^ortant duties. The elective

state officers are all given places on these coi-mittees. This les

sens the centralization of power|and responsibility in the governor.

(131)

We should not make any such mistake in OrJ&gon. We should
election offthe

sweep clean and keep clean. The^^secretary of state, treasurer and

superintendent of public instruction should be abolished along vvith

the abolition of the other elective state officers. Their duties

would be performed by the departments of administration. The duties

of the treasurer would naturally fall to the department of Finance

(Taxation and Revenue). The multifoid duties of the secretary would

be distributed among the various departments. Succession to the

governor's office in case of vacancy and auditing of accounts would

go to the lieutenant-governor and auditor respectively. His clerical

function would be performed by the departments which actually did the

work. This would eliminate much of the duplication of reports which

now swells the printing bill and cost of clerical service.(132) His

budgetary duties (which he never performs J, his handling of unclaim

ed bank deposits, and duty of motor registration would go to the de

partment of Saxation and Revenue. Election duties, custodianship of

public buildings and supplies would be best performed by the depart

ment of Public Welfs,re. The only change

in the status of the superintendent of public instruction would be

that he becomes an appointive instead of an elective officer. Thus

the whole administrative system would be under the direct supervision

of the governor thru the intermediacy of the department heads appoint

ed by him and directly responsible to him.(133)

Similarly, the reason for the "advisory and non-executive

boards" created by section 7 of the proposed code is not apparent.

(134) These five boards seem to have no duties except to "advise";



they receive no compensation and bear no responsibility; hence,

they would either act as meddlers or v^ould not act at all. Evidently,

the intention back of the provision Mxx for these boards, is much

the same as the purpose of the legislative conferences with representa

tives of the various groups in the state which were recommended in

CBapterlll. A similar proposal follov^s for the administrative depart

ments, The idea is that the people shall be definitely connected

with the conduct of the government in some vital way. It appears to

the writer that the end in view would be much beiter accomplished

-if this relation between the administration and the people were made

spontaneous and general rather than try to obtain it by the appoint

ment of several definite boards. This savors two much of the system

we are trying to get away from, that is, if it worked. If it did not

work, of course, tJie provision would be useless and hence would merely

be another case of "dead letter ism in law". If the way is provided,

we may rest assured that the personal interests of the several groups

thruout the state will urge them to make their influence felt. To
rlimit the number of interests which may have this praypgative of giv

ing "advitfe"to five, and to have those five selected by the governor

seems to the writer to be an unwarranted exclusion of hundreds of

other vitally concerned organizations from participation in the af

fairs of the state.

The head of each main department and his immediate subordin

ates sho^^uld constitute an •» administrative court" to hear and decide

disputes which arise in the transaction of the business of the de

partment. An administrative departpent is by its very nature something

more than that. When it promulgates a rule fax according to which its

business is to be carried to, it is exercising a sort of legislative

power; when it determines whether an individual has complied with or

violated its rules, it is exercising a quasi-judicial power. One



^"7 J
of the ftmdamental errors of otir oonstitutioh-njaking fore-fathers

was the idea that there are definite lines of demarcation

between the "three departments". Each so-called departments ex

ercises all three ftmctions. There is unity in the governmental

trinity as well as in the theological. Governraent is an organic
or commission

unity as life is. Croly says that the administrative court.is
A

"singly a convenient means of consolidating the divided activities

of the governraent for certain practical social purposes." (135)

While I do not advo^sate that the administrative courts shall have

as much power and scope as Duguit says thay have attained in Franco,

or thruout the 8ontinent, for that matter,(136) I think they could

be inaugurated in a departmentalized system of administration in

such a way as to more closely integrate the people with the administratic

of the state and at the same time relieve the wmatTt courts of law of

a great deal of litigation.

The chief officers of the department would partake of the

nature of a jury with the head of the department in the role of judge.

All allegations of injustice to an individual or organisation

would receive quick and careful consideration. This would increase

e
the servic^bility of the department to the community. In the event

that the i±±± aggrieved parties were not satisflied with the decision

of the adrainistrative court, they would of course have the right to

take the matter into a court of law. If they accepted the decision

such acceptandey^hould be registered and enforced the same as the de
cision of any other court. All adrainistrative departments should

call delinquents into the administrative courts and attempt to make

a satisfactory adjudication of the difficulties before resorting to

an action at law. These hearings should be kept just as informal

and untechnical as possible.
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In this way a corporition or an individual could determine

what line of conduct to pursue with reference to a given administra

tive rule by going into the administrative court and getting an

authoritative decision on the question at issue. In effect, these

quasi-judicial bodies would promulgate declarative lav/ as has been

done in France by the Council of State and other administrative-ju

dicial bodies for nearly fifty years. (137) Our Interstate Consneroe

Commission, Federal Trade Board and Industrial Helations Commission

are cases of development in this direction, the first being to all

intents and purposes an administrative coTUt. In the state, the

Public Service Commission, Industrial Welfare Commission, and Acci

dent Commis^on are administrative agencies which exercise some of

the fvmctions of administrative courts. So the idea is not new or

novel; it is already in operation as a result of the actual necessi

ties arising from the administrative function. We would recognize

this in the organization of the government and make much more of it

than has heretofore been done as will be seen below.

The administrative court should have the power to impose

oaths, subpoena witnesses, examine books and accounts and other re

cords, so that the findings of fact in these hearings would not be.

(iW
questioned in a court of law if the case ever wer^t so far. The

department of justice should bo at the service of the administrative
there regularly

coiurts, altho ttiwy should not be trained attorneys repre

senting either the state or the complainants in these hearings. The

members of the administrative courts would present the department's

side of the controversy under oath.

Thus the adrainistration would be definitely correlated with

the public. The time and energy of the officers would be taken up

with con^laints only when some definite injustice was alleged and

when there were a chance of arriving at some practical, constructiwe



decision.

But this quasi-judicial function ©f the administrative court

should be supplemented by another which is perhaps more in^ortant. It

is analogous to the suggestion for integrating the community with the

legislature. Any body of petitioners, or accredited representatives

of any organization or group, should have the privileg^of appearing

before the administrative courts and presenting their grievances, sug

gestions and recommendations. The head of the department should have

the right to invite such conferences whenever he thinks that the

interests of the state would be advanced thereby. The sessions of

the administrative courts should be held just as often as business

demands, so long as they did not meet on the days the legislature

was in session. The head of the depattment migjit use the informa

tion gained in these conferences as the basis of recommendations to

the governor or legislature or as reason fcr the modification of the

conduct of his department.

If some such procedure v/ere adopted, it would serve as a point

of contact between the people and the administration. It would make

the conduct of the state's business much more responsive to the cur

rents of opinion among the people. It would contribute to the or

ganization and effective functioning of thode creative, radiant points

of community spirit which are becoming so increasingly in5>ortant in

the every-day life of the people. If the members of the various

group 8 knew that there were a definite channel thru which they

could render their influence active in the actual operation of the

state government, their discussion clubs, comravmity organizations,

occupational groups, professional societies and educational gather

ings, would immediately be vitalized and made valtable factors in

the conduct of the affairs of the commonwealth as well as much better

instruments for the accomplishment of the specific purposes fer which



they were organized.

But it is not enuf to let it be tacitly understood that they

have the privilege of thus cooperating with the state officers< it

should be emphasized and publicly proclaimed that this machinery was

created to be utilized; that it is a duty of citizenship laid upon

these groups to exert their proper influence in state governmental

activities. This would be the ligical next step from the Jocal pue-

poses which these groups now serve. Such expansion in their scope

would put reality and objectivity into both local and state govern

ments and tend mightily in the direction of that larger, wider, deep

er and more active integration of thot and performance, discussion

and doing, toward which wo hope to guide the whole population of the

state. The administrative officers, by their imagination and insight,

requests, cooperation and social-mindedness would largely determine

the success of the scheme. Their conception of the social nature of

their functions would make the plan either flourish or fail. No doubt

if it were only once in smooth operation, both the officers and the

people would feel such a glow of social satisfaction,-- the officers

from the fact that they were serving a great and growing, intelligent

and appreciative popple, and the people from the; fact that they waxicd

were continually giving material assistance to the operative forces

ofl. the state,—that they would all do everything in their power to

extend this phase of governiTient.

The growth and vitality of the community groups would also

be fostered, if it became written or unwritten law that the governor

should receive nominations for the heads of the various departments

as well as dor all the other appointive offices, from the professional,

occupational ard other state-wide organizations especially interested

in the duties of the various departments. For exaiaple, v/hero the

f-A'W.



code specifies that the head of Agriculture^hall be a practical

fariaer of so many years' experience, th^state grange, dairymen's

association, dry- farmers and irrigation farmers, stoctonen and

horticulturists, etc., mi^t all present their choice for the

head of the agriculture department. In the case of the director

of Bducation, the state teachers' association, federated mothers*

clubs, parent-teaChersS associations, higher education league

and grade teachers' association might all make their suggestions.

In case of the labor head, the state federation of labor, the state

organization of any trade, the employers or raanufactureis, might

each make their recommendation. And so on thru the list. The same

principle would apply to the heads of the various departments when

they came to appoint their chief assistants. The several grMjada

groups most interested should make known their selections.

It is not held that the Appointive officer should be bound

either by law or custom to follow these suggestions, or even to se

lect appointees from the list of names submitted by the interested

organizations, but he would doubtless be influenced toward the se

lection of a certain man should he find that man's name recommended

by several closely allied organizations. ffln thie other hand, the

effect oii the conmunity interest in the conduct of the state govern

ment would be incalculable. The groups would feel that they were

really a part of it. The individuals composing them would experience

that fine glow of creative pleasure which comes from seeing our de-

direa and aspirations embodied in some tangible form. It .would con •»

tribute to that consciousness of participating effectiveness, to

that objectification of the state, for which this whole paper is a

The relation between the governor and the legislature has

already been outlined. In preparation for his legislative duties, the



gorexnor^hould have frequent meetings of the heads of the various

departments# -'■he latter should bring to these meetings, such of their

subordinates as they mi^t require from time fe time for advice, in

formation or other assist%ice. Here the general administrative prob

lems should be discussed and the general outlines of the administra

tive bills determined upon. These should then be handed to the bill-

drafting department for final formulation. (139) After such meetings

the administrative officers would be able to go into the legislature

witljfe. concerted plan and would be prepared to take part in the dis

cussion All a stiiTMilating, constructive and contributing manner.

There should also be frequent cabinet meetings of another sort

which we may call "^efficiency" meetings. In these meetings should be

discussed ways and means of getting greater econorjy in the conduct of

businessf coordination of varilous branches? methods of saving labor

and supplies by transfer and exchange between the several departments;

examination for duplicated or^nization and effort; and the attainment

of complete harmony and unity thruout the whole state administration.

Eiese meetings v/ould be about as in^ortant as any single function of

administrative officers. It is likely that such cinferences would give
rise to ^pod propoetion of the administrative measures.

;  As noted above, the only elective officer besides the govern

or and lieutenant-governor would be the auditor. All the authorities

seem to agree upon this point. (140) The auditor should act as a

checking and financial over-seeing officer for all the departments

of state and local government. Obv|ously^ he should not be appointed

by the governor if he is to have the greatest possible value as the

•»watch-dog of the people's money". It might bo a ten^tation too

strong to be resisted by sorje men id the governor couli appoint the

auditor. The auditor should be given power to provide a imiversal

and uniform system of accounting for the whole state, for all of the



legislative, judicial and administrative accounts, both state, local

and tminicipal. He should be allowed to suggest and to enforce de

vices for financial and accounting efficiency.(141)

Ebe present conditions in Oregon are anarchic in the extreme,

as was pointed out in the report of the Consolidation Commission.(142)

The secretary of state, on whom these duties are placed by law, has

no time to perform them in anything other than a superficial and

nominal way; there is no check on the various fee-collecting agencies;

no stated times fcr turning over moneys so-collected; no itemized

records of expeiiditures froE^the fees collected; there is no uniformity

in the systems of account; in effect, we have no auditor^system.

The clerical help and minor state officials in the administra

tive departments should be chosen by some well ojpganized, ctotinuing

system of classified civil service under the direction of a commission

of five members appointed by the governor for six or ei^t yearj^ over

lapping terms. Needless to say, these apjointments should bo made

without re^rd to religious, political or personal affiliations. (143)

One general principle to be observed is that the headsjof the depart-

n»nts should bo appointed by the governor and the immediate executives

beneath the head of a department should be appointed by hira. In addition

to this there should be an unclassified list of officers of a private

and confidential nature, men who have to have qualities which are not

easily revealed by the usual civil service examination, who may be ap

pointed by the the officers designated by law. However, this unclass

ified list should not be so large that a "political raid" on the ad

ministration would ever be possible. (144) Likewise, ni tests other

than physical should ever be given to unskilled laborers. The head of

a department should have the right to remove a civil service employee

for sufficient cause, but such employee should have the right to ap

peal to the commissioners of civil service. Thus the civil service



commission would hava certain duties analogous to those of the ad

ministrative coairts ahove described. To complete the organization

of the civil xwTjneiiy service so that work for the state might be

standardized and take on the nature of a profession, schools pro

viding training in this calling should be organized, (145)

No:; reorganization of the administrative branch would be com

plete if a scientific budget system were not included. The depart-
the budget

ment of Taxation and Revenue should prepare under the direction of

the governor. It shOuld be prepared for two-or three-year,i terms

to avoid g/hving to change the tax rates so often, to lessen the

time and expense eequired to prepare the budget and to give greater

stability to the fiscal policy of the state. The budget should be

presented to the legislature at its first meeting in February, The

fiscal year of the state should be June 30 to ^une 30. This v/ould give

plenty of time to get the machinery of assessment and collection

into.: operation between the pagsage of the budget and the beginning

of the new fiscal year. The devising of a proper budget system is

a very difficult and hi^ly technical question which will demand the

best financial and accountant ability obtainable for an adequate

solution. (146)

This virtually completes the discussion of the administrative

department. On the whole the recommendations are in agreement with

the civil administrative codes already adopted in several states and

rocomraendad in several others. The purpose of this paper is to pre

sent the logical theory of administrative reform with as little con

cessions to expediency as the nature of the case permits. Hence, we

have criticised the Consolidation Commission's report in a few minor

details and offered a few suggestions which do not appear in that re

port. The relation of the administrative officers to each other and

of the whole administration to the people of the state as they are
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organized into social groups is shown in Fig. 2.

Before concluding this sketch, we must consider the relation

of the governor to the administrative departments and to the rest of

the government. The aim is that the governor shall he hy far the moat

in^ortant individual in the state government. It is the personality

of the governor which will dominate the civic thinking of the peoJ)le.

As Holcombo says, "The power that best represents the people as a

whole is not the legislative; it is not the judicial; it is the execu

tive". (147 ) The governor has come to be the synliol of the people in

the state and the personification of the state to the people. He is their

Inw-giver and law-enforcer. (148) He is thus con^telled to undertake

vast and in^ressive responsibility; he should be given effective power

to discharge it adoqiiately. That is n^at is meant by "executive lead

ership". That is what the above plan hopes to do.

But mi^t not the exercise of all this power make it possible

for him to become a czar, or tyrant, or kaiser, or some other type

of power-wielder eqiially obnoxious to a good, freedom-loving and lib

erty-demanding American? He has the power of initiating laws; he may

debate for tham and use all, the influence of his whole "official fam-,

ily" to achieve his ends; he may appoint and remove the principal of

ficers of the state, and thru these appointments, control al]/the other

appointments; he may veto legislative acts; with the support of 2/5

of the legislature he may over-ride the will of the other s/s and

take his measures to the people.

At first glance those undoubtedly large grants of power might

seem dangerous to the interests of a liberty-loving people, but when

we consider the restraints placed upon the governor, the power^ con

ferred do not loom so large. He is vBfiHtt subject to the recall; the

administrative laws are subject to the referendum; the legislature is

not con^jelled to pass any bill he presents to them just because it is
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an administratlvo measure; th^egislature may amend or reject; his
veto may be over-ridden by a 4/5 vote; the civil service law protects

the state from a pblitical use of the appointive power; he is the
administrative

sole responsible stateiiofficer and as such is subjected to the soarch-
'  e

ing v/hite light ©f publicity and public d»pinion; he has the ^errent

influence of that conservatism which always attends the assumption of

great responsibility; he may bo interpellated by the legislature; add

finally, he is subject to prison sentence for any criminal malfeasance.

(149)

It is difficult to see how any very serious danger to the free

dom and liberty of the people could result from such a plan. It is

somewhat strange to the thot of the average citizen who* is accustomed

to distrust all officers, shy at all investment of authority, and thinlc

t  ̂
that no advancement can be made unless by passing new and bettor laws.

The difficulty is. not with the personnel of the administration in very

many cases, but with the system under which that personnel has to work.

As Croly has so often said, the achievement of any advance in democratic

society must in the last analysis be based indispensably upon faith.(150)

So when the best political thot and the most expert opinion all point

in the same direction, the progressive, forward-looking American will

not long delay to set his feet upon the new path, tho it be somewhat

strange and lightly traveled. His national history is his promise

that the new path is often the one which leads him to a larger and

better life.



CHAPTEa V.

ADJUDICATING THE WILL OF THE PBQPLB.

No plan of state reor|[anization which did not include soiae

revision of the judiciary would bo at all con^lete. We raust at

tempt to fix the relationship of this very important phase of gov

ernment to the other branches in the light of our general thesis,

namely, that the state must be made more real and serviceable to

the people, that it must be simplified and humanized, per serialized,

so that the average man will be able to think of it as something

more intimately related to his life than it is at present. The

state must cease to be a far-away abstraction and become a very

near-at-hand mode of social participation. The law has been one
• 0

of the most pwerful factors in civilization, and yet it is one of
r

the most abs-^ct and incapable of coE^irehonsion to the average man.

The result is that it has been made and administered by a sort of

legal hierarchy which in many instances has become very far separftt-

edT^id unsyn^pathotic with the social organism which gave it birth

and sustains its very life. Technique, legal tactics, precedental

law, costs , delay, dissatisfaction with decisions and general un-

serviceability have come to characterize so much that many people

are becoming disgusted with the whole system and tend to look upon

lawyers as respectable parasites. While it is true that the law

has probably played a more in^jortant part in the past, and is play

ing a more important rdle in the present, than it is destined to

play in the future, still it must always be a very necessary adjiinct

to any very highly developed and complicated civilization. We

must redeem it in the minds of the people and make it the truly

socialized force it is idealistically conceived to be.



Law has played its stellar role in the past largely because

of the old ftwrt fetish of the "three coordinate branches of gov

ernment which was based upon Montesquieu's misconception of the

English parliamentary system. Blackstohe axso give^ this idea.(151)

But by 1750, the cabinet form of governjTient was in full operation

and the Parliament had been supreme since 1688. Another reason

fcsr the supremacy of law was the old absolutist concept ion ̂all

law is as the laws of the Modes and Persians were said to be. Black-

stone says that i£ a court ruling is found to be wrong and is re

versed the only reasonable conclusion is that the ruling in ques

tion never was law, but merely the mistaken idea of fallible hu

man judges. (152) Even today, it is comparatively easy to find

teachers of law and practitioners both of bench and bar who hold

that there is no possible conflict between morality and legality,

—that law is some mysterious rule of reason which is for the

people but by some strange miracle is not them. Law is abso-
e

lute, altho Einstein and others tell us that ev^ything else in the

xiniiverse is relative.'

So it follows that the people may register their will by the

deliberate passage of a statute and yet wake up to the realization

that in some unaccountable manner this act of the"sovereign" people

is "contrary to law"^ that the'fiusttdians of the law' have declared

that the people did not know what they wanted, or knowing, wanted

what was not good for them; hence, it was the duty of the "guardians

of the Republic" to invalidate the expressed will of the peopleJ

This is strange doctrine for a democracy. But it is stranger still

that the ppqple of a land that is supposed to be "safe for democracy",

a land that proudly claims to know no law but "the will of the people",

continue to permit such principles to flourish. !Ehey resent it, al"?

ti^tjfrpm time to tin^, as



less toj prevent it. We need a politicsal Moses to lead us out of the

land of legal "bondage.

But there is dissention in the oan$ of the Jurists themselves.

Some ©f the a^blest legal authorities call in question the whole theory

of judicial review, saying that it never was intended and represents

the rankest sort of ftinctional usurpation on the part of the judges.

<153) Bu^hese men belong to a hew school; the other view has pre
vailed in the past and probably is held by a majority of the bench

at the present time. IThe result of this static idea of law with its

in^jlication of judicial veto is that instead of being one of three

coordinate branches of government, the judiciary has become the su

preme branch by exercising the final word of legitircition over the

acts of the other two. It has usurped legislative functions

(of a negative sort) by its power to declare aCts of the legislative

branch nuM and void, and has taken over both,, positive and negative

administrative functions by its wide use of injunction and man

damus writs and by its industrial decisions prescribing a course of

action.

2hese wide usurpations of power hal^fejbfot the courts into dis

repute with the people, both as the result of specific decisions such

as the income tax decision. Bred Scott decision, etc., and as a re

sult of the general dissatisfaction which has seeped down thru the
I

strata of society not definitely interested in the cases. (154)

Far from"preserving the states from anarchy", as Be Tocquevillo said

in 1830, (155) this assu!:[5)tion of power by the courts has been the

intnediate cause of a civil war, of labor riots amounting almost to

civil war. Populist movements, and wide-spread distrust of the courts.

(156)

But within the last generation, a new school of lawyers has arisen.

It is represented in America by such men as Brandeis, Holmes, pound.



Sharps, Clark (Walter), Lewis, Laskl, Frefcid and Frankfurter ; hy

3>uguit, Gierke, Jhering, Pollack, I.fe.ine, ^itland, De Maetzu and

Schmoller in Europe. (157) Roscoe Pound has written a hook in which

he outlines his ideas. Its title, "Sociological Jurisprudence", gives

the key to the new approach. This view hold that the social group

mkes the law and that law must therefore vary as the social will

varies under new times and conditions» The first part of this is

not greatly different from the old conception ©f the "common law",

hut the latter part is almost the antithesis of the common law con

cept. The sociological jurists go on to say that there is always a

conflict between what they call "the law of rule" ( precedents, ah-

stractions, principles), and the "law of judicial discretion" (equity,

new departures, specific cases, social responsiveness). It is this

conflict which causes dissatisfaction with the courts. (158)

Particularly was this true in the colonies. The early immigrants

came from a land where the law was dispensed according to definitive

mles in the most undoviating manner. Sixteenth century Europe was

securely hound in a tangled mass of legal red tape. The "law of

rule" was supreme. So when the colonists were able to dispense their

own justice, on the frontier and after winning independence, they

naturally inclined most strongly toward the discretionary type of

law. Procedure in the pioneer courts, the "up county" justice of

the peace's court, even the vigilance committee, are good examplea

of this. But as life became more and more congjlex, and business

and property interests became more important, as we became more

"civilized", in short, the legal rule conception of law began to

gain acceptance. Today, we are perhaps the most precedent- and

form—bound nation in the Occident. England and then the other

European countries reached the limits of the "law of rule" concept



lon|p ago and .'mde the needed reforms in the direction of discretion

ary law. Our law has just begun to show the lack of flexibility and

cumbersomeness and to give rise t® the general dissatisfaction which

is the mark of a •♦law of rule" jurisprudence gone to seed. (159)

However, the conclusion is not hhat we need less law, not that
declared

all law should be wtaBtxtvtnrwH by non-expert individuals of the Jack-

sonian persuasion, nor that the discretion of the trained judge

should be the only law, nor that all rules of law should be abolish

ed. It is rather that we need just as much, or perhaps more, law,

but of a different kind. We need export justices who will admin-
justice

ister ihwalaw as a solemn social service, who are alive to the prob

lems of the day and able and willing to interpret the law in the li^t

of that knowledge. We must have "justice according to law", adminis

tered by highly trained men who conceive their function merely as the

duty of declaring the law according to principles of justice; men

who neither make the law nor administer it by mandamus and injunction;

men men who regard themselves as a"social institution" which secures

individual interests in such a way that society's best interests are

secured at th© same time. This is the conception of law which makes

it possible to regard it as one of the noble professions, (160)

?/hat is the sitmtion in Oregon? Is there any need of judicial

change? If so, what shall be done? While there is little doubt that

conditions in Or/egon are much better than those in many states, still
it is an easy matter to find plentj' of dissatisfaction with the legal

organization, "Some day the judicial system of Oregon will ba re

formed, If judges and lawyers do not do it themselves, it will be

done and done summarily, by those less cori^etent", (161) The "Oreg-

onian" recently published an editorial over a colximn and a qu^er
long in which the jury system was severely criticised, f/henever xxk



one of the largest and most influential newspapers of the
state goes on record with an editorial criticism of such

a yital institution as the jury system it must

be taken as £jr©tty good evidence that there is something definitely

wrong with it. (162)

So we find the legislature responding to the popular dissat-

isCaction with the judiciary. In 1917, it authorized the Supreme

Court to appoint a Commission on Law Heform. Shis committeee made

a 32 page report in 1916 advocating extensive changes. ](163) Among

the causes of delay in the courts zex were cited **the passion to en

act laws", both on the part of the people (by the iniative) and

the legislature, most of them amendatory, resulting in much con

fusion due to lack of knowledge as to vdiat the law is, and also to

the slovenly manner in which many of the laws are drawn; a desire

en the part of the people to test the constitutionality of laws

so enacted; poor administrative ability on the part of Judges; dil

atory and litigious tactics of the bar; dilatoriness of jixries and

witnesses; and the inproper distribution of the judges. (164)

On the whole the report is very moderate and conservative in

its reconmendations, far more so than is the usual bar association

reports on this same subject. However there is a minority report

which goes into the matter much more fdlly, following, substantially,

the line of attack of the American Bar Association and the American

Judicature Society. It recommends the conplete reonganization of the c

courts, giving them plenary power to formulate and administer the

necessary rules of procedure. It is too bad that the minority re

port was not the majority report. If the legislature over should

adopt either, which in unlikely, judging the future by the past, it

certainly should follow the general outlines of the minority report.

The recommendation that all acts of the legislature shall be



regarded as the fundamsntal law of the state except when in conflict

with the laws or constitution of the United States or when they are

in opposition to the principles of state organization, strikes at the

heart of the problem. This would eliminate a large part of the lit

igation for the purpose of determining constitutionality.(166) Like

wise, if the new legislative system works as expected, the courts will

have very few cases which arise on account of hastily drawn, ambigu

ously worded laws. (167) The number of laws passed will also be

greatly reduced, anom(^lous tho it may seem that a small number of

men working all the time, should pass fewer bills than a large number

of men in session only six weeks every two years. But whatever the

actual amount of legislation, it is reasonable to expect that it will

be of a much higher type than the work of the present legislators.

Then the proposed administrative courts would relieve the courts of

more of less litigation.
h

However, one of the most promising sq^mes for lessoning the

work of the courts is the proposal of voluntary tribunals to settle

civil cases out of court. The methods of procedure in the administra

tive courts proposed and the judicial work of the various commssion-

courts now in existence, such as the Interstate Commerce Commission,

Public Service Coramsiions, etc., are very similar to those in the

voluhtary civil case tribunal. The litigants and their attorneys

are to select a third lawyer or individual satisfactory to both par

ties and submit their case to him for arbitration. Technicalities
a

will be avitded, the time be made agree^le, and the proceedings just

as informal as is consistent with accuracy and systematic presenta

tion of the causes. If the decision is acceptable to both parties.

the decree of the statutory arbitrator will be made of record and

enforced by the stalte the same as any regular court order, (cf. to
m I

administrative courts.)^is a dignified, honest, conciliatory, sim-
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Ptii.ple, democratic and legally soiind" method of settling civil dis-

putes where the interests^r© not endangered, (168) In case the pub

lic's interests are involved, it should be the duty of the department

of Justice, thru its local representative, to file an information

against the voluntary finding and bring into court one or boldi the

parties thereto.

Another motho4. of keeping cases out of court is the system of

declaratory law Tidiich was adopted in Michigan in 1919 upon recommend

ation of the State Bar Association, Altho it was declared unconsti

tutional by the Michigan Supreme Coixrt on Sept. 30, 1920, the prin

ciple appears sound. The question of constitutionality is kSocb open

to argoqient in spite of the decision of the court, as lb?. Justice

Sharpe shows in his able dissenting opinion. The "law of rule" was

in conflict with the "law of discretionary justice" in Michigan and

the latter was temporarily worsted. Doubtless time will reverse this

decision as it has so many other anti-social decisions • (169)

The intent of• the law was to allow prospective litigants to

come into court and get an authoritative declaration of their re

spective ri^ts and obligations under a particular statute, in this

manner avoiding the "tedious delay incident to the ordinary law-suit

and the acrimony between litigants usually engendered thereby".(170)

In other words, it was an atten^ot to provide"^oventative justice"}

an attempt to keep the dispute from causing such acute inflamation

that no otlier remedy could cure tlie malady than a "legal operation",-

a costly, bitter, long-drawn-out law-suit, the results of whichare

us,.ually vmsatisfactory to both parties. (171)

The declaratory judgment is based upon the principle that jus

tice is serving its purpose best when when it can remove the xincer-

tainty of loss or injury before the event occurs, a principle which

has been in active aperation in BQgland for nearly three quarters of



A QBHttily. In this country, we have been willing to regard as justice

merely that recourse to law which gives money con5>ensation after the

damage has been dine. (172) Ajaore tmsocial doctrine scarcely could
be imagined, to say nothing of actually being practiced. The prin-
of preventative ta
ciple^justice is just as sound as the principle of prebei^ive med
icine. Oregon should adopt it into her judicial system. Any soimd

reorganization of the judiciary must have in view the elimination of

litigation as well as an efficient handling of those disputes which

are inevitably bound to arise in a complex economic civilization. All

of the fore-going proposals for keeping cases out of court are in real

ity based upon this principle.

Finally, a more con^lete professionalization of the bar and

the adherence to a higher ethical code on the part of all lawyers

ofmust be relied upon to solve much of th^roblem^over-litigation. The
chief enemies of the bar sure some of its own most prominent members.

Law has been brot into such disrepute mainly by those vtho

profess it and profit by it. (173) The goodness which will remedy

this situation and redeem the law must come out of Nazareth. The

lawyers themselves, teachers of law, writers of law, mambers of hhe

bench|i|^ general educationalists and publicists must see to it that

the profession is more thoroly socialized. The leaven of the doc

trine of "sociological jurisprudence" preached by Dean '^ound and the

rest of the Harvard Law School and so eminently practiced by Justice

Holmes and Justice Brandeis must leaven the lump. The lawyer must

come to feel pride in the number of cases he has settled out of court

rather than in the number of cases he has won. He must be proud of

the amount of social service he has rendered rather than proud of the

amount of fees he has collected. He must regard himself as an adjust

er of delicate pathological social and economic relationships. I^he

legal profession must take corrective rather than combative jurispru-



dence for its Ideal. (174) The bar must be composed of a higher type

o4 mn, man who are trained in social, economic and industrial fields

as well as in the law. The frailty of human natu^re must be forti

fied and bolstered up by an ethical code which puts the interests of

society above those of the client and his counsel, SS Law must con

form to the general trend of human life from a selfish individiial-

ism to a generous, expansive concept of social origin and develop-

lumt.

So far the discussion has dealt with the general function of

the judiciary and the problem of minimizing litigation. But, as Pound

says, we are bound to need more and more law as time goes on and our

civilization becomes more and more complex. Long-time business ac

tivities and vast economic enterprises demand that the law be uniform

and secure, yet flexible and quickly available, (175) If we remove

as much potential litigation from the judicial calendar as we can

by means of appropriate legislation { workman's compensation laws,

safety laws, regulation of probate, etc,), and settle as many

cases out of court as we can, still there will be an over-increasing

amount of litigation if society continues to develop along present lines.

This brings us to a consideration of the reform of judicial procedure.

The first question that presents itself is the selection and

tenure of judges. Shall they be elected? If so, for how long? Should

they be subject to recall? It seems to me; that the discussion thus

far has hinted at the answer to these questions. If there is any pos

sibility of success in the suggestions for reorganization of the leg

islature and administration, reform of the judiciary ought to be a sim

ple matter.

If these plans were adopted and worked, the courts would neither

make nor administer the law. There would be no need for it. At last

ttet mch^iscdssed, drea^ never achieved miracle would oc-



cur and the coiarta would be taken "out of politics", (176 )4i or that

would be done as nearly as it is hui.aanly possible to do so. The con

clusion is obvious. Judges should not be elected suid- hold

office during "good behaviour". The general principle that the "of

fice should seek the oan and not th^mn the office", (177) should

apply to judges as well as to other officers. There is no question but

that we need the hi^est possible type of men to discharge the duties

of adjudication. Taft, Storey and Thayer, to mention only three

eminent naipes, all say that experience has shown that the appointed

judge hftji usually been of larger calibre and higher talent than the

elected judge. Security of tenure, dignity of position, social honor

and professional standing are some of the rewards which must be of

fered in order to attract the best men to the bench. In this country,

as has long been the case in England, a call to the bench should be

regarded as the hi^est success in the career of a raeber of the legal

profession.

The governor should appoint the members of the Supreme Court.

As a general rule they should be selected from tiie experienced judges

of the^ower courts, altho a member of thas bar of 8 or 10 years' experience
should be eligible. The recommendations of the various bar associations

thruout the state,or of the organizations of judges
<4

, or fteacieachers of

law, should guide the governor in his choices. Then the Supreme Court

should be given practical control of the judicial system of the state.

It should appoint and apportion the judges of the lower courts. Ho per

son should be eligible for appointment to a justiceship above the rank

of a justice of the peace until he has been a member of the bar in

good standing and engaged in acttial practice of law for a period of

five years, or for three years if ha has had two years or more exper

ience in another state. As the minority report quoted above has stated

it, the plan is to'merge all the courts into one court with divisions



for specialized service, following the British model. (Iff) The ex

ecutive hoard of the Supioae Court should have the power to shift

judges from one division to another as the expedition of business

may demand.

One of the greatest causes of delay in litigation and of dis

satisfaction with the judicial service is the fixity and cumbers one

ness of the riles of court. Authorities agree that the only laws the

legislature should pass relative to this matter, are acts which give

plenary power to the courts to maXe their own rules and to change them

when the exigencies of judicial business demand it. (lT<!) Ostensibly,

we have done this in Oregon by giving the circuit judges power to

"maha their own rules not inconsistent with law", but this statement

is followed by nearly 1000 pages of procedural regulation!(180) The

Supreme Court is given the same power (Olson's Code, 1920, 890.3046)

and is hedged in the exercise of it by very few statutory provisions.

The same should be equally true of all the courts.

All the judges in the state should meet anntially to discuss their

problems and formulate their rules so as to getjthe necessary uniform-
(let)

ity in essentials. The various state bar associations, schools of

law, political science, etc., should be givah a certain number of

representatives at this meeting to assist in formulating rules, dis

cuss necessary legislation, and other questions of general interest.

(18«) However, such rules as are adopted should allow as much dis

cretion to the trial judge as possible. Thus only, can the requisite

flexibility and consequent efficiency be obtained. Likewise, in this

yearly meeting, the practical problems of administration, apportion

ment of judges, division of duties, times and places of sessions, fees,

curtailment of costs and siimplifioation of procedure should be discussed.

This annual meeting of the bench should also be con^etent to

inrpeach a judge for incapacity or inoompetency or misconduct. It is



possitl® that a judge mi^t merit impeachment when his fellows wer-e

not cognizant of it, or when they did not think his conduct culpable

enuf to warrant such harsh procedure. Hence, the legislature, admin

istration, and perhaps also the state bar association, should be given

the right to in^jeach. All cases of in^eachment should be tried before

the Supreme Court. If a majority of them think the charges serious

enuf and they are proved, the judge should be turned out of his office

and disbarred from practice of law in the state of Oregon. Such a de

cision should also bring the case into the proper court for legal trial

'ir
if the offense vpce an indictable one. When a meraber of the Supreme Court

is impeached, a panel of circuit court justices equal in number to

the Supreme Court should be selected according to seniority of service,

xmless kinship, family relations, business or fraternal affiliations

or other disqualifying factors should intervene. In such a case, of

course the next judge on the list would be taken. In case of conflict

due to the same period of service, chronological seniority should de

termine.

It should bo distinctly understood, however, and embodied in

law, that no religious, political, legal, social, fraternal, racial,

nor any other personal opinions or beliefs should ever constitute

sOund baiis for impeachment or removal from office. If an in5)eachment

were laid against a judge and the court decided that the motive back

of it were personal animus or any of the above-mentioned reasons, the

impeaching person or group of persons should be suable for damages. Nor

should any judge ever be removed because of the unpopularity of any

decision or legal opinion he has rendered, oinless it were such as cl®ar-

ly demonstrated judicial incompetency. If the law id undesirable or

ambiguous, the fault lies with the legislature, administration of the

people,— and can be quickly remedied with the machinery above-describ

ed. No judge should be punished for the failure of the law-making branch.



IHie only reasons for in^jeachraant and removal o4 a judge should be

mental or physical disability, plainly demonstrated incapacity or in-

corapetency, gross immorality, or criminal conduct.

She object is to make the position of judge as honorable and se

cure as possible and yet provide meand of effective social control. ̂ Che

ri^t kind of man should be selected, and tlien he should be protected

from the possibility of being heckled and harassed by personal spite

or political enmity. The judge should be the ideal social servant,

unmoved by partisanship, personal interest or private gain; all his

thot and energy should be devoted to protecting and advancing the

highest interests of all the people. Every decision and ftpinion should

be ten5>erod by this ideal. The primary question should not be merely,

"What are the respective rights of these litigants?" but rather, "What

are the long-run interests of society in this case' How best shall

the controversy be settled so that these two citizens in particular and

all citizens in general will have their best interests served?" The

judge will be able to achieve this view of his work only if his tenure

is secure from the temporary gusts of passion and prejudice which oc

casionally sweep society.

So much, then, for the selection, tenure and removal of judges,

the administratibe side of the judicial system, and the general aspects

of legal procedure as determined by rules of court. How we will dis

cuss some of the more fundamental questions of legal reform. One of the

most in^ortant is a thoro modification of the jury system.

There is little doubt that any proposal to tamper with the

jury system will arouse immediate antagonism and resentment in the

mind of the average American. We are prone to regard the jury as

one of the chief bulwarks of human liberty, a privilege, or right,

won by long, bitter and often bloody struggle a^inst tyrants; a sure



relief from grievous arbitrary injustice in the administration ®f

what was often erroneously called"justice". Even such a s®cial-

minded man as Justice Benson says, "Modification of the jury system

or changes in it, are fraught with danger.. Their mistakes and blund

ers are the result of the human element. And the general results are

still the most satisfactory of which human frailty is capable."(188)

Nevertheless, there is wide-spread and growing dissatisfaction
«

with the jury system as as a means to justice, particularly in civil

cases. The conditions under which the jury waa adopted have long since

passed away. It is a far cry from the jury of the vicinage, con^josed

of the peers of the accdsed, men who were familiar with the facts in

the case, to the modern jury hand-picked by skillful lawyers from a

venire drawn by lot; a group/ of none too intelligent citizen® sub

jected to meticulous questioning and peren^tory challenge because

counsel does not like "the color of their hair", perhaps; She most

intelligent persons in the community,- doctors, lav^yers, dentists,

teachers, and other professional people,— exempted; "no knowlwdge of

the case desired";hence, the reading, thinking man who forms conclu

sions of his own is easily "excused". The result is that for most

civil cases and for practically all criminal cases, a jury of unin

telligent, mentally torpid numskalls is selected and expected to ar

rive at a unanimous, just and legally sound decision. It is a common

place among lawyers that the way to win cases is to get the "right kind

of a jury",— that is, one which easily beooaas a facile, emotional

instrument of ignorance and prejudice upon which the clever lawyer

plays as a naster upon an organ. (.18#)
and

So it is recotmnended that the grand jury be abolished, the petit
r

jury used only for criminal trials. The judge should be made responsible

for selecting the jury iaaiAfiaifbc«£Kldftl8xi5BK3£tJUl and should be given plenary

power in charging the jury, taking evidence during the trial and amend-
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ing the pleadings. At first blush, these nay sound lilce bold pr.o^als,

but I believe a candid consideration of them will stregthen rather than

condemn them.

The grand jury is uai^ally con^osed of inefficeint, untaainod

laymen who seldom return an indictment on their own initiative. As a

rule, they simply endorse the desires of the prosecuting attorney.

(181) In many states they have been found so unsatisfactiry that

the state's attorney has been given power to docket a case merely by

filing;, an information. There is no reason wl^ this system could

not be developed until there would be no further use for the grand

jury. At the present time it is little more than a rubber-stamp for

the prosecuting attorney. By abolishing them, wo would save expense,

would concentrate responsibility, and probably get bettor service than

they ever have given.

It should be the duty of the peace officers, individual citi

zens and groups of citizens to inform the prosecuting attorney of in

fractions of the law. He should be appointed by the state department
for enforcing the law

justice and removable by it. In this way the rosponsibilityy^ould

finally center in the chief executive offOeJ' state where it

really belongs. Following out our general scheme of integrating the

local groups with the state government, it should be the duty of the

local bar association?, comaercial clubs, mothers' clubs, or of any

social group to suggest names of possible prosecuting attorneys to the

appointing officer. The commissioner of justice ought to be largely

guided by the consensus of opinion in the community affected. The

same procedure should be followed in the removal of these officers. Of

course, the law enforcing officers of the state could easily over-see

the work of the 30 or 40 prosecuting attorneys in the state. All might

be called to the c^tal for conference at the option of the responsible
officer.



In this connection, brief mention mst be made of the'obverse

side of the enforcement of criminal law, IThe state should provide a

public" defender as well as a public prosecute*, to the end that jus-

tdice shall really bi "free and without price". Every accused person

is entitled to the best possible trial based upon the assumption of

innocence, v^hather he be rich or poor, prominent or obscure. The

denial of this on any ground whatsoever is a denial of democracy as

well as a travesty of Justice. Yet one of the most common criticisms

of the courts is that the rich escape the penalties of the law while

the poor "get the limit". Doubtless there is some truth to the charge.

It would be a constructive thing for the state to provide counsel for

the indigent defendant of the same training and experience as the plain-

till-state has available in the prosecuting attorney. (186)

Altho the advocates of the "public defender" do not go so far,

it would appear to be sound in principle to compel the defendant in

all criminal cases to accept the services of the "public defender"

be prohibited from retaining other counsel, unless the public defender

asked for assistance in conducting the case, in which event the state

would pay the bill, the defender and his "client" selecting the assistant

of their choice. This would give a virtual monopoly to the state in

the administration of criminal law. It is based on the hypothesis that

it is primarily the bjisiness of the state to see that Justice is done.

The prosecuting attorney who uses the "third degree" and other

questionable means in his mad struggle to get "results", and the wily,

cunning, unsavory criminal lawyer who makes a reputation, or notoriety,

by"getting men off", would not be so much in evidence if this system

were adopted. They idea uppermost in the minds of both the public de

fender and the persecutor would be to find the truth and do Justice,

rather than to win a case and get a fee. The criminal court would be-



coma more of a hall of Justice and less of a wrangling bull-pen as

it now often is.

The public defender should be chosen and removable by the gen-

oral method outlined for the prosecuting attorney. Their, districts

should be coterminous.

While it is not recommended that the jury trial be abolished

in criminal cases, it would be a good thing to apply the principle

of the preponderant vote to criminal cases as over l/s of the states

have done in civil cases. There is no more reason why uninimity

should be required in criminal cases than in civil cases, especially

as all the states will eventually abolihh the death penalty. The

"hung" Jiiry has hept many an arch criminal from hanging or getting

his just deserts. If 5/6 of a panel of 12 intelligent men were con

vinced beyond the shadow of a reasonable doubt of the guilt of a man.

it seems as if that ou^t to be sufficient consensus for a conviation.

However, the principal change should be in the conduct of the

jury trial. The judge should have al^rnost complete control of the

selection of a jury. Heedless to say he would be interested primari

ly in getting the best jury from the standpoint of returning a just

decision. He would be looking for intelligence and character, not

for weakness and stupidity, sentimentality or heartlessness, as the

case mi^t be. The examination of the jurors should be confined to

essential questions; casual opinions should not disqualify; peren^jtory

challenge should be eliminated; and the comfort of the in5)anelled

jury should be carefully looked after.

In the actual conduct of the jury trial , great iaqprovements could

easily he made. In the taking of testimony, the judge should interpose

to prevent the brow-beating of witnesses and waste of time in question

ing. liVhen the judge thinks the lawyer is merely trying to confuse a

nervous, inexperienced witness, or to impeach the testimony of an hon-



est witness, he should take charge himself. The jury should he allow-

ed to ask the witness questions, also, hy getting permission the

judge. During the examination ofl any witness, if the judge thinjfs

either attorney has unconsciously or hy design omi iitted to ask a.ma

terial question, he should do so. In England, it has long heen the
a

custom for the judge to make a con^lete examination of^ witness at

his option. Often he d)S ahle to go to the heart of the matter at once,

thus saving time and money for the state and all concerned as well as

expediting business. This speedy taking of testimony is also of great

assistance to the jury. It keeps the case simple and concise enuf so

that the evidence means something to them when they retire to doliher-

ato. The saving of the time and ten5)er of the attorneys and litigants

is also an item. Every effort should he made to conduct a trial so as

to avoid every semblance of a contest. (187) The judge should he ahle

to amend any immaterial fault in the pleadings, immediately upon dis

covery and to proceed with tJie trial.

When the trial is over, the judge should he allowed the greatest

freedom in charging the jury. He should even go so far as to tell the

jury what he thinks the evidence has shovm. This was the practice in

America until the middle of the nineteenth century. Tennessee was the

first state to deny this right to the judge, in 1796. The others fol

lowed until hy 1840| the ri^t to charge the jury was practically ex

tinct. (Iff; The difference in jury efficiency wdien the judge is al

lowed to tell the jurymen what he thinks the evidence has proved, to

discount any erroneous statements the attorneys may have made, and to
s

di^ount over-en5)hasized evidence, evaluate testimony, and so on, is

shown hy the fact that in Ontario, where the judge has this right, the

avergge jury takes 30 minutes to reach a decision and often does do

without even leaving the jury-box. Conqoared to this, the situation

In the United states is notorious in the extreme. (1^4]



Ho exen5)tion8 from jury servica should ever be allowed except

in specific cases of evident irnpossibility to serve. Every case of

exeri^jtion should bo determined on its merits by tba clerk of the

court. It would probably aid some in getting intelligence in the

juries if a good stiff fee were charged for exemption even in the

cases of "evident in^ossibility to serve". 1'armorly^it did-^not great-

ly matter whether the exen^ted classes or not, since the

lav;yers wmilii-likely excuse them from service if the law or the judge

•did'^ot. With the judge as the chief agent in picking the jury, how-

over, the situation is much different. The best men on the jury are

none too good for a man who is being tried foe his headjy^ Since all

jury trials would be criminal trials, the biggest part of the jury

service, and the most irksome, and popularly (and properly) detested,

would be eliminated.

The judge should bear the main responsibility ffff the right out

come of a trial. The effect of these recommendations would be to put

it.that responsibility upon him and give hin the power to dischargej^ He

is the only really insertial person (with the exception of the ideal

juror) present, and certainly the only one with the training and ex

perience to see that justice is done. He should be given a fair chance

to put that knowledge into effect.

This brings us to the final consideration of the problem of the

jury trial, - its abolition in civil cases. This sounds like revol

ution, but in reality it is just the culmination of forces which have

been in operation for several years.

The arguments against the use of juries in civil cases are too

numerous and technical to be gone into fully in ̂ lis paper. Some of the

more important have already been mentioned in connection with crimin

al cases. All the disabilities therein referred to apply in civil eases

with double force. Most of the authorities deplore the use of juries



in civil cases, altho few pf them go s:o far as to advocate the abol

ition of it. Most of them are satisfied with recommendation of re

forms in the bar, voluntary tribunals, giving the judgs control of

selection of jiiries and conduct of the tridi, and so ,,on. It seems to

me that most of theee are merely patch-work on a iMichine which is

hopelessly inadequate for modern big scale adjudication. Werner

quotes a judge of long experience to the effect that "juries are

rarely influenced by instructions of judges, if, indeed, they under

stand them at all." The ordinary jury decide,a the cases according

to what they think the law ought to be; or else for -ttie wider-dog. (If Pj

Storey points out at length/ the defects of juries in civil cases.

He sajcs where an individual smd a corporation are litigants, the

corporation vary seldom gets a square deal. The judge may give the

jurymen most specific instructions not to let the fact that one of the

parties is a million dollar corporation influence their minds, and ywt

if the truth were told most of them would be like the old juryman who

was asked if he obeyed the, judgeis instructiions not to let the fact

the defendant was a corporation prejudice him. Ho replied, "Well,—

finally, I didn't." It, is difficult for the averhge jury to do ex

act justice when one party is a sick widow and the other is a trans

continental railroad. Since the majority of our civil cases, or at

least an increasing number of them are ones in which one, or both,
the

parties are corporations, this psychological defect o:^jury is a

serious short-coming in its value as an ins^ument of justice in

civil cases. (19|)

The time element is also important. As social control becomes

more and more efficient in the prevention of crime, and as business

becomes more and more complex and pervasive, a larger and larger per

centage of the cases will bo civil. As snentioned above, the trend

Of society is such that there will undoubtedly be a great increase



in ths amount ©f litigation, mostly civil. Hence, some more expeditious

mode of handling them than "by the awlQvard juiy trial seems absolute

ly necessary. Oregon has already recognized the need of greater speed

and at the same time has tacitly admitted the disability of the juty

trial for civil cases by providing that civil cases involving breach

of contract (which includes a large percentage of them) may be tried

without a jury if both parties to the action agree' . Of the 1793

cases tried in the circuit courts in 1917-18 (June 30 to June 30),

884 of them were without jury. There were over 2000 uncontested di

vorce cases tried in the same length of time which were of course

without juty. This would seem to indicate that the aiadtxpeople of

Oregon are about ready to make the leap and abolish the use of the

jury in all civil cases. (19(|)

The facts are not the main thing in controversy in most civil

cases, or if they are, it is only as they will determine the amount

of relief the aggrieved party will be awarded. There is a persistent

tendency on the part of the defendant to falsify, gloss over or deny

the facts in the case in order to lessen his liability, or to set up

grossly exaggerated or fictitious counter-claims for the same purpose.

But the principle thing desired is the adjudication of the amount of

relief,- vdiich shall be given to the injured party. The average jury

thrown into the average case so presented, is extremely incon^jetent

to disentangle the claims and counter-claims, the hodge-podge and con

fusion of allegation and denial, the obscuration and over-en^ihasis of

evidence; they have not the tismx. patience, training, or ability to

fvaluate the testimony properly in order to arrive at a just decision.

Then over and above this stands the ever-present fact that they are

more than likely to be prejudiced in favor of the under-dog. The

fictitious personality of a corporation is in reality a fiction to

the average, concrete-thinking oonmon man* justice is done to men and



women of flesh and blood and feeling, not to soulless abstractions.

So both from the point of e^edition of business and the attainment

of Justice, the Jury trial should be abolished in civil cases. This

is the fair implication of the long editorial cited above from the ''Oreg-

onian"; it is the statement of what one reads between the lines .in

criticisms of the ci^il Jury trial by eminent writers on law; it is

the conclusion drawn from the action of business-men in taking advantage

of section 157 of the Oregon Code; (Olson's, 1920) it is sound common-

sense and good psychology applied to law. (19S)

If shady lawyers know that they cannot get ignorant, pliable

Juries whose prejudices and emotions they may arouse in order to get

damages from the rich for the poor, from the corporation for the in

dividual, or from the ugly husband for the pretty wife, they will be

more chary about bringing questionable cases into cotrt. In caee a

lawyer does bring in a case which is merely contentious litigation

or a "long-shot" chance , "everything to gain and nothing to lose",

we ought to follow the English practice and make the attorney, and

not his client, pay the costs, and perhaps assess him with a liberal

fine into the bargain. (194)

What is the alternative^ Civil cases should be tried before a

panel of three circuit Judges, apportioned by the executive board of

the Supreme Court as business may require. Of course, regular dis

tricts should be provided, but the idea is that if the docket should

get away ahead of the Judges in 4na of the districts, there should

be other Judges delegated from less congested districts. Particularly

in civil cases, it is desirable that the adjudication of controversies

be as speedy as possible and the dockets kept cl^n. The senior Judge

of the panel should preside and have power to direct the procedure of

the case. Such a system would come aw nearly eliminating the defects



mantioned above as it is humanly possible to do. By this system %a

would get, training, experience, ii%artiality, speed, and justice

according to law. If the results were not satisfactory, the fault

wodld lie with the law-making department and not with the law-adjudi

cating agencies.

With the system outlined above it ought to be easy to have three

rmtmrxa civil and two criminal sessions a year in every county in the

state, or even more, if business warranted. The system would be flex

ible enuf to respond to all the exigencies which would arise. The same

number of judges wa now have, or even a less number ou^t to be able

to keep all the judicial business up-to-date aiid still have enuf time

for every judge to have a vacation of a month or so each year. With

a centralized control of the administrative side of the courts, sim-

procedure and lessened litigation, savings from jury fees and

other costs attendant upon our long trials and red-tape methods, it

ought to be possible to pay higher salaries to fewer and better men

and to gat more efficient judicial service at less cost than we do

at present.

Such a reorganization would remedy the most flagrant wvils of

the present judicial system. The judge would become a highly special

ized social servant. The only administrative functions he would per

form would be the actml conduct of judicial business; his legislative

functions would be gone with the denial of the judicial veto. His ten

ure would be stable and his social honor high. His position would be so

enviable and desirable that the aspiration of every lav^yer might v/ell be

the attainment of a judgeship. This v/ould tonej^p the whole legal pro
fession with the tonic of social-mindedness. The law would becoime the
semant of the people istead of their bugaboo,- and it would serve the
rich and poor alike. *hus the judiciary would be brot into our system
by which we hope to correlate intimately, the government and the people,
to make them find theif^ l.ast and lar^st life in the creation and opera
tion of the state.



CHAPTEH VI.

THE SOCIALIZED SEA2B.

"If we set our hearts on having a righteous
state we can have one more righteous than
any individual".(195)

In conelusion, let us try to recapitulate the argument and get

a generalized view of the idea we have atten^jted to present. In the

mass of detail which has heen presented, the fundamental viewpoint

may easily have become ibscure. It is the purpose of this chapter to

re-state and generalize the propositions previously discussed in order

t© leave in the mind of the reader a definite outline of the reorgan

ization of the state from the sociological approach.

The purpose of tiie s:jfate is social whatever may have been its

origin. People live together by choice, as Giddings says, or per

haps it would be better to say by necessity. (196) The state has

developed until it has become the hub from which the other social

institutions radiate like spokes from a wheel. However, these rad

iating institutions are not in any sense conceived as originating

in the state or as depending upon it for their validity. They are

as fundamental as the state. Both come into existence in resfjonse
need.

to a felt social dsxaxd The state has gained its predominance

only because it has proved to be the most powerful and effective

instrument for realizing the larger collective purposes of the people.

Other institutions iiave been tried, such as the family and the church,

but the state has demonstrated its superiority, at least for the

present age and present conditions.. So it is tiiat the people allow

the state to coerce them in their various group relations and submit

to have thejRtate modify and infringe the personal rights of the

individuals and the group rights of most of the other human insti-



tutions. Ai|d hence some men are moved to forget the essential social

nature of the state and are urged to claim some super-mundane sanc

tion for it. It "becomes a "be-all and end-all, an absolutism which

comprehends and controls all huroan relations, all other institutions.

Thus the doctrine of absolute state sovereignty is born.

But in company with many of the newer political scientists, we

have denied the doctrine of absolute, particularized sovereignty

and have substituted the idea of socialized sovereignty, a power

which is great enuf to actuate and perpetuate the state and yet is

always a derived, relative, developing—and sometimes a decaying—

power. The state never is; it is always becoming. It is never a

unity, never an entity; it is always "infinite diversity". (1971

The state is a process of doing something together. It is politics

in solution. It is composed of J)he people, operated by the people.

and exists for the people. This is not always true of governments.

which may be regarded as the social forces of the state in »rtwtinnt

crystalization. They may be overturned-by an election or a revolu

tion and thus resolved back into that great social flux of interests.

sentiments, purposes and psychic interactions which are the state as

the sociologist conceives it,

Of course, this is over-stated and perhaps somewhat distorted

for the sake of en5)hasis, but the fundamental proposition remains}

the state is merely and solely a social institution. Its foundations

must "be tincovered by sociology and its ultimate reality stated in

terms of social sanction, social purposes and social activity.(198)

But this is the most generalized view. There is also the human

factor to be considered as such. The individuals are the bricks out

of which the imposing struotiire ofl the state is built. They . are

-ti
born into it and coerced by it; unlike most social instutions which
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are voluntary in nature, they must he aemhers of this institution

whether they will or no. (199)

How is it that a social institution composed of individuals

should he so unsocial as to coerce its components? How can it pur

sue such a policy and still persist? Because the individuals them

selves are socially created and get their chiefest joie de vie out

of their functioning in social groups. The vast niajority|Sf the acts
of the state \^ich are classified as coercive are in reality active

ly consented to hy the people affected. Che true coercive element

appears only when someone is so inliunan, or un-human, rather, that
dis

is, unsocialized.-^s toy^regard the duties or actions which the people

have decided are for the hest interests of society, c'est-a-dire,

for the hest interests of the individuals wh® compose society.

There is no more an absolute individual than there is an abso

lute state. He,comes into his physical existence hy a very intimate

social relationship. Che birth of his psychic being, his huimn per

sonality, occurs in just as definitely a social manner. He is born

to be a living soul, a psychic person as distinguished from a mere

physical reaction-system, by the intimate interpenetration of the

socially created ideas of other persons. It is give-and-take, stim

ulate and be stimulated, until suflficient social experience is gained

to entitle!a?\o beAj5ajiedX|u^ hvunan being . (£00)

But there is a third aspect of human life which .must bo mention

ed in connection with our concept of "socialized sovereignty".and

"socialized individuality".

Hot only is the individual a social product, but he is forced

hy the very fact of his social origin and social nature to ally him

self with other similarly constituted humns in order to accomplish^

anything, in order to live the huiiian life. Che only way a man can

work is to work with some one, or with others. Ho cannot think ex-



cspt in terms of words each one of which is a distinctly social

fabrication. The neasuro of his social efficiency is his ability

to get the "we-feelin^'\Hoss?) and utilize it in productive, sicially

valuable activity. He is not only a'social product' but also a "so

cial producer". The index of his humanity is his "tegetherability".

He is a group animal and always was so. It is in the small, intim

ate, primary groups that human beings BBStyfwx live most vividly ,

enjoy must keenly and develop most fully. The family, the ball-

team, the picnic, the poker club, the church, the lodge,— these are

the instruments by whieh man is fashitaned. (201)

It is by bringing these three fundamental concepts into proper

relation that we derive the material for our final concept,— the

generalized idea which the purpose of this paper has been to delineate.

The ever-shifting socialized sovereignty, the over-expansive social

ized individual, and the functional social group are united to pro

duce the socialized state. It is composed of thern and dependent up

on them in their various activities and subtle interrelations.

This is the raw material out of which all political phenomena ultim

ately must bo created. As the "father of sociology" has pJirased it,

"There must always be a spontaneous harmony between the whole and the

parts of the social system.... and the only object of any political

system whatever.... is to regulate the spontaneous expansion so as

best to direct it towards its determinate end." (202)

To conceive of any one of this trinity of causes as foremost

or paramount, fundamental or ascendant, is to fall into the errors

of the absolute severeigntyists, the contract*d:heory individualists,

or the particularistic guild socialists. The sociological student

of politics must regard them all, as he also regards every other as

pect of human life , as interrelated, interpermeating, each contrib-



uting to the other, all enmeshed, interdependent, intermingled. "We

are members one of another" "in deed and in truth". (203) The soci

ologist must regard all human forces and activities as phases of a

unified action, elements in an on-going process, all of which is es

sentially psychic (socldl) in its nature. This is the only concept

which can redeem our thinking from mysticism, for, as Cooley has well

said, the old soul-stuff individualism is Just as laystical and un

thinkable as Hegel's static concept of the state as the "march of

God in the world". The Hegelian mystic sin^jly chooses a bolder and

more inclusive abstraction, gives a more cosmic sweep to his imagin

ation than the particularistic individualist. (204)

But neither idea is redeemed from mysticism. Ho more so is the

group expositor of society who conceives the group as an organ in a

super-organism,or as an actual personality diverse from the human be

ings v/ho compose it. Gierke and seme if the other political plural-

ists as r^orted by Miss Fo^llett, appear to fall into this error. (205)

The only reason the Guild Socialists do not is because they do not

hai>e a philosophy,— they have only a program. The concretoness of

their proposals and the detailed manner in which they have worked it

out saves then from mysticism. If they should try to generalize

their theory, it would inevitably land them in nysjricism.

So too is the psychological sociologist saved from mysticism,

Altho he is dealing with very vague and intangible material, he is

saved from mysticism by applying the yard-stick of common-sende to

it and refusing to be led av/ay into the luring marshes of metaphysics.

He conceives society siit5>lyi as a con5>lex of working forces. He knows
a

of no social cause apart from^social result; he knows,^no social result

that is not also a soo^flVl cause. He regards society as a process of

varying goodness, badness and indifference; he describes it, tries



to explain its mechanism, to account for its actions j attempts to

select those modes of response ■wtoich seem to him to he desirable

and haneficial, hut he holds no hrief for any hypothetical,abstract,

absolute "first cause", he seeks no "fundamental origin" or "ultimate

destiny". So soon as he does so he ceases to be a scientist and

becomes a metaphysician. One reason sociology is in such, disrepute

in some quarters is because it has too man^ preachers, propagandists,
and metaphysicians passing themselves off as sociologists. Sociology

must always be a mathematical, data-collecting and phenomena-inter-

preting science. Its method is almost entirely psychological,{206)

With this perhaps unwarranted digression, we come to the ob-

jectificatibn of this theory in terms of government and its agencies.

Government cannot be divotced from the group concept. It is a

"differentiated, representative group performing specified governing

functions for the underlying grojtps of the population." "Political

action reflects, represents the underlying groups". "If we say activ

ity,we have said it all; it is a net-work of activities". (207) Hiese

groups are all inter knit, and yet each one is distinct in its self.

They must depend upon the personality of someone within than for di

rection, or perhaps it is more aoccurate to say upon the personalities

of a relatively small niamber of members within them. They are most

vital and effective when all or nearly all of the members take part.

This is what we ;.iean when we say of a certain group that it is a "live

or^nization". As a rule, live leaders tnake live members, altho it

doubtlessly might be more truthfully said that live members .'make live

leaders, i.e., they either liven up the old leaders or get new ones.

"Government is more accurately representative when each ccoperative

group trains its leaders, makes the successful ready to serve the

public in larger under takings."(208)

How each of these groups has its immediate as well as its sec-



ondary purposes. Sach develops a definite plan of procedure to get

those purooses realised. It is "organdzed". It is contended here

that the "public will" has its basis in these secondary group wills.

Now, since society is becoming ever more and more complex and close

ly interwoven as a result of increasing wants and diversities of taste

which cause and are caused by the more intimate social contacts of

education, coniaerce, travel, modern communication, these secondary

purposes are becoming ever more and more pervasive and important. It

is not exactly correct to say tliat they are gainAtig on the primary

wants and needs, or that they are supplanting them, but the satis

faction of the primary desires; are becoming more roundabout. It

mahes a vital difference to a man of today how the working girls are

treated in Honolulu while they are putting his precious pineapple

into the cans. Therefore, since the secondary group interests are

becoming more important, they must find.some sort of representation

in the larger group undertakings, mile the primary group relations

will doubtless always remain the most vital in a man's life, at the

same time his secondary group . interests makes him seek to expand his

group influence. This fact must be taken into account in proposing

our reforms in government. (209)

Just what have we offered, then, in the direction of gatting

these results in our socialized state? How are these principles to

be embodied in the substantive law of the state?

We have advocated a truly socialized education and suggested

some of the steps necessary to its attaiiTieut. The essence of this

lias in the pi'oper education of the adoleBcent and the adult based

on the principle of self-expression and directed toward the achieve

ment of social purposes. "TheiJJia are few things that would be more

salutary to the life of our people than a lively and effective

civic consciousness". (210)



We have suggested a reorganization of the legislative branch

ofi goveraent based upon the fundamental premise that

no deliberation is possible without that "animated moderation which

quickens and enlivens thot."{211) The irembers of this small, respon

sible, unicameral body of lavv-makers are to be elected by proportion

al representation in an effort to get them to represent certain
n

groups of opinion ^tead of certain square miles of land or factions

of political parties. They are not expected to be more puppets of

the people, but to exercise their own informed minds enlightened by

a sense of social responsibility. They are prohibited from referring

measures to the people so that they will be forced to take the re

sponsibility upon themselves. Yet they are made subject to the re

call so that the people may hs|*ie dhe means to punish the occasional

flagrant betrayal of thiir trust. (212) Further to center legisla

tive responsibility, as well as to allov? for the definite and cinclu-

sive formulation of the will of the people, the acts of the legis

lature are not to he s^^ject to judicial veto. The Legislature is to

he in session all oil the time. Finally, there is definite provision

made for the integration of the groups which society is divided into

with the legislative and administrative .branches and for the integra

tion of the latter with each other.

For the administrative branch we have outlined a scheme of de

partmentalized organization very similar to those which have been

adopted in several states and have universally been found to work

even more satisfactorily than the proponents themselves had expected.

The governor has been made the center and personification of the ad

ministrative system. He has the legislative initiative and the

courtesies of the house for himself and his department heads; he

has the sola power of appointing and removing the heads of the de-



other

partinents and^hief executive officers as well as the Justices of

the supreme court; he has the veto; he may appeal to the people to

carry thru his administrative bills{with 2/5 of legislature). In

short, ha is expected to be a real executive leader. A budget and

civil service system \vere advocated, as well as a legislative ref

erence and bill-drafting service. (213)

In the judiciary, we have made all the Judges appointive, the

Supreme Court by the Governor and the Judges of the lower courts by

the Supreme Court. The Jury trial should be abolished for civil

cases and modified in criminal cases. The trial Judge should have

definite control of the selection of the Jury, taking of testimony,

and shiuld have complete liberty in charging the jury v.heh the case
has

laxxK been closed. We advocate the complete monopoly of criminal Jus

tice by the state. The grand Juliy should be abolished and the re

sponsibility for the prosecution of crime placed squarely upon the

district attorney. The state should furnish both the prosecutor

and the defender of the accused, so that the criticism recently made

by an eminent jurist v/ould no longer hold true. He said,"Complete

Justice to the poor man is still a dream in our civilian courts".(214)

All ac®lbed persons should have the same talent defending as the

state now provides for prosecuting, and no man should be able to

"buy" his v/ay off in a court of criminal Justice. We have outlined

various means of keeping cases out of court and have provided methods

od handling them efficiently when they dfc get in. We have noted the

necessity for a higher professionalization of the bar; have outlined

administrative and procedural requisites for a serviceable Judicial

system. The Judiciary is regarded as a subordinate and specialized

branch of the general administrative function.

We have retained intact the system of direct governnent but
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have modified somewhat the methods of using it. We have provided

for the petitioning of measures by signature at time of registration
i

or at any other time one cares to vis^ the registration officer's

office thus abolishing the the paid petition circulator. We have

given the legislature a chance to enact the initiative petitioned

law, or r^al the feferendumed law before it finally goes on the bal

lot. The nominating system, together with the system of proportion

al representation, is axpastadx calcylated to complete the destruc

tion of the political party as a factor in state and local govern-
etefftvVe

ment. There are only 3,state adrainistrative officers and 25 Iggisla-

tive, about 5 to the district, '-^his ix ought to be satisfactory

to the most rabid short ballotist. Fig,3 gives a graphic expianation
all of

of the relations between^the parts of the proposed organization.

Wo have tried to get away from the idea tiiat voting is synon-

omous with democracy. We are in exsential agreement with the crit

icisms quoted below. "The number of voters to whom the processee

of politics are intelligible,, or interesting,,,, is lamentably

small; and at a time when the problems before us are increasingly

technical in character, no one can fail to see in the popular atti

tude the very heart of our difficulties," "liajority rule is demo

cratic vhan it is approaching not s unanimous but an integrated will.

We have seen that the adding of similarities does not produce the

social consciousness; in the same way the adding of similar votes

does not give us the political will." "Do we not feel the dispersive,

numerical, uninspiring character of t^'greatest good of the greatest

number" aa a call to faith and action? The ideal society must be

an organic whole, capable of being conceived directly, and requir

ing to be so conceived, if it is to lay hold on our imaginations,"

(215)



So wa have provided for a minimura of voting in our proposals.

What voting there is, should he done with a most vital consciousness

of high, almost holy, civic responsibility. We should place our hope

of democracy not in counting heads, but in using them. Likewise, we

must get over the idea that if a man disagreed sofci with those in

control he is politically damned. We do not want a democracy based

upon breaking heads any more than we want oned based on counting

them. A man's disagreement may be Just the stimulus his associates

need. He my see an angle of truth that they have not seen. The

social-minded political servant of the people will instinctively

take Laski's advice when he says, "We shall make the basis of our

state consent to disagreement,. Therein shall we enstire its great

est harmony",- and he raightMi have added permanencjr. (216) From

all that has been said about discussion, the representation of min

orities, the responsiveness of the state to the various group wills,

this must be hailed as sotmd doctrine.

This is true not only of the man who is actively engaged in the

active conduct of governmental affairs; it is equally true of the av

erage man. "The doctrine of true democracy is that every man is and

must be a creative citizen". "We must bring to politics

passion and Joy". (217) Since the state is bound to become more and

more the means of attaining thea^secondary social purposes of the
citizens as mentioned above, each and every citizen must be given

an active part in the realization of those purposes. The only way

to do this is to nake the state shmple, concrete, responsible and

objective enuf so that he can directly conceive it and at the same

time to organize it so that he can do something in and thru it. This

is the "passion and Joy" of politics.... that we do something to

gether. ^\l?he success of democracy dependa(^l^upon the degree of re-



sponsi'bility it is possible to arouse in every

nian and woman and 2 on the opportunity tta# they are given to ex

ercise that responsibility." (218)

Finally, we may ask what is that "determinate end" of society

spoken of by Comte? What will be the next step iif the socialized
activity s

state is achieved? Duguit says, "State enMnate/^frora in

dividual wills, (we wottld say from "socialized wills", "group wills")

but it is essentially collective in its end, which is the organiza

tion and mnageraent of public services."(219) This statement is

concrete and direct and might be taken as a final statement if it

did not imply state socialism as the final end and aim of the socialized

state. But this is emphatically not the case. While there is no

doubt that the sjrate will continue to furnish more and more services

to the people, these will be chiefly of the public utility variety.

It is unlikely and probably undesir able that it should organize and

manage all services. Duguit does not sap "all". Perhaps he means on^y

public utilities. Certainly the socialized state should monopolize

these, but its main function should xindoubtedly be regulation of

■fKa . iMA
private services,^ameliorattl}|l of human conditions,j^the modification

private property
of institutions of yigini-Tig to the end that all men shall en-

Joy the imximura of utilities. The socialized state will see tht.'J'

the wheels of the complex and delicate social machine are kept oiled

and that no untrained and irresponsible hand gaind control of it.

The socialized state v;ill see to it that the natural resources are

not exploited, that they are luade subsidiary to the humn resources;

that equality of opportunity is provided; that the public health is

fostered and maintained; that mating is determined by desirability

rather than by desire; that a universal and maximum standard of

living is supplied; in short, that all mankind is given a fair chance
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to live up to capacity. These are some of the aims of the social

ized state.

Finally, the attainment of it is possible^nly ty intelligent

citizens, — men and women who have seen the vision. These citizea-

seers of the now state are those who have had cultivated in them

a '^socially efficient inagination^iTodd). We must also have exact

knowledge before m essay to follow the difficult path of political

experimentation. But we have that knowledge ftere in Oregon. It has

just been reviewed in the main body of this paper. And a sufficient

number of us have seen the vision. Our fancies Iiave pictured many

roseate Oregons, -♦♦fairy lands of heart's desire'*. Then what do we

lack? That one requisite to all salvation, political, social or

religious. It is Faith. Until our knowledge and imagination are

backed by faith, our facts will be fruitless and our imagination a

vain thing. This is what we mean when we say "the courage of our

convictions". We do not have it here in Oregon. The mountains of

mischief,—- inefficiency, disservice, ever-increasing taxes and

ever-decreasing comprehensibility,~ will remain mmsxaiix unremoved

until we move thera with the magic wand of faith. (220)

Until that time, we can only watch and pray- and preach assid

uously the gospel of the socialized state. Tliere is no doubt tliat

the time xvill soon come vdien Oregon follows Illinos with a civil ad

ministrative code. It will be a vast civic misfortune i£ at the same

time we do not lead the rest of the Republic with a thoro over-haul

ing of the other two branches. Thus we would live to enjoy the fine

satisfaction of having Illinois and others follow us again as they

did in the matter of direct governjment.

The forces are rapidly being generated here in Oregon as else

where which sooer or later will drive us to reor^nization. Illinois



was on. the verge of "bantouptcy in 1916. V/e should shov/ aiore in

telligence than many co-'iiionwealths have shovm in the past and go he-

fore we aee driven, "ife shouiKi make our adjustment hy fiat rather than

by harsh compulsion. The 70 mill tax which is reported in one Oregon

city is a powerful agguinent for state and local reorganization. Host

likely it is the only one the people ever v/ill listen to. If every

comunity had a 70 mill tax, that fact would gain more converts to

the cause of reorganization than 7 times 70 dry and rambling master's

theses.

But I do not want to close with a pessimistic note. There is no

occasion for that. Oregon has a social and political record behind it

of vhich to be proud, j^he has.iC a much greater opportunity in the fu-

ture. The people of Oregon are proud of their record and proud of the

state in which they live. They are determined to make it better and

to realize in the future the fine things their progressive past gives

us a right to expect. "Better Schools and Better Roads" is a slogan

that indicates the trend. Our future gives greater hope than our

past gives pride. So we are entitled to av)ply to ourselves the con

structive implications of the following BlBiqpirTrt eloquent quotation

from the dean of American sociologists. By apprehending and ajpoly-

ing the ideal of these words wo shall make our future fulfill the

pro.mises of our past. {2E1)

"The sbcial system will becomq^rot simpler, but more com
plex; not harder and more resistant, but more adaptive;
not more authoritative, but more intelligent......Only
in the individual hearts of the'people can the honor
of the state be kept untarnished; in their individual
souls its glory lives."
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1. Bryce, "Araerican Conmionwealth", 1906 rav,, p. 637 et seq.

2. Crely, H,, "The Promise of American Life", 1909, p. 317.

3. Recent political science writers have argued with apparent success
that the old conception of absolute sovereignty vested in the state
is no longer tenable. Some of these are; Duguit ,L.,"Lav; in the
Modern State", ( tr. by Laski); Follett, M. P., "The New State";
Laski, H,, "The Problem of Sovereignty" and "JCuthority in the Mod
ern State"; Cole, G. D. H., "The World of Labor"; Giddings, F. H.,
"The Responsible State". These writer all have a decidedly socio
logical approach. Giddings says on page 47-8 of the book cited
above, "Sovereignty, accordingly, is not, it never was, it never
can be, an 'original, unconditional,tiniversal and irresponsible
power to C0ii5)®l obedience.'" .... "Finite and relative, it(the state)
is, of necessity." v

4. Bryce, op. cit. p. 459.
Gov. Edwards, "New Jersey and the Eighteenth Amendment", Literary
Digest, Ilay 15, 1920.
Lit. Digest, March 27, 1920, "Vermont and Suffrage".
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7. Jacob Abrams et al. v. U. S., dissenting opinion by J. 0. W. Holmes,
J. Brandeis concurring, Nov. 10, 1919. Reported in the Hev; Republic
Nov. 26, 1919.

8. Cooley, C. H., "Social Organization", p. 183.

9. See CoGley(s "Hu;nan Nature and the Social Order"; Baldwin's "Indi
vidual and Society" and "Social and Ethical Interpretations"; WallasJs
"The Great Society"; Follett's "Tlie New State"; McDougal's""Social

Psychology"(1909); and Elwood's "Sociology in its Psychological Aspects".

10. Cooley, "Social Process", p. 405ff.

CHAPTER II.

11. Cooley, "Social Or^nization", p. 322-4.

12. A Mr. B told me in 1916 that he had too much self respect,to©
much regard for his reputation, to go to the legislature, altho
his friends had importuned him/ for years to go. At last he con
sented and tried it out in the 1921 session. I asked him what he
thot of it. He said that all his former in^ressions were corrobor
ated by experience; he found 'political bargains', ppersonal spite,
personal favoritism, incorr^etency, inefficiency, demogoguery, il
licit lobbying, stupidity and cupidity,— all the evils he had
heard about were there, and more.



As evidence of this statement, I shall cite editorials taken at
random from recent issues of the two leading newspapers in the
state*

"Oregonian".
z/p.llll. The representative nature of the legislature is questioned,
2/12/17 and 2/14/17/ The lobby system is berated and the legis
lators are accused of inefficiency.

2/14/19/ The reconstruction policy is criticised,
"Oregon Daily Journal",
1/10/15, Criticism of the party system,
1/11/15, "legislature is on trial"; strong sentiment for the abol

ition of the senate,

1/1/19, Legislature severely criticised,
E/9/19, Sa;i»,
2/17/19, Economic reorganization predicted.
12/13/10, Judicial system severely arraigned.
12/23/10/ Taxation system shown to be illogical and unfair.
12/30/10. Local government criticised.
This is enuf to show that the press of the state is far from sat
isfied with the present operation of state government. While there
are few definite suggestions of needed changes in organization,
there is decided criticism of the quality of legislative service
the people obtain, as well as other governmental functioning. These
references were selected more or less at random over a period of
only two or three years, so they '.my be taken as fairly representa
tive, An investigation of the editorial opinion of the rest of the
state papers would doubtless show a similar feeling. Indeed, cas
ual conversation with average citizens reveals the general atti
tude that the state government is a necessary evil, something to
be tolerated only because there seems to be no available substi
tute for it.

This is graphically shown by the vote of 1914 on the abolition of
the state senate. 62,376 voted to abolish it while only 123,439
voted to retain it. (1920 Blue Book,p.j60) Yet there was no ex
tended ca!i]paign atB!gtvr»±yMiiKYk±»i"yYTwtwKrfc-i^g'B-g-B-gY±Vigr-irvOTg-t-» to abolish
the senate, no influential paper favored it, no recognized political
leaders were advocating the change; on the other hand, all the

"safe" forces of the state wore urging the defense of our "tradi
tional institutions". The adoption of the I, R, & R, in 1902
(62,024, yes; 5,660, no), and the continuops appearance on the
ballot of measures modifying or attempting to modify the organiz
ation of nearly every phase of the state government, lit show the
existence of the attitude of mind on the part of the people which
was described in the text. The Consolidation Commission of 1917

is additional evidence. At least 6 of the 11 measures on the 1920

ballot relate to the organization of the state government. While
the legislative deficiencies seem saixt uppermost in the public
mind, the above citations show that the dissatisfaction is general.

In proof of the statement that our government is no more
costly and inefficient than those of other states is given in the
following table. If anything, the advantage is in favor of Oregon,
The western states are grouped together do that states in which
conditions are approximately the same may more easily be compared.
All figures are in dollars. Taken from Abstract of a Special Bul-
litin on V'ealth, Debt and Taxation, U, S, Bureau of Census, 1913,
Table 5, p.15 and Table 21, ppo. 44-50
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incidonts as cases in point. In the fourth v/eok of the session
k memher whose seat was next to his leanest over and. said, "Say-
uh-ah-why-er-I always thot we got a chance to vote on some of
these here measures, but all they do is refer 'em to committees",
I suggested that the man had a sense of humor, but Mr. B assured
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was merely an accident, Mr. B approached him and said apologet
ically that he was a little new at the business stnd would appreciate

a little inforination if said Solan would be so kind. 3. S. was
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